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Abstract 
 

 

 
The revolution of Internet and the Web takes the computer and information technology into a new age. 

The information on the web is growing very fast. The progress of information and communication tech-

nologies has made accessible a large amount of information, which have provided each of us with access 

to far more information than we can comprehend or manage. This emphasizes the difficulty with the re-

sulting semantic heterogeneity of the diverse sources. Human knowledge is a living organism and as such 

evolves in time where different people having different viewpoints and using different terminology among 

people of different cultures and languages, intensify the heterogeneity of the sources even more. These 

introduce some concrete problems like natural language disambiguation, information retrieval and in-

formation integration. Nevertheless, the problem is quite well known in almost every branch of knowledge 

and has been independently approached by several communities for several decades. To make this huge 

amount of existing information accessible and manageable while also solving the semantic heterogeneity 

problem, namely the problem of diversity in knowledge, and therefore support interoperability, it is essen-

tial to have a large scale high quality collaborative knowledge base along with a suitable structure as a 

common ground on which interoperability among people and different systems should be possible. It will 

play the role of a reference point for communication, assigning clear meaning by accurate disambigua-

tion to exchanged information, communication and automating complex tasks. However, successfully 

building large scale knowledge bases with maximum coverage is not possible by a single person or a 

small group of people without collaborative support.  It extremely depends on expert community based 

support.  Therefore, it is necessary for experts to work together on knowledge base building. Further-

more, it is very natural that these expert users will be geographically distributed. Web 2.0 has the poten-

tial to support information sharing, interoperability and collaboration on the Web. Simplicity, flexibility 

and easy to use services make it an interactive and collaborative platform which allows them to create or 

edit their content. The exponential expansion of the Web users and the potentials of Web 2.0 make it the 

natural platform of choice for developing knowledge bases collaboratively. We propose a highly flexible 

knowledge base system, which takes into account diversity of knowledge and its evolution in time. The 

work presented in this thesis is part of a larger project. More specifically the goal of this thesis is to 

create a powerful and easy to use knowledge base management system to help people in building, orga-

nizing a high quality knowledge base and making accessible their knowledge and to support interopera-

bility in real world scenarios.   
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Chapter 1 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. The Context 

The amount of knowledge and information in today‟s world is growing very fast. The progress of infor-

mation and communication technologies has given access to this huge amount of information, which is 

increasingly becoming difficult to comprehend or manage. Different people having different viewpoints 

and using different terminology among people of different cultures and languages intensify the interope-

rability problem even more. In the current era, especially with the start of the Web and the consequential 

information explosion people face the concrete problem to retrieve, disambiguate and integrate informa-

tion coming from a wide variety of sources. There are many communities which independently try to 

solve the same problem, namely making information available, and understandable, to those who seek for 

it. Nevertheless, these problems are very well known in almost every branch of knowledge and have been 

independently approached by many communities for several decades. Unfortunately, this is not an easy 

task due to differences among systems and among users which lead to the more general problem of inte-

roperability. 

 

Hypertext and hypermedia systems have gathered a discrete success. As known, they provide a way to 

explore texts, documents and other kinds of media, such as images, videos and music, in a not sequential 

order. The web is a clear example of the success of this approach, mainly due to its simplicity of use. 

People can easily add new content and links between pages.  Unfortunately, these systems force the user 

to follow only predefined paths and provide poor semantics for document relations moreover and typical-

ly reflects the creator mental model rather than the user model [23]. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to 

locate relevant information [9]. More recently, in the spirit of the Web 2.0, people try to approach the 

problem collaboratively. An example is represented by social tagging initiatives
1
. Tags are labels that us-

ers can utilize for annotating objects in order to categorize information. These categories can be seen as 

different orthogonal perspectives in which users can progressively add new objects. Unfortunately, users 

tend to invent personally meaningful tags not always comprehensible to everyone (this problem is usually 

referred as the vocabulary problem) and to reuse the same tags over and over. For these and other reasons, 

many researchers [9][14] claim that these and similar techniques, usually referred as classical Information 

Retrieval (IR) techniques, are becoming inadequate. Among other things, Soergel observed that in effect 

there are not substantial differences among them, but their differences are only a matter of degree [16].  
However, according to Hjorland [24] IR is just one of the means to Knowledge Organization (KO), which 

in turn is seen as the set of activities such as document description, indexing and classification. Broughton 

et al. [25] say that a regular way to distinguish about KO and IR is that the former is more about indexing, 

while the other is more about searching. According to Vickery, the aim of KO is to make knowledge 

available to those who seek it [26]. This purpose is achieved by using effective „finding aids‟ such as 

classifications and search engines. 

 

In the early 1990's, an attempt to make interoperability standards identified a technology stack that 

called out the ontology layer as a standard constituent of knowledge systems [5]. Different disciplines de-

fine ontology in different ways. In philosophy, ontology refers to the subject of existence.  In Computer 

Science it defined as a specification of a conceptualization [3]. A conceptualization is an abstract spec-

tacle of the objects, concepts, entities that are assumed to be present in some area of interest and the rela-

tionships that hold among them which we aimed to represent for some purpose. In Semantic Web  Ontol-

ogies are core artifacts for representing information, in which information is prearranged with formal 

semantics so that computers can use inference rules to perform automatic reasoning on pieces of this in-

                                                 
1 http://del.icio.us/; http://www.facetag.org/; http://www.facebook.com/ 
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formation [2]. Main constrain of the formal ontology is it often takes tremendous effort to create due to 

the level of detail and complexity required [7], also required highly trained knowledge engineers with the 

support of domain specialists. It‟s time-consuming and difficult task. Ontology tools also require users to 

be trained knowledge representation and predicate logic. 

 

The area of classification has been used for centuries cataloguing and searching large sets of objects , 

primarily books in the early days and lately becomes very popular in order to provide a structure for or-

ganizing and navigating information such as Web objects (e.g., web pages, documents, pictures), com-

mercial products. Documents are indexed according to a hierarchical tree structure, under topic nodes. 

The information base can be trivially used as a browsing structure to inspect all the items classified under 

a specific node. In the web environment, concrete examples are represented by DMOZ, Yahoo and 

Google
2

 web directories. In the field of LIS we can mention traditional enumerative classification sys-

tems, like the Dewey Decimal Classification
3

 (DDC) and the Library of Congress Classification
4

 (LCC), 

which tend to exhaustively list all known subjects. However, the resulting structure is too rigid and a 

seeker generally browses among hundreds of information atoms before locating significant information 

[13]. Moreover, the contents of the classifications are using natural language labels which has proved 

very successful in manual classification but show their limitations when one tries to automate the process, 

as they are not formally defined. Informalities make it almost impossible to reason about classifications 

and their contents. In LIS domain specific thesauri play a similar role. Their aim is to provide knowledge 

about a single domain, in terms of basic subjects and relationships between them. Among them a central 

role is represented by faceted classifications, proposed and formalized at the beginning of the last century 

by Ranganathan, an Indian librarian, in the theory of facet analysis. This theory is widely recognized as 

the fundamental methodology that guides in the creation of a faceted classification in a given domain [9]. 

According to his analythico-syntetic approach [11], the first step is to examine the field to identify rele-

vant terms (analysis). They can be gained consulting domain experts and all sorts of information sources 

over the domain, taking into account some fundamental categories (originally they were Personality, Mat-

ter, Energy, Space and Time). The second step is to group (synthesis) the terms in hierarchies according 

to their common properties or characteristics, and arranged in a helpful sequence. These hierarchies are 

known as facets, which represent the distinctive dimensions of knowledge in that domain. The whole 

process starts in the so called “idea plane”, the language independent conceptual level, where concepts are 

identified; it is expressed in the “verbal plane” in a given language trying to articulate the idea coexten-

sively, namely identifying a term which exactly and unambiguously expresses the concept; and ends in 

the “notational plane” where a unambiguous notation is used to synthetically attach meaning and provide 

order to managed objects, typically books on the shelves. 

 

 Lightweight ontologies [3], tried to bridge the gap between informal classifications and formal ontol-

ogies. Lightweight ontologies are simple; therefore it is easy to create. A classification can be converted 

into Lightweight ontology by converting its natural language node labels into concepts, which are 

represented in a formal language, using Description Logic languages [22]. Based on their content type 

lightweight ontologies can further be classified into two categories:  descriptive lightweight ontology and 

classification lightweight ontology. Descriptive lightweight ontologies are basically Thesauri, controlled 

vocabularies, which used to specify the semantics of terms, and the nature and structure of the domain the 

terms belong to [1]. Web directories, user classifications are the example of classification lightweight on-

tologies . They are basically used to describe, categorize, and access collections of documents. One of the 

main differences is in the later one the ontology includes only high level concepts also called complex 

concept consist with compound noun phrase. The interpretation of this complex concept is captured as 

context descriptions outside the ontology whereas the former one usually have a noun word or a simple 

noun phrase in each of their node labels as an atomic concept. Some key applications of formal 

lightweight ontologies include (but are not limited to) document classification, semantic search, data inte-

gration [8].  However to make use of a lightweight ontology for interoperability purposes requires agree-

ments on the same meaning of the concepts between all the parties, which introduce the new challenge. 
  

                                                 
2 http://dmoz.org/; http://dir.yahoo.com/; http://directory.google.com/ 
3 http://www.oclc.org/dewey/ 
4 http://www.loc.gov 
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Semantics is going to play a more and more principal role in the future world. The famous vision pa-

per by Tim Berners-Lee [2] on the Semantic Web underlines the advantages in moving towards this di-

rection. Natural language is ambiguous. Before applying any form of automated reasoning it is fundamen-

tal to shift to a formal language.  Attaching the meaning to each single information item allows 

automating complex tasks and is the only way to make manageable the huge amount of available infor-

mation. In many fields, for instance in KO, this is achieved by providing some authority controlled voca-

bularies (e.g. thesauri) and asking users to annotate, index and search information items using standard 

terms. According to Vickery [26], even if there is still controversy, the knowledge of a domain in terms 

of concepts and relationships between them helps the organization and retrieval of documents mainly be-

cause it allows dealing with different levels of specificity, allows linking related terms together, helps in 

the identification of a semantically meaningful sequence and fixes the controlled vocabulary. On the other 

hand, he agrees with Soergel that current Knowledge Organization systems (KOS) lack of conceptual ab-

straction, there is no distinction between concepts and their lexicalization in words, they use a limited un-

differentiated set of relationships, and as a consequence they provide limited support for automated 

processing (see also [26] for an extensive description). Even if not perfect, they represent very valuable 

expert knowledge, usually over a restricted domain. In fact, their construction is very costly and attempts 

on automatically building domain specific thesauri are not so promising [28]. 

 
Matching performs a major task in approaches that rely on ontologies to solve the semantic hetero-

geneity problem between information systems [17, 18, 19, 20]. An essential pre-requisite for the accom-

plishment of such matchers is the availability of background knowledge sources with a sufficient cover-

age of the information. Background knowledge represents a set of true facts that used by semantic tools as 

an external resource to bridge the semantic gap between the matched ontologies and reach to conclusions. 

For example it may possibly contain that tiger is an animal or that Venice is a city and it is part of Italy. 

Latest evaluations of matching systems demonstrate that insufficient background knowledge is one of the 

major problems of matching systems these days.  In particular background knowledge mostly builds for 

supporting specific domain. In practice many semantic match applications relay on readily available, non-

specific resources, such as WordNet, as background knowledge [19]. Unfortunately, despite their broad 

coverage, they show insufficient coverage for many areas, for example if we consider geo-spatial sys-

tems, information like latitude, longitude coordinates are the primary importance. 

 
The knowledge is reproducible and sharable. The reproducible nature of knowledge makes it very dy-

namic. Something we know as true today, tomorrow appear as false. It keeps on changing every moment 

of time, in the same time growing as well. To get the proper benefit of this ever-growing knowledge it be-

comes essential to develop efficient and easy to use systems to access and navigate information 

[13,14,15,16]. This in turn requires the building of a high quality but flexible knowledge base 

system, which takes into account diversity of knowledge and its evolution in time. The aspiration 

of the building of a full agreement universal knowledge schema, describing the reality in an undisputable 

way, has been cultivating in fields spanning from Philosophy, Library Information Science (LIS), Artifi-

cial Intelligence (AI), and more recently in the Semantic Web as we have mentioned already. As an ex-

pression of the problem itself they use different terms to name it. In Philosophy it is known as the theory 

of categories5 which originates from Aristotle two thousand years ago; in LIS this is called Universal 

Thesaurus 10 or Universal Classification and has been addressing with particular fervor in the last two 

centuries; in AI it is called Universal Knowledge Base; in the Semantic Web it is named Universal Ontol-

ogy or Global/Upper Schema. The universal schema is meant to provide a common ground on which inte-

roperability among people and different systems should be possible. It plays the role of a standard for 

communication, assigning clear meaning to exchange information. Unfortunately, all attempts till now 

failed because it is practically impossible to reach the full agreement, unless in very limited scope [2]This 

is the reason why in many fields some criteria to limit the scope are defined, for instance the notion of 

domain in LIS[11]and the notion of context and generality in AI [12].  

                                                 
5 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-categories/ 
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1.2. The Problem 

From this preliminary analysis we identified some problem areas of current knowledge management sys-

tems which need to improve to support the interoperability among different cultures and languages in an 

unambiguous way. 

 

Lack of background knowledge: As we said in Section 1.1, the applications of formal lightweight on-

tologies, semantic matching techniques highly depend upon the reasoning on the axioms extracted from a 

knowledge base. Due to the insufficiency of the background knowledge all the necessary axioms cannot 

be extracted. This is also a main reason for the relatively low recall and precision of semantic search ap-

plications [21]. 

 

Disambiguation accuracy of natural language processing: The creation process of  lightweight ontolo-

gie from informal classifications requires the processing of natural language labels for the identification 

of their concepts. NLP tools are basically use for processing natural language labels and disambiguate 

them. However, even the state of the art NLP‟s disambiguation precision is limited to a certain degree be-

cause of the lack of coverage of the lexical knowledge base. 

 

Lack of Entity management tools: Ontology conceptualization process includes also entities i.e., real 

world objects. Entities are defined in terms of some meta-properties which characterize the entity 

called entity type. However, there are no tools that can use to define the entity type.  

 

Dynamics : The knowledge is reproducible and sharable. The reproducible nature of knowledge makes it 

very dynamic. Something we know as true today, tomorrow appear as false. It keeps on changing every 

moment of time, growing as well. To get the proper benefit of this ever growing knowledge it becomes 

fundamental to develop efficient and easy to use systems that would enable us to cope up with this dy-

namics while ensure the consistency. 

 

Limitation of integrated management environment: There exist many tools to facilitate the knowledge 

Management but no one comes with the complete support of lexicon, concepts, entity types and ontology 

as an integrated environment. Most of them come with partial support, many of them are restricted to or-

ganizations or domain specific. They are largely based on superimposed models, structures and terminol-

ogy.  They are not so suitable for managing knowledge in a collaborative way thus support interopera-

bility.  They lack of semantics, namely users cannot accurately express they needs, annotate their objects 

nor interpreter information they handle and exchange in an unambiguous way. 

 

Lack of support for distributed management:  Due to the difficulties and costs involved in building 

ontologies manually, the adoption and their use is limited. Building large scale knowledge base with max-

imum coverage is not possible without collaborative support. The more people will get involve to share 

the knowledge base will get enriched the more. It also requires distributed management support and 

knowledge synchronization. Unfortunately, most of the existing systems do not have this support. 

1.3. The Solution 

Human knowledge is a living organism and as such evolves in time. It is obvious that in order to let 

people interoperate a certain degree of conformity between them is required. In our opinion, the only 

meaningful way to approach the semantic heterogeneity problem is to allow and support knowledge di-

versity in language, culture, purpose and belief. This can be achieved by helping people to organize and 

make accessible their knowledge and create effective and efficient tools to support interoperability. How-

ever, effectively building large scale knowledge base with maximum coverage is not possible for a single 

person or a small group of people without collaborative support.  It is extremely depends on expert com-

munity based support.  Therefore, it is necessary for experts to work together on knowledgebase building. 

Furthermore, it is very natural that these expert users will be geographically distributed. Web 2.0 has the 

potential to support information sharing, interoperability and collaboration [30] on the Web. The Web 2.0 

services [30] enable users not only interact with the content of the web pages but also between themselves 
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in a decentralized and more open manner, which make it a planet where connectivity plays the key role 

which makes the users to be an integral part of this planet. Simplicity, flexibility and easy to use services 

make it an interactive and collaborative platform, which allows them to create or edit their content. Cur-

rent statistic shows that there are over 1.9 billion internet users worldwide [29]. The exponential expan-

sion of the Web users and the potentials of Web 2.0 make it the natural platform of choice for developing 

Knowledge base collaboratively. 

 

What we propose is a system with three different levels of knowledge, the universal, background and user 

knowledge: 
 

- The universal knowledge (UK): it represents the knowledge composed from a wide variety of 

sources over different domains. It is universal in the sense that  

[1] it represents expert validated knowledge over as much domains as possible;  

[2] it is supposed to be widely shared by the majority of (but not necessarily all) users;  

[3] it can be used as a starting reference point to construct specialized schemes and can be 

further personalized locally; 

- The background knowledge (BK): it represents a subset of the knowledge acquired from UK (for 

example selecting one or two domains) which is customized locally by a user or a restricted com-

munity of users; 

- The user knowledge: in order to manage their collection of documents, users can build their own 

classifications. The system will support the construction process and the interpretation of their se-

mantics using BK. This is achieved by translating them into lightweight ontologies (see for in-

stance [31] ). 

 

The system will be able to manage knowledge allowing users to personalize and evolve it at different 

levels, taking into account diversity dimensions and forward customizations back and forth the know-

ledge chain providing support for synchronization at different levels. Different users will be able to per-

form local and global searches on their and other users‟ classifications, establish unidirectional semantic 

relations between them, navigate across classifications, and run complex semantic services on top of 

them. 

 
 
 

 

Since this is a huge amount of work, in particular this thesis focused on developing a set of tools for 

the construction and maintenance of the universal knowledge (UK) part. Precisely, it will not be an iso-

lated tool for the development of ontologies, rather would be driven towards the creation of a common 

integrated environment that provides various knowledge base related services, and gives support to most 

of the activities involved in the knowledge base construction, evaluation and management. Figure 1 

CONCEPTS  

AND  

RELATIONS 

 

ENTITIES 

AND THEIR 

ATTRIBUTES 

DOMAIN 

KNOWLEDGE 

LINGUISTIC KNOWLEDGE  

(words and senses in different languages) 

Language Dependent Part 

Language Independent Part 

Figure 1 is shown a conceptual view of the UK. The whole structure is built around the concept core which 

can be seen as the core which glues all the other components. 
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shows a conceptual view of the UK. The whole structure is built around the concept core that can be seen 

as the core, which glues all the other components. Notice that, UK and BK will have the same structure 

and the construction of the universal and local background knowledge (i.g., UK and BK) will provide that 

right amount of flexibility necessary to take into account all dynamics connected to the knowledge man-

agement (creation, indexing, browsing and searching, evolution and transfer) taking into account different 

viewpoints. Domain expert will manage UK whereas BK will be managed and customized locally by any 

expert or no expert user locally. BK will represent a subset of the knowledge acquired from UK. At the 

best of our knowledge, no comparable systems have been built till now.  

1.4. Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized as follows:  

 

In Chapter 2 we discuss the state-of-the-art ontology editing tools and visualization methods.  

 

In Chapter 3 we discuss the high level architecture of the Universal Knowledge Base , In Section 3.1 we 

describe the knowledge  aacquisition and integration as a part of bootstrapping the UK and the system de-

scriptions.  

 

In Chapter 4 we discuss the basic building blocks of linguistic and concept knowledge and finally the re-

quirement specification of the linguistic and concept knowledge management system. 

 

In Chapter 5 we discuss about the domain knowledge. In Section 5.1 we describe the DERA framework, 

In Section 5.2 we describe the faceted hierarchy build under DERA framework, we also show an example 

of “Space” domain modeled according to the theory of DERA and domain knowledge management sys-

tem. 

 

In Chapter 6 we discuss about the etype theory. In Section 6.1 and 6.2 we describe the fundamental basis 

and primitive notion of etype. In Section 6.3  we describe the etype model. In Section 6.3 and 6.4  we de-

scribe the type of attributes  and meta attributes respectively. In Section 6.5 we describe the etype attrib-

ute category and finally the requirement specification of the etype management system.  

 

In Chapter 7 we present the basic visualization theories, which includes gestalt principles, we also dis-

cussed about different types of memory from cognitive psychology point of views and a reference model.  

 

In Chapter 8 we present the detail description of the Linguistic and Concept Knowledge Management 

Consol 

 

In Chapter 9 we present the detail description of the Domain Knowledge Management Consol  

 

In Chapter 10 we present the detail description of the Entity Type Management Consol.  

 

In Chapter 11 we present the Evaluation for Linguistic and Concept Knowledge Management Con-

sol 
 

In Chapter 12 we describe a model, Distributed Background Knowledge Infrastructure to enable semantic 

search. This Chepter organized as follows. Section 12.1 expands more on the Search problems. Section 

12.3 describes the Semantic search approach, specifically CSearch. Section 12.4 described the limitation 

current approaches. Section 12.5 describes how syntactic search can be implemented on top of Structured 

P2P. Section 12.6 describes our solution CANet overlay followed by a example scenario. Section 12.8 we 

compare our work with other related work. In Section 12.9 we presented an evaluation of our current im-

plementation and thus present the conclusion and the future work 
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Chapter 2 

 

2. State of the Art 

Ontologies describe the concepts and the relationships between concepts which are used to represent a va-

riety of domain knowledge, different viewpoints, scopes, and linked heterogeneous information sources, 

providing a vocabulary for those domain and a specification of the meaning of terms used in the vocabu-

lary. Ontologies range from straightforward simple taxonomies, classifications, database schemas, to very 

complex with rich constructors of Description Logic, highly structured knowledge bases with complex 

relations, which may differ not only in their content, but also in their way of organization and implemen-

tation. In these days ontologies have been taking on not only in the research communities but also in 

many business communities as a means to share, reuse and process domain knowledge. It has proven to 

be a useful tool in the area of Knowledge management to build knowledge bases. As a result, there is a 

growing need for a system that provides various knowledge base related services, effective visualization, 

search and navigation and gives support to most of the activities involved in the knowledge base con-

struction process. Many ontology models support multiple inheritances in the concept and relation hierar-

chies, Effective presentations of ontology‟s interlinking concepts and relations with multiple inheritances 

are challenging. There exist many tools with ontology building methodologies, several visualization me-

thods for ontology visualization and navigation and also a number of languages are by now available for 

knowledge representation. The purpose of this chapter is to present these tools, techniques and their fea-

tures in order to understand current trained and future research in the area of Knowledge management. 

2.1. Ontology tools 

2.1.1 Protégé 

Protégé [32] is a free, open-source platform that provides the system developers and domain experts with 

a suite of tools to construct domain models and knowledge-based applications with ontologies. Stanford 

Medical Informatics develops it. It can be extended by way of a plug-in architecture and a Java-based 

API. For example OntoViz [33] is visualization plug-in which use the GraphViz6 library to create 2D 

graph visualization. It shows classes and instances grouped with their properties and their information. 

The relationship between objects is presented by the connected edges of the groups. However, Katifori et 

al [34] shown by an evaluation using an ontology of approximately 250 nodes that when the number of 

nodes increases OntoViz becomes cluttered. To browse the ontology another visualization plug-in for the 

Protégé is Jambalaya7, comes with zooming feature, it shows information of classes grouped by their 

properties. Instances are showed as nested nodes in their corresponding class in the graph where instances 

and classes are differentiated with color. Zooming feature helps the user to see details in a convenient 

way. It also provides keyword search.  One good aspect of Protégé is it is possible to customize for creat-

ing knowledge models and entering data. Hence, it can be easily extended to use knowledge-based em-

bedded applications. However [35] found that visualization support in Protégé and its customization 

models are very complicated which do not reflect users‟ models of what they would usually desire to see. 

At its core, its support the construction, visualization, and manipulation of ontologies in different repre-

sentation formats by a set of knowledge-modeling structures and actions. It provides two different editors 

namely Protégé-Frames editor and Protégé-OWL editor for modeling ontologies in two different ways.  

The former one enables users to construct and populate ontologies that are frame-based, in accordance 

with the Open Knowledge Base Connectivity protocol (OKBC). In this model, ontology consists of a set 

of classes organized in a subsumption hierarchy to represent a domain's salient concepts, a set of slots as-

sociated to classes to describe their properties and relationships, and a set of instances of those classes. 

The later one, i.e., Protégé-OWL editor, is to build ontologies in the W3C's Web Ontology Language 

                                                 
6 http://graphViz.org 
7 http://www.thechiselgroup.org/jambalaya 
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(OWL).  There is also a web tool available, WebProtege8, which is a web client for Protégé, a Java-based 

Web application that allows users to share, browse Protégé ontologies, browse, and do some basic editing 

of Protege knowledge bases via the internet without having to install the Protégé application locally. 

Protégé 2.0 has new multi-user capabilities deliberate for experienced users. However, there's no support 

for multiple users attempting to change the same objects of a knowledge base or notification of changes 

made by other users that might cause severe problems. It also suffers from lacks of support for collabora-

tive ontology engineering except partial methodological and collaborative support. [36] Has conducted a 

usability evaluation which shows that users in general having difficulties with description logic based 

formalisms. 

2.1.2 OntoEdit 

OntoEdit [37] is developed by AIFB in Karlsruhe University that supports the development and mainten-

ance of ontologies by graphical means. There are two versions of OntoEdit are available: freeware and 

professional versions. It is an extensible plugin architecture based environment, which provides supports 

to browse and edit ontologies. It allows importing and exporting FLogic, XML, DAML+OIL and RDF(S) 

ontologies. One of its plug-in is Mind2Onto for supporting brainstorming and discussion about ontology 

Structures. The commercial version use databases for storing ontologies.  

2.1.3 OilEd 

OilEd [38] is developed as a freeware ontology editor for OIL ontologies as a part of the European IST 

On-To-Knowledge project. It is an editor that allows a user to create, edit and browse OIL ontologies, but 

it does not provide a full ontology-development support for large-scale ontologies. In particular, it doesn‟t 

support activities such as the construction of large-scale ontologies, version control, augmentation, and 

the integration of ontologies that are involved in ontology building as stated in [39]. Though it was de-

signed to be the very simple ontology editor, it has evolved and at the present it is an editor of DAML + 

OIL ontologies. Additionally it allows the user connect to the Fast Classification of Termi-nologies 

(FaCT) [40] reasoner which provides ontology consistency checking and automatic concept classification 

features and export ontologies in a number of formats. Regarding changes of the ontology it gives an ac-

tivity log with records connections to the reasoner, but not all ontology modifications. 

2.1.4 WebOnto 

WebOnto [41] is an ontology editor for ontologies represented in the knowledge modeling language 

OCML(Operational Conceptual Modelling Language), developed by the Knowledge Media Institute of 

the Open University, England. The main advantage of WebOnto is that it supports the collaborative 

browsing using a graphical interface, editing and creation of ontologies. It also provides automatic gener-

ation of instance editing forms from class definitions and consistency checking.  

2.1.5 WebODE 

WebODE [42] is developed in the Artificial Intelligence Lab from the Technical University of Madrid, 

Spain. It was made to use and test the methontology methodology. It is an ontology-engineering suite 

build with an extensible architecture which supports ontology-development and management; WebODE 

is used as a Web server with a Web interface which is build on   three tiers architecture where the first tier 

provides the user interface, the second tier provides the business logic, and the third tier consists of the 

data. WebODE provides exportation and importation services from and into XML for the ontologies build 

with it [42]. It also provides a set of translation services into and from various ontology specification lan-

guages (RDF(S) , OIL , DAML+OIL , X-CARIN  and FLogic) [8]. 

                                                 
8 http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/WebProtege 
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2.1.6 OntoLingua 

OntoLingua [43] is developed by the Knowledge Systems Lab at Stanford University.It is  an OntoLingua 

is an ontology library and server ,  which provides a collaborative environment, ontology-authoring tools, 

and a library of ontologies. The main module of the Ontolingua Server is the ontology editor. Some other 

modules are such as equation solver, Webster, Open Knowledge Based Connectivity server etc.  The en-

vironment is available as a WWW service. The ontology-authoring tools are to assist authoring ontologies 

by assembling and extending ontologies obtained from Ontolingua's library. It also provides translators to 

languages, such as Loom, Prolog, CORBA‟s IDL, CLIPS, etc. 

2.1.7 OntoSaurus 

OntoSaurus[44] was developed by the Information Sciences Institute (ISI) at the University of South Cal-

ifornia. It provides the users to search and annotate HTML documents with ontological information. 

Search expressions are improved by using domain-specific thesauri , ontologies. It use Loom as its know-

ledge representation system and have a web browser  

2.1.8 TopBraid Composer 

TopBraid Composer [45] is implemented as a standard Eclipse environment plug-in, is a professional 

modeling environment for developing the W3C's Semantic Web standards RDF Schema, the OWL  Web 

Ontology Language and the SPARQL Query Language. Since Eclipse environment is widely used as a 

software development tools that makes the TopBraid also to be familiar to the users. There are three ver-

sions are available - Free Edition, Standard Edition and Maestro Edition. Free Edition does not include 

Support and Maintenance The Standard Edition comes with visual editors for RDF graphs and class dia-

grams together with SPARQL generator in the graph view. It also provides automated conversion of 

XML, XSD, Excel and UML. While the Free Edition provides support only to work with RDF/OWL 

files. Maestro Edition is the most comprehensive version of TopBraid Composer, which is optimized for 

developing web applications and services based on the TopBraid Live platform. 

2.1.9 WordNet  

WordNet  [46] is a large lexical database of English, aimed to create a source of lexical knowledge whose 

design is inspired by psycholinguistic theories of human lexical memory. WordNet is developed under the 

direction of Prof. George A. Miller, began in 1985 at Princeton University. In the last two decades, 

WordNet has evolved as the widespread computational lexicon of general English. In WordNet words and 

their meanings are related to one another via semantic and lexical relations. Atomic building elements in 

WordNet are words and synsets. A synset, consisting of all the words with the same meaning whose can 

be substituted for one another in given types of sentential contexts. Every synset contains a short descrip-

tion (also called gloss) with additionally attached one or more example sentence illustrating the usage of 

the synset members (i.g., words). Example sentences were added to WordNet  synsets because of the 

meanings of words are depend on the contexts in which they are used. Synsets are linked to one another 

by means of semantic relations in such a way as to form a lexical semantic network. Because of its well 

represented lexical meaning it has been used in many natural language processing applications, such as 

many NLP applications depend highly on word sense disambiguation (WSD) [47,48,49] , Information 

Retrieval (IR), Information Extraction (IE), text categorization, part of speech tagging [50]  as well as ap-

plications induced by aligned WordNet and efforts oriented towards enriching WordNet. however many 

of the advantages offered by wordnet  were not initially envisaged by its authors. A number of the main 

applications of the wordnet over the last ten years are presented in [51].  
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2.2. Ontology Visualization 

For design, management, and browsing of ontology effective visualization is needed. In general, bunches 

of work in visualization of ontologies exist. IsAViz9  is a standalone application for browsing and author-

ing RDF, built on AT&T's Graphviz graph visualization software,   is a widely used tool used to visualize 

RDF metadata. However it has limitations showing overall structure of a set of instances due to their 

layout. Katifori et al. [34] presented a very comprehensive survey on ontology visualization methods. 

They tried to review the research that has been done so far on ontology visualization, providing an sum-

mary of the existing methods with their pose and cons. They grouped the methods according to the six 

general categories of visualization types: Indented list, Node–link and tree,  Zoomable, Space-filling, Fo-

cus+context or distortion and 3D Information landscapes which were further categorized according to the 

number of space dimensions they employ: 2D or 3D. They investigated how those relate to the special re-

quirements of an ontology visualization tool in relation to the tasks a user would like to perform with an 

ontology visualization tool. 3D methods exploit the third dimension to improve usage of space and/or 

usability whereas 2D methods don‟t. However they argued, 3D visualization in general requires increased 

system resources in order for navigation and view-ing to be smooth and without delays and, as a result, is 

probably not suitable for Web use. Fur-thermore, the 3D methods presented here employs more complex 

navigation methods and may be a little frustrating and disorienting for a novice user. In their discussion 

part they have shown according to [52] ontology features like the class hierarchy, the role relations, the 

properties, and the instances,  3D offers the possibility of a better representation while 2D can be some-

what restrictive. As a counter they have said, 3D representations only a little bit improve the screen space 

problem while increasing the complexity of the interaction [53], further more navigation in a 3D space 

can be difficult for a novice user, while even simple tasks such as selecting an object can be problematic 

[54]. 

 
Herman et al. [55], presented representations of structured data,  in particular the graph visualization 

techniques were discussed. They categorized graph visualization from the graph drawing or graph layout 

point of view. They point out the limitation of graph visualization raised due to size of the graph, in par-

ticular for big data sets i.e., thousands of nodes, as its makes the graph so dense that interaction with the 

graph becomes difficult and often make it impossible to navigate. To address the problems with  3D 

graph visualization techniques they mention inherent cognitive difficulties of 3D navigation in our current 

systems. 

 

Shneiderman [56] categorizes visualization methods based on the data-type of the elements to be 

represented in the interface (linear, 2 dimensional, 3 dimensional, temporal, multidimensional, tree, net-

work, workspace) and the task characterize based on how users interact with the visualization of a large 

amount of information: (overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate, history, extract). If we sum-

marize the idea, it would be, users would begin from an overview of the information space, overview ap-

proaches include zoomed out views of each data type to view the whole collection. The part of the collec-

tion that seemed to be of important, they zoom in the part. Filtering allow the users to control the 

displayed contents by removing things that are not needed. When filtering has minimized the collection, it 

is convenient to look through the particular details and further inspect the relationships among items. Dur-

ing this progressive refinement it is also important to keep the history of actions so that the users can re-

trace their steps. Once users have found the thing they need, they should have a to save it in any conve-

nient way. These thoughts are interesting as they present information with user controlled discovery. 

2.3. Conclusion 

In the last few years, many ontology-building tools have been developed, some of which we have pre-

sented above. A survey that covers very large numbers (more than 50) of tools  that have ontology editing 

capabilities with comparisons can be found in[57], they have reviewed and analyze into a dozen different 

categories which covered the important functions and features of those tools . Ontology visualization is a 

particular sub area of graph visualization that still have many implications because of the inherent com-

                                                 
9 http://www.w3.org/2001/ii/IsaViz 
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plex structure of the ontologies. However it is clear that the main problem of current tools, regardless 

whether meant for restricted organizations or large communities, is that they are largely based on supe-

rimposed models, structures and terminology and many of them have a strong bond with a specific lan-

guage (e.g., Ontolingua, OCML, LOOM  etc). However all these tools and applications have contributed 

to a lot to the emergent research and development of the ontology community. 
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Chapter 3  

 
In this chapter we discuss the high level architecture of the Universal Knowledge Base , In Section 3.1 we 

describe the knowledge  aacquisition and integration as a part of bootstrapping the UK and the descrip-

tions of the UK management system.  

3. Universal Knowledge Base 

The universal schema is meant to provide a common ground on which bases interoperability among 

people and different systems should be possible. It plays the role of a standard for communication, assign-

ing clear meaning to exchange information. Solving the semantic heterogeneity problem, namely the 

problem of diversity in knowledge, and therefore support interoperability will require the construction of 

a high quality knowledge base. In fact, the availability of an appropriate amount of knowledge is clearly a 

fundamental step for any application that deals with semantics. 

Many attempts have been made to build huge knowledge bases.  One of the most famous is CYC[59], a 

huge and complex collection of concepts and axioms. Its declared aim is to provide a critical mass of 

commonsense knowledge serving as a standard universal schema, underlying the web to make more effi-

cient the retrieval and the integration of information coming from different sources. However, such huge 

quantity of knowledge is difficult to manage, maintain in time, access, validate, keep consistent and diffi-

cult to use mainly due to the complexity of the formal language and reasoning. For this reason, know-

ledge is typically partitioned and reasoning is localized in small contexts by decreasing the level of gene-

rality. Our goal is to create an integrated environment to facilitate the development and sharing the 

universal knowledge base that must also assist the user in the advanced development tasks of creating 

new knowledge, maintaining, sharing, and using them. 

3.1. Universal Knowledge Organization  

Existing systems tend to internally use heavy representations, for example RDF and OWL, which make 

reasoning very slow and impractical in real world applications. We think that these formalisms should be 

used only for knowledge exchange (import/export facilities) while more lightweight representations 

should be considered for reasoning. We carefully separate UK/BK into four distinctive parts: 

 

- Linguistic part: terms, senses and lexical relations between them in multiple languages; 

- Ontological part: concept and semantic hierarchical and associative relations between them; 

- Domain knowledge: concepts and relations between them arranged in facet hierarchies codifying 

the knowledge about a specific domain;  

- Entity part: the instances of defined concepts and their attributes;   

 
This system make simpler and scalable the access to and management of the distinct parts and speed 

up reasoning improving the overall performance of the system. UK is mainly organized in two distinct 

parts: a language independent and a language dependent part. Figure 1 shows a simplified view of the 

Universal Knowledge base. In the figure links between the objects within a part are shown as solid 

straight arrows and links across the parts are shown as dashed curved arrows. In the language dependent 

part, linguistic knowledge in several languages (e.g. in English  and Italian) is organized, similarly to 

WordNet, as a set of words clustered into synsets, i.e. groups of words with the same meaning. Each syn-

set is attached with the information about the part of speech it represents, i.e. noun, verb, adjective and 

adverb. 
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In the language independent part we codify on one side the concepts and semantic intentional relations 

between them (the ontological part), structured into a set of domains (the domain knowledge), and on the 

other side their instances, extensional relations between them and corresponding metadata (the entity 

part), according to their entity type. Notice that each etype corresponds to a concept in the ontological 

part, and therefore the entities of that kind can be seen as instances of the corresponding concept. The on-

tological part corresponds to what in logics is known as the T-Box, while the entity part corresponds to 

the A-Box. This difference is also stressed in linguistics where the former mainly correspond to common 

Ontology 

 

Entity   

 

Entity Type 
 

Linguistic Knowledge  
(words and senses in different languages) 

Domain 

world continent country 

Earth 

part-of 

part-of 

Europe 

Italy 

city 

Location 

Location 

world, global: involving the entire earth 

continent: one of the large landmasses of the earth 

country, state, land: the territory occupied by a nation 

city, metropolis, urban center: a large and densely populated urban area  

Italy, Italian Republic, Italia: a republic in southern Europe on the Italian Peninsula 

Rome : the capital city of Italy and also the country's largest and most populated city 

part-of part-of 

is-a 
is-a 

is-a 

Rome 

part-of 

has-etype 

part-of 

city 

country has-etype 

has-etype 

has-concept 

instance-of 

instance-of 

instance-of 

Domain: Space 

Facet: Administrative Division 

Asia 

synset-of synset-of synset-of synset-of synset-of 

part-of part-of 

instance-of 

Language Independent Part 

Language Dependent Part 

Figure 2 is shown a conceptual view of the UK. The whole structure is built around the concept core which 

can be seen as the core which glues all the other components. 
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names (e.g. Country), but also verbs, adverbs and adjectives, while the latter mainly correspond to proper 

names (e.g. Italy). 

 
However, differently from the classic approach, we split the conceptual part from the specific language 

used to express it. Each synset from a specific language (in the language dependent part) is connected ei-

ther to exactly one concept (in the ontological part of the language independent knowledge) or to exactly 

one entity (in the entity part of the language independent knowledge). Synsets of the first kind constitute 

what we could call the linguistic knowledge. It groups all words with the same meaning, including com-

mon nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives denoting classes of entities. Synsets of the second kind form 

what we could call the entity vocabulary, which substantially specify entity names, i.e. proper nouns, and 

their informal description (gloss). Given the symmetry between the two notions, the same data structures 

(even if not necessarily physically the same) can be used to store both kinds of synsets. However, in this 

thesis we didn‟t consider the entity management and entity vocabulary but the entity type. We add them 

here just for the sake of completeness to give a global view. Notice that some concepts/entities may not 

have a lexical representation for each of the supported languages. This phenomenon is well known in lin-

guistics as the problem of gaps between languages. 

 
Entities and e-types are described in Chapter 6. In extreme synthesis, e-types provide constraints about 

the metadata (i.e., kind of attributes) associated to the entities of that kind. It is important here to under-

line that attributes can be used to codify implicit relations between entities (for example to codify a part-

of hierarchy) and between an entity and a concept (for example to codify the instance-of relation). 

 
Organizing knowledge by domains offers several advantages. First of all, at design time it allows concen-

trating on the definition of one domain at a time. Facet Analysis is the well established methodology used 

for decades in Library and Information Science for this purpose. The result of the analysis is a set of hie-

rarchies, called facets, which encode the structure of the domain which is consequently easier to under-

stand and maintain in time. Facets are typically grouped according to the DERA pattern, namely a set of 

fundamental categories, i.e. Domain, Entity, Relation and Attribute. In addition facets in the UK are com-

posite objects where nodes represent concepts and arcs represent subsumption between the nodes in clas-

sification semantics. This substantially means that both concepts and entities from the UK are facet con-

stituents. An example of how a facet can be represented in the UK is given in the picture above which is 

an exemplification of the Administrative Division facet in the Space domain. The backbone structure of 

the domain is given by the concepts (which, in this case, are the so called characteristics according to fa-

cet terminology) and the intentional relations between them. The facet is completed by the corresponding 

entities (their logical instances) and the extensional relations between them. 

 
There are multiple dimensions of diversity. People speak different languages, belong to different cul-

tures and communities, have different levels of expertise, purposes and opinions. However, even if they 

use different terms to name things most of the time they mean the same, or similar, concepts. Our infra-

structure will help users to share as much knowledge as possible, helping them to disambiguate and stan-

dardize the terms and descriptions they use to annotate objects they handle. This will definitely facilitate 

communication.  

3.2. Knowledge integration, evolution and maintenance 

The process of synthesizing new knowledge, usually referred as the knowledge acquisition process, is 

very tough and expensive. Acquisition complexity varies from process to process. However, the truth is 

there is no easy and straightforward way. There have developed several methods for acquiring know-

ledge. In below we present three alternative methods for knowledge acquisition process:  

 

a. Scanning text: For linguistic data acquisition the dictionary is a potential source as it focuses on the 

linguistic manners of terms and provides widespread lexicon-semantic information. By manually 

scanning printed texts of a dictionary and then manipulating the scanned data to the desired format is 

the least expensive way. However the output from the scanner needs to be edited at least superficially 
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moreover some data are difficult or even impossible to obtain, documents that use graphics also a 

problem [60]. This process is also time-consuming.  

b. Using existing sources, corpus: Another method is to create knowledge base from the existing re-

sources those are already build as a part of different project manually or automated way and merge 

them together. The advantage of this method is the data are structured and sometimes ready to use 

when the source schema is nearly similar to the intended schema. However, merging data from dif-

ferent sources are not always straightforward as the different sources have their own way of know-

ledge organization and thus different schemas. Often this diversity makes the integration task quite 

complicated and sometimes impossible where the schemas are very different. Sources could be also 

very domain specifics and sometimes they just don‟t fit with each other. Thus, the integration requires 

rigorous analysis of the links between data of every source and source specific import methods.    

c. Manual : Another way to create knowledgebase is create the content by hand from scratch which is 

one of the expensive methods, this also tend to be too small to be of any use in NLP applications or to 

lend support for theories of lexical organization [58]. Despite the limitations this method  has some 

major advantages over the others. One of the main advantage is one can build the schema the way one 

deems it. It also allows creating sophisticated high quality knowledgebase that may be richer than the 

information one can extract automated way. WordNet is an example of this kind of acquisition. Suc-

cess and build duration of this method depends on the available expert work force whose are involved 

in building it. Providing user-friendly smart tools can accelerate the construction time and also reduce 

the cognitive load. For large scale multi domain knowledgebase building smart tool that supports dis-

tributed processing and knowledge synthesize so that expert from different part of the world can con-

tribute can be a plus point. However there doesn‟t exist any system that could help to manage and 

build large scale knowledge system, though in small scale some exists but they are for knowledge 

management are far from being perfect and inadequate. Knowledge management, however, is com-

plex, and therefore should minimize the user‟s cognitive load so that it is usable by average users. 

 

As underlined above creating a knowledgebase from scratch by hand is not just expensive but also huge 

difficult though it has many advantages. It is fundamental to take advantage of available expert linguistic 

and domain knowledge (which is typically encoded respectively in linguistic resources such as (Multi-

)WordNet, and domain specific KOS, e.g. thesauri such as AGROVOC, NALT, AOD, and HBS) . On the 

other hand, automatic acquisition is faster but has many restrictions for knowledge modeling. Our strate-

gy is to adopt both by taking the advantage of available expert linguistic and domain knowledge which is 

typically encoded respectively in linguistic resources such as (Multi-)WordNet, and domain specific KOS  

also by providing the smart easy accessible interface which can be used by different domain expert to 

contribute manually to synthesizing new knowledge. As it is known, a fundamental step in knowledge in-

tegration is alignment, namely finding points of overlap between the two representations and asks domain 

experts to validate and complete these alignments [61]. Semantic and syntactic matching techniques have 

been proposed as a possible solution to the semantic heterogeneity problem. In the recent years many of 

them has been offered. Their output is typically a set of (semantic) correspondences to be further refined 

manually. A good survey is represented by[63]. Therefore, bootstrapping the UK and reaching a critical 

mass of knowledge is done by collecting, adapting and integrating knowledge from a vast variety of dif-

ferent sources about different domains in different languages. 

 
To be useful the knowledge base should be kept always up-to-date, and in the future this will be possible 

only collaboratively with the involvement of the users.  All dynamics connected to the maintenance, di-

agnostics (quality checks and measures, inconsistencies, missing terms and links, redundancy, coverage 

etc) evolution of knowledge and the design of effective collaborative tools and user interfaces (for exam-

ple which provide different view modes on the same data) must to be considered. This will be a central 

issue both at UK level, mainly involving community of experts, and at BK level, involving generic final 

users. However, this should be done by hiding sophistications to them which is still an open research is-

sue. This should be accomplished by creating very smart user interfaces, which ideally interact only using 

natural language and intuitive graphical representations. Too many systems currently available pretend 

their users to know logics formalisms. 
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3.3. Knowledge Management System Description 

As underlined in introduction chapter, building large scale knowledge base with maximum coverage is 

not possible for a single person or a small group of people without collaborative support. It is essential to 

provide distributed access support for distributed collaborative.  On the other hand Web 2.0 has the poten-

tial to support information sharing, interoperability and collaboration [64] on the Web. Therefore we de-

cided to build an advanced web based system to support Knowledge management. The system employed 

an integrated environment of a collection of sub systems namely Linguistics, Concept, Domain and Entity 

type management system. The system is rather unique in its kind as it combines linguistic, concept, do-

main and entity type with capabilities for collaborative development. It is a system that has an easy to use 

browsing interface for novice users, yet at the same time allows expert users to exploit the full power of a 

knowledge base management system. This system facilitates search and navigation and also the know-

ledge building and maintenance by allowing new knowledge creation, removing the obsolete and updat-

ing the existing knowledge to make it up-to-date.  The system is particularly suited for the expert users 

(i.e., domain experts) devoted in knowledge creation process. However normal users can also get bene-

fited by the search and navigation while minimizing cognitive load.  

3.4. UK Management System  

In designing the system to the universal knowledge management, we wanted to make an inte-

grated system which would be simple for a novice to search, navigate and use yet is powerful 

enough to support experienced users to create and maintain the knowledge base. The system is 

divided into three different parts: 

 

- Linguistic and Ontological Management System: Modeling the mental representation of human 

linguistic knowledge i.e., language rules or grammar, for computational use rely on lexicon, there-

fore need well-structured lexicon with wide coverage. However, this attempt always suffers from 

the lack of well-structured lexicon and low coverage, which could allow for a seamless and scala-

ble modeling. Linguistic part attempt to solve these problems by defining well-structured lexicon 

and providing tool to support building large scale linguistic knowledge base with maximum cover-

age collaboratively. In particular, linguistic part contains terms, senses and lexical relations be-

tween them in multiple languages; it provides all the natural language information about the con-

cepts (and relationships) contained in the ontological part. The linguistic management tool provides 

all the functionalities that are needed to synthesize new linguistics knowledge, managing the exist-

ing and also search and navigation on them.  Modeling the mental representation of human linguis-

tic knowledge problem becomes more complicated when the question of interoperability among 

people having different languages is taken into account. Moreover, greater complexities are 

brought about by different viewpoints entailed by different cultures. To address these problems, we 

introduce in our system a language independent part., i.e., the ontological part (also called concept 

part). In particular concept part contains concept and semantic hierarchical and associative relations 

between concepts in a completely language independent way; The concept management tool basi-

cally integrated inside the linguistic management tool,  can provides all the functionalities that are 

needed to manage and conceptualize the linguistic knowledge in a language independent way. 

- Domain knowledge: if we provide the users with a basic simple knowledge organization infrastruc-

ture as background knowledge, the quality of the users generated domain knowledge will improve 

and it will improve the retrieval scenario as well.  For organizing domain knowledge our group 

proposed a logically sound, decidable, extensible and reusable generic faceted knowledge organiza-

tion framework called DERA for creating domain specific knowledge base. In particular, the do-

main knowledge part includes  concepts and relations between them arranged in facet hierarchies 

codifying the knowledge about a specific domain; A domain is something more than a hie-

rarchy of concepts. It is enriched with role relations with various type of facets and each 

facet has facet may belong to different category (e.g., entity, relation and attribute). The 

domain management tool meant to manage domains and their facets.  
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- Entity part: Entities are instances of the concept(s) associated with the entity types (etype) of these 

entities. An entity type describes instances of a particular class by defining the attributes that can be 

used to describe common properties of these instances through instantiated attributes. It provides a 

schema and a set of rules for the creation of a digital representation of a real world object. Entity 

part contains the instances of defined concepts and etypes; in this thesis we consider only the man-

agement of entity type.   

3.5. System Architecture 

We have developed the system on 3-tier architecture paradigm. Where we separate concerns by placing 

the views to present data into Presentation Layer, all business logic and interface to the data access are 

placed into Business Logic Layer, all data and code that handle data was placed into Data Layer. The web 

architecture allows easy access of the system. The server component is implemented in Java and provides 

methods for accessing the ontology content and manages the changes the users make in different clients.  

 

 
 

 

Presentation layer: The top most level of the system is the presentation layer consists of user inter-

face. Interface is provided by means of a web browser. The presentation layer is implemented using 

DHTML, AJAX, JavaScript, Dojo10 (an open source modular JavaScript library designed to ease the 

quick development of cross-platform Ajax-based web applications), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and 

XML (Extended Mark-up Language). This makes the knowledge base available on the web and people 

can use it without the need to install any software also  provide the user a more dynamic experience 

Technologies like JavaScript, Dojo is used at this layer so that the user can work more rapidly and thus 

relieve the server of the burden of user validations. This gives easy and quick form validation and error 

handling. 

Logic layer: The second layer provides the business logic. In fact, this layer consists of two other sub-

layer: presentation sub-layer and logic- sub-layer. The presentation sub-layer aimed at handling user re-

quests from the client by means of a controller and forwards them to the appropriate handler. It is also re-

                                                 
10 http://dojotoolkit.org/ 

Data Layer 

Business Logic Layer 

Presentation Layer 

KB DB 

XML JSON 
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Figure 3 High level architecture of knowledge management system 
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sponsible for generating the content to be presented in the user‟s browser prepared by the handler. Logic 

sub-layer provides direct access to the knowledgebase database by means of a well-defined service inter-

faces to unify data access developed by our group which makes application development and integration 

very easy. Technologies such as Java, servlets were used for this purpose and Maven11 is used for the 

project build, reporting and documentation from our group central repository. 

Data layer: In this layer data is stored and retrieved from the database. For our knowledgebase, we use 

an open source relational database (PostgresSQL12) to store all the data about Linguistics, Concept, Do-

main, Entity and Entity types. The data is then passed back to the logic layer for processing and then 

eventually back to the user.  

3.6. Evaluating the platform in real world scenarios 

In order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed solution, we also conduct a series of experiments in 

real world scenarios, involving expert‟s users (for UK). This valuable feedback helped us in progressively 

improve the infrastructure which we are confident will be more and more used in the near future. 
 

                                                 
11 http://maven.apache.org/ 
12 http://www.postgresql.org/ 
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Chapter 4 

 
In this chapter we briefly describe the linguistic and concept knowledge part of the Universal 

Knowledge base. Linguistic part is inspired by the well-developed lexical database WordNet. To 
address the interoperability problem, we introduce in our system a language independent part., i.e., the 

concept part. In the subsequent sections we briefly describe linguistic and concept knowledge part of 

the UK. 

4. Linguistic and Concept Knowledge 

The most complex and unique feature of all living species and, more in particular, the most challenging 

manifestation of the complexities of the human mind is human language. Its study is considered as one of 

the most interesting research activities since ever and it grounds a proper field of scientific research called 

linguistics. Linguistics is mainly concerned with the form and structure of linguistic knowledge of human 

language and it aims at modeling the mental representation of such knowledge. Traditionally, linguistic 

knowledge is slice up into grammar, morphology, syntax, semantics, and the lexicon. However, the field 

of linguistics is not limited to grammatical theory but it articulates into a large number of subfields. A 

great turnover in this field of research has been brought by the revolutionary impact of computer and in-

formation technology. The advancement of these technologies has allowed accessing a large amount of 

information thus opening a new field of interest i.e., Computational linguistic. These new research 

branches beyond the study of form and structure thus moving towards the understanding of information 

meaning. In this context, the research outputs of the linguistic theories that have been achieved over the 

centuries are becoming the input of Natural Language Processing. However most of the approaches use 

WordNet or gazetteers [65, 66] as their background knowledge and suffering from the problem of low 

coverage of the available knowledge resources. The dream of building a full agreed universal knowledge 

schema, able to descrbe reality in an unquestionable way, has been cultivating in fields spanning from 

Philosophy, Library Information Science (LIS), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and more recently in the Se-

mantic Web. This in turn requires the building of a high quality knowledge base, which codifies concepts 

and relationships between them. We propose a highly flexible system, which takes into account diversity 

of knowledge and its evolution in time.  

4.1. Organization of the Linguistics Knowledge 

Linguistic theories attempt to model human language rules. On the less theoretical point, the combination 

of computational resources and linguistic theory has evolved into a most important field of research that 

has initiated a number of natural language processing projects which tends to model the mental represen-

tation of human linguistic knowledge. Modeling the mental representation of human linguistic knowledge 

i.e., language rules or grammar, for computational use rely on lexicon, therefore need well-structured lex-

icon with wide coverage. However, this attempt always suffers from the lack of well-structured lexicon 

and low coverage, which could allow for a seamless and scalable modeling. Various attempts have been 

conducted and a number of projects have been developed over the last decades to fill in this gap. One ex-

ample is given by WordNet hierarchical structure, one of the principal state-of-the-art projects motivated 

by theories of human language organization that began in 1985. Linguistic part of the Universal Know-

ledge Base is inspired by the well-developed lexical database WordNet. Atomic building elements in 

WordNet are words and synsets. Synsets are sets of words, which express the same meaning in a given 

context. Words‟ senses are represented as synsets. WordNet system entails two kinds of relations: lexical 

and semantic. Semantic relations are defined among synsets (i.e., between concepts in the system), whe-

reas lexical relations are defined among words.  

 

While acknowledging merits and the well-articulated database contained in the WordNet, the starting 

point for our proposed system is a preliminary and clear distinction between Linguistic knowledge and 

the Concept that is not acknowledged in the WordNet structure. The goal of the Linguistic knowledge is 
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to provide information on natural language, whereas the Concept Knowledge part is responsible for main-

taining concepts of the synsets and their relations in a language independent manner. The objective be-

hind this separation is to make easier the maintenance and to map different languages. The linguistic 

knowledge part is language dependent, which is composed of several languages (e.g. English , Italian), 

divided into four lexical categories: nouns (n), adjectives (a) verbs (v), and adverbs (r). Similarly to 

WordNet, within our system a set of words organized around logical grouping is called synset. Each syn-

set consists of a list of synonymous words i.e. groups of words with the same meaning, and describes the 

senses of each word with natural language descriptions (glosses). Each synset is attached with the infor-

mation about the part of speech it represents, i.e. noun, verb, adjective and adverb. One word may have 

one or more senses thus containing one or more synsets and in more than one part of speech. One synset 

may contain one or more words having the same meaning in a given context. The words in a synset are 

logically grouped such that they are interchangeable in some context, for example the word “java” has 

three senses: 

 

1. “Java” -- (an island in Indonesia south of Borneo; one of the world's most densely populated re-

gions) 

2. “Coffee, Java” -- (a beverage consisting of an infusion of ground coffee beans) 

3. “Java” -- (a simple platform-independent object-oriented programming language used for writing 

applets that are downloaded from the World Wide Web by a client and run on the client's ma-

chine) 

We encode these ideas as follows: 

4.1.1 Word 

Word represents the morphological root of a word. The exceptional form represents a derived form of the 

morphological root of a word. For example, the form “better” is a derived form (also called exceptional 

forms) of the words “well” and “good”.  

Definition 1: Word 

We formally define the word as follows: Let be S the set of strings in natural language with a length 

greater than zero. A word w is defined as a triple <N
W

, L
W

 , E
W

 >, where N
W

 is the lemma of the word, 

L
W

 is the language to which the word w belongs to,  and E
W

 is the set of Exceptional forms if any, such 

that: 

 

(a) N
W

 ∈ S, i.e. N
W

 is a string; 

(b) L
W

 ∈ {English, Italian}, i.e. L
W

 specifies the language of the word; 

(c) E
W

  N
W

, i.e. E
W

 is a set of exceptional forms where E
W

 ∈ S, i.e. E
W

 is a string; 

4.1.2 Synset 

Synset represents the set of words with same meaning in a language, for instance, when the words test, tri-
al and  run used to described the act of testing something , "in the experimental runs the amount of carbon 
was measured separately";  A particular word can denote different meanings in different contexts (polyse-
my), for example the word run in another context - "take a run into town" ,  in this context the word run used to 
described a particular concept  a short trip; and it's also likely for a single word to be used as different parts 
of speech (noun, verb, adjective etc.) For example,  run as verb,  when it used to refer to carry out a 
process or program, as on a computer or a machine; "Run the dishwasher"; "Run a new program on the 
Mac"  whereas,  run as noun "she broke the record for the half-mile run". So, words set belongs to a synset 
also depend upon the part of speech associated with the sense the synset represents.    

 
Therefore,  we can define the synset as a set of synonymous word that in the same context assume the 

same meaning, for instance, in the first example “test, trial, run”, used to describe a particular concept thus 
belong to a synset. 
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Definition 2: Synset 

We can formally define the Synset as follows: A Synset s is defined as a triple <W
S
, G

S
 , P

S
 >, where W

S
 

the non zero set of words in the same context assume the same meaning in a language. G
S
 is the natural 

language description of the synset,  and P
S
 is the parts of speech of the of the synset, lang(wi) is the lan-

guage for word wi, such that:  

(a) WS
 ∈ {W}  s.t.  ∀ wi , wj  WS  where  i≠ j  and  lang(wi) =  lang(wj)   

(b) G
S 

  is the natural language description of the synset in a language specified in W; 

(c) P
S
 ∈ {Noun, Adjective, Verb , Adverb }, i.e. P

S
 is the Part of speech of the synset; 

4.2. Organization of the Conceptual Knowledge 

Modeling the mental representation of human linguistic knowledge problem becomes more complicated 

when the question of interoperability among people having different languages is taken into account. 

Moreover, greater complexities are brought about by different viewpoints entailed by different cultures. 

To address these problems, we introduce in our system a language independent part., i.e., the concept 

part. By concept we mean the language independent representation of a class of real world objects. The 

Concept Knowledge part (also called ontological part) of our system maintains concepts and relations be-

tween concepts. This will form the upper ontology or foundation ontology. Upper ontology is ontology 

where concepts are described very generically. The concepts descriptions in upper ontology are the same 

across all the domains. It delineates top-level classes, such as, physical objects, activities, mereological 

and topological relations from which more specific classes and relations can be defined. IEEE defined 

upper ontology as, “An upper ontology is limited to concepts that are meta, generic, abstract and philo-

sophical, and therefore are general enough to address (at a high level) a broad range of domain areas. 

Concepts specific to given domains will not be included; however, this standard will provide a structure 

and a set of general concepts upon which domain ontologies (e.g. medical, financial, engineering, etc.) 

could be constructed” [67]. Since the concept descriptions are generic in upper ontology, it will allow the 

semantic interoperability between a large numbers of ontologies accessible “under” this.  

4.2.1 Concept 

It is the language independent representation of a synset. Each concept has a unique identifier that unique-

ly describes it so that the problem of polysemy and synonymy of natural language does not arise. For ex-

ample, “coffee”, used to describe a particular concept. Synsets with the same sense from the different lan-

guages are grouped together under a single concept to give a language independent representation. Notice 

that, in one specific language one synset can have one and only one concept. Conversely, a concept can 

link to many synsets with the same sense from different languages thus making sure that it links just only 

one synset in a language. For example, in the English linguistic part, the word flower  has three noun 

senses /synset, one of them is  “a plant cultivated for its blooms or blossoms”. On the other side the 

Italian linguistic part one of the noun sense/synsets of fiore is “in una pianta, la parte che serve alla 

riproduzione; in genere è la più appariscente, colorata o profumata”. The meanings of these two 

senses/synsets are same therefore we can attach these two synsets under a single concept represented by a 

unique identifier. The natural language name of the concept would be the word‟s lemma N
W

 of the cor-

responding synset in the given language L
W

.  

 

Definition 3 : Concept 

We can now proceed to the definition of concept. A concept c is defined as follows: 

 A concept  C is a pair <id , S
C
  >, where: 

(a)  id  is the unique identifier of the concept; 

(b) S
C
 = {si} , is the set of synsets  s.t.  ∀ si , sj  S

C 
 where  i≠j  and   

a. lang(si) ≠ lang(sj) 

b. lang(si) =  lang(wk)   ∀k : wk ∈ wi
s 
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4.2.2 Concept hierarchy 

Objects managed by concept knowledge are assumed to be heterogeneous and indexed in concepts hie-

rarchy, also called ontology. Concepts hierarchy is manually made and provided by expert users. A con-

cept hierarchy can be associative or  purely hierarchical or both structure of nodes. Users build concept 

hierarchy node by node, starting from the root node. Each node in the classification can have an arbitrary 

number of children. Concept hierarchies are dynamic structures. 

 

 
 

 

 

Relation: Relations play an important role for effective knowledge discovery. As we have mentioned be-

fore, the concept part of our system maintains concepts and the relations between concepts. To put it 
simply, relations are links between two concepts. These relations can be abstractions or characteristic of 

two concepts. Each relational builds a semantic link between two concepts. Relations are binary. As a 

matter of fact, prepositions and transitive verbs constitute the primary type of relations (e.g., car is a mo-

tor vehicle). We classify the relation between concepts are in two categories:   

 

 Hierarchical relations: Transitive relations are considered as hierarchical relations. Hyponym, in-

stance hyponym, part meronym, and their inverses, are transitive relations.   

 Associative relations: Except transitive, any arbitrary relations are considered as a associative rela-

tion 

 

Definition 3: Relation 

We can define the hierarchical relation RH as follows: RH ∈ {is-a , part-of }, i.e., RH is the hyponym, part 

meronym and the associative relation as follows RA : { r | r ∈ C x C & r∉ RH }   

Thus, we can define the set of all the relations R as follows: R= RH  RA    

 

A relation between concepts can be represented as a triple < S
C
  ,R

C
 , T

C
>  where S

C
 is the source concept 

of the relation , T
C
 is the target concept of the relation,  and R

C
 is the relation that holds between source 

and the target, where R
C
 ∈ R: 

 

Relation kind Relation Concept 

Hierarchical Is-a Hyponym, subordinate, subordinate word 

Part Meronym Portion , component part, component, constitute 

Associative  Antonym Antonym ,  opposite word, opposite 

Related Related,  Related to 

Verb Verb 

Original Original 

Similar Similar 

Substance Meronym Substance component part 

Single concept with unique identifier for the 
two same synsets but in different languages 

 

? 

In English  In Italian   

Language dependent Linguistics parts 

Language independent Concept part 

fiore (in una pianta, la parte che serve alla 

riproduzione; in genere è la più appariscente, 

colorata o profumata) 

flower (a plant cultivated for its blooms or 

blossoms) 

                      

 

Figure 4 Language independent concept representation of the synset of Italian word fiore and the English word 

flower 
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Member Member 

Cause Consequence, effect, outcome, result,  
event, issue, upshot 

Deduction Deduction, entailment, implication 

Group Group,  aggroup 

Consider Consider, Take, deal, look at 

Property Property, Attribute, dimension 
 

Table 1  List of possible relations maintained by the concept part of our system thus classifying it according 

to their hierarchical and associative feature. 
 

Atomic building elements in the Linguistic part of our system are words and synsets and atomic build-
ing elements in Concept part are concepts and relations. Below is an example of two words sharing the 
same synset (sense # 2 of the noun “java” and sense # 1 of the noun “coffee”), which contains two words 
(“java” and “coffee”): 
 

Three noun senses of java in English:   
1. Java -- (an island in Indonesia south of Borneo; one of the world's most densely populated regions)  

2. coffee, java -- (a beverage consisting of an infusion of ground coffee beans; "he ordered a cup of 

coffee")  

3. Java -- (a simple platform-independent object-oriented programming language used for writing ap-

plets that are downloaded from the World Wide Web by a client and run on the client's machine)  

One Italian sense for “coffé”: 

1. Caffé – (il caffe e un bevanda ottenuta con i semi torretti e macinati della pianta del caffé) 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Conceptual model of Linguistic and Concept Knowledge 
 

Figure 1 depicts the conceptual model of Linguistic and Concept Knowledge in terms of Words, Senses, 

Synsets and Concepts and their relations. 

4.3. Conclusion 

In this chapter we have provided a brief description of the basic building blocks of linguistic 

knowledge and concept knowledge. We introduce the concept part as a solution to overcome  the 

interoperability problem having different languages. We have shown how senses/synsets from lexical 

part are linked with language independent concepts. In chapter 8 we will present our proposed 
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system that can be used to search, browse and manage the linguistic knowledge and concept 

knowledge collaboratively to overcome the coverage limitation. 
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Chapter 5 

 

5. Domain Knowledge 

The amount of knowledge and information in today‟s society is growing enormously. According to the 

definitions provided by Russell Ackoff [68] data is symbols, information is data that has been given 

meaning by way of relational connection and knowledge is the appropriate collection of information of 

data and information such that it's intent is to be useful. The knowledge is reproducible and sharable. The 

reproducible nature of knowledge makes it very dynamic. Something we know as true today, tomorrow 

appear as false. It keeps on changing every moment of time, in the same time growing as well. To get the 

proper benefit of this ever growing knowledge it becomes fundamental to develop efficient and easy to 

use systems to access and navigate information [9] [14] [31][69]. Knowledge diversity because of intero-

perability among people and cultural viewpoints managing and organizing in an efficient and useful way 

is not a simple task.  

 

In traditional library system, the documents are organized in the shelf in a manner that they are easily re-

trieval. In organizing the library materials into the library shelf is done by the librarians.  For easy retriev-

al of documents in a traditional library, there are in general several access points made available to search 

and retrieve the documents from the shelves. And majority of time, the library users become satisfied as 

they retrieve the required information they look for. However, this is not the case in Web environment. In 

most of the cases users are dissatisfied as the retrieved results sets lacks precision, as well as recall. The 

reasons behind these two principal problems could be traced as the lacks in organizing and describing the 

Web documents. In traditional library environment, the knowledge organization systems, such as, term 

lists (e.g., Dictionary, Glossary, etc.), subject categorization tools (e.g., Dewey Decimal Classification, 

Universal Decimal Classification, Colon Classification, etc.) and relationships lists (e.g., thesauri, etc.) 

are used for organizing the knowledge. These traditional knowledge organization systems are found effi-

cient and effective in organizing the knowledge in the shelves for easy retrieval. However in context of 

Web, there are many such initiatives, including Yahoo! Directory, DMOZ, etc. are in place in organizing 

the Web documents and manual intervention is involved in these. But it is understandable that it is im-

possible for any manual effort to organize and describe the entire World Wide Web documents. It is 

mainly the problem of scalability. So, in order to reduce the human efforts and to solve the problem of re-

levant retrieval, the idea of Web 2.0 is in place.  

 

It is appropriate to state that there is no finality of knowledge, as it is ever growing and changing. There-

fore it is not that we design one classification system once for all; rather it is a continuous process. In re-

sponse to these needs, in the last years classifications and in particular faceted systems are becoming very 

popular[9][69]. They tend to naturally group objects with respect to their distinctive properties, i.e. their 

attributes, categorizing them in different hierarchies; each hierarchy corresponds to a different facet[70]. 

Among various suggestions in improving the quality of the users generated catalogues one of them is to 

provide the users with a background knowledge organization infrastructure (i.e., classification ontology) 

to classify and to describe the documents. In order to be intuitive for the user in this process, facets are 

typically taxonomic structures, i.e. IS-A hierarchies[70]. Unfortunately, these kinds of semantically 

“pure” classifications are difficult to construct and maintain [71] because they are data-dependant and the 

construction process is clearly subjective. In fact, in [71] it is argued that human efforts to represent 

knowledge in classification systems obey to the Second Law of Thermodynamics (in a closed system, en-

tropy or the measure of disorder, always increases). So, it is simply not worth trying to construct an a-

priori comprehensive information organizational structure. This task cannot be done only by automatic 

systems, first because generally users do not trust automatic tools and also because the summary is always 

up to date and never just a "snapshot" of time[71]. It has been demonstrated that these systems are inade-

quate to support users because they do not enhance their browsing experience [71]. At each user action 
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the system should react in order to consequently and transparently update the knowledge base. By evolv-

ing mentioned techniques, our system aim to support heterogeneity in data and to naturally adapt to the 

increasing data complexity and user experience. 

 

Our understanding is, if we provide the users with a basic simple knowledge organization infrastructure 

as background knowledge, the quality of the users generated classification will improve and it will im-

prove the retrieval scenario as well.  In this context we advocate here for a less complex ontology to be 

provided to the end users, which we call as faceted lightweight ontology [72]. We call it faceted 

lightweight ontology, because it is developed following the noble “faceted approach” as discussed below. 

The goal of this chapter is to introduce a management system of a logically sound, semantic knowledge 

organization framework DERA designed following the faceted approach and epistemological [73] theo-

ries in order to facilitate large scale knowledge integration.  

5.1. DERA 

DERA is logically sound, decidable, extensible and reusable generic faceted knowledge organization 

framework for creating domain specific background knowledge base. The data model allows representing 

concepts, and named entities (objects), relation between objects and the properties of objects. DERA 

framework consists of 4-tuples, such as, domain, entity, relation, and attributes which offer a powerful 

knowledge-structuring mechanism, whose meaning was intended to reflect important cognitive assump-

tions. The designed independent nature of DERA framework makes it flexible to fit any domain in it. Our 

conviction is that ontology framework should be designed independent of any particular domain. It is be-

cause we cannot develop ontologies just to meet everyone‟s perception about a domain.  In the frame-

work, each domain consists of a set of entities, relations, and the attributes providing the contents of at-

tention and qualities, which are interestingly significant in context of a domain in hand. In addition, each 

domain will have an identifier and name.  
 

D = < {E}, {R}, {A}> 

Where, D = Domain 

 E = Entity 

 R = Relation 

 A = Attribute 

 
The details descriptions for each of these elements are provided in the following sections. 

5.1.1 Domain 

In classification, domain is a field of study or interest whose boundaries are defined considering the inter-

est and purpose of intended audience/user groups. It is an elementary category representing a branch of 

knowledge dealing with specific kinds of subjects considered from specific points of view. It includes 

both the conventional fields of study (i.e., branches of learning) as well as day-to-day domains of interest. 

For example, the conventional domains are, like, history, philosophy, physics, mathematics, biology, 

computer science, etc. and the day-to-day domains of interests are, like, travel, sports, recipes, weather, 

etc. We are conscious that librarians since provides a theoretical and historicized background in informa-

tion categorization, especially in the work of Ranganathan[74] and Battacharyya[] [16].  

 

The division of universe of knowledge into several knowledge areas offers comparatively better solution 

regard to the problems of knowledge organization and retrieval, and also serves better to the knowledge 

users. The exposition of this method is found in the Book II of De Dignitate (expanded version of the Ad-

vancement) by a famous English lawyer, essayist, historian, intellectual reformer, philosopher, and cham-

pion of modern science Francis Bacon  [28]. He  deeply examined the  prevailing state of knowledge and 

means of its progress. Any knowledge area consists of a set of individuals, relevant concepts, and proper-

ties of individuals. These are three fundamental components of any domain discussed in details in the 

succeeding sections. These are fundamental as using these three basic components we can express any 

domain knowledge.   
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5.1.2 Entity 

WordNet defines entity as “which is perceived or known or inferred to have its own distinct existence liv-

ing or nonliving” [46]. While, Wikipedia defines entity as, “it is something that has a distinct, separate 

existence, though it need not be a material existence. According to Prof. G. Bhattacharyya [75], entity is 

“an elementary category that includes manifestations having perceptual correlates or only conceptual ex-

istence, …”. The former two definitions are defined linguistically, whereas, the latter one is defined in 

context of subject classification.  

 

In our case, an entity is an elementary category consisting of core concepts and the entities (objects), hav-

ing either perceptual correlates or only conceptual existence in a domain in context. According to this de-

finition, category “entity” consists of two parts: “entity class” and the “entities” or “objects”. Entity 

class(e) holds the core concepts representing a domain in context, while “entity” or “object” represent the 

real world entities or objects.  Note that, from now onwards wherever we use the term “entity” or “ob-

ject”, we mean the second one. In the above, by mentioning “core”, we mean, the candidate terms (ideas) 

representing a domain in hand, and does not includes the terms representing properties of entities under a 

domain in context. For example, in context of a domain, "mysticism" (“A religion based on mystical 

communion with an ultimate reality”), the concepts like hindu, jain, buddhistic, mahayana, judaic, chris-

tain, islamic, or concepts, like, god, nature, plant, time, space, etc. are the core concepts use to represent 

the domain, while the concepts like, nomenclature, symbolism, vision, tradition, manifestation, telepathy, 

transformation, omen, divination, “magic and witchcraft”, etc. are not. The latter sets of concepts are to 

be considered as properties in context of domain “mysticism”. In linking to natural language, the core 

“concepts” can be thought of as “common nouns”, while the “named entities” (object) can be thought of 

as proper nouns, acronyms, nickname, or abbreviation 

5.1.3 Relation 

According to Carol Stockdale and Carol Possin [76], the relation can be between oneself and the envi-

ronment or between two or more objects outside of oneself. In a simplest way it can be said that, a rela-

tion is a link between two entities (objects). Each relation will have a source entity (object) belonging to a 

class and target entity (object) belonging to a class. It is possible that the source and target entities for a 

relation belong to the same class or they are from two different classes.  However, the relations can also 

be established between two classes, or between an entity (object) and a class. In the following paragraphs 

we discussed three such different situations when relations can be defined. These are: 

 

 Relation in general (E – E relation): Consider the following fact. “Lake Como is near Milano”. 

Here, “Lake Como” and “Milano” are two locations, where Lake Como is a kind of Lake, while, 

Milano is a kind of Administrative division. Now, according to the stated fact the former one is 

geographically is “near” (near in time or place or relationship) to the latter one. So, here the rela-

tion “near” links the objects “Lake Como” with “Milano”. Notice that, the fact “Milano” is near 

“Lake Como” is also true for the relation “near”. The above facts are represented graphically as 

follows. Here, source and target classes are “Lake” and “Administrative body” respectively for 

the relation “near” and vis-à-vis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 When e as an entity (E – e relation): There are some cases when we do not have the target enti-

ty (E) or we do not exactly know the name of the target entity for a relation r. In these cases, our 

system allows a relation to link between an entity (E) and an “entity class” or concept (e). Note 

that, this is not the case of “class and its instance” scenario, where, an entity (E) is an instance of 

a class (e). Let consider another example, “Aosta Valley, located in the Alps of Northwestern Ita-

near 
Lake 

Como 
Milano 

near 
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ly, surrounded by some of the highest mountains in Europe is a mountain lover's dream.”  In this 

example “Aosta Valley” which is a valley and it is surrounded by some mountains (i.e., a moun-

tain range or a chain of mountains), but we do not know the name of the mountain range. In this 

case, our system allows storing the partial information, instead of just forcing a user to store some 

meaningless or wrong information. By mentioning meaningless or wrong information, we mean 

that, the user could give any random name to this entity, which is an alternative solution in this 

situation but not a correct solution. So, our system allows the user to link an entity with the entity 

class. The above fact can be represented like the following.  

 

< Aosta_Valley  surroundedBy  MountainRange> 

 

Here, “Aosta Valley” is a kind of “Valley”, “Mountain range” is an entity class, and “surroun-

dedBy” is the relation (r) linking these two 

 

 When relation between e and e (e – e relation): Like the above scenario, i.e, relation between E 

and e, we may also have the situation, when we don‟t have any named entities, instead, we will 

only have the classes. For example, consider a domain, “Medicine”. Body and its organs, such as, 

Lower extremity (toe, foot, leg, etc.), Upper extremity (shoulder, axial, hand, etc.), Digestive sys-

tem (mouth, pharynx, intestine, etc.), Circulator system (heart, artery, capillary, etc.), Respiratory 

system (nose, larynx, bronchi, etc.), etc. and the classes like Obstetrics, Disease (fever, tuberculo-

sis, inset, deficiency, etc.), Physical fitness, etc. represent the domain “Medicine”.    We do not 

have the named entities as instances of those classes. In this type of situation, our system allows 

to link between two classes or sub-classes. Therefore, from the above discussion, it can be said 

that there are some cases, when we will have both source and target entities as e, not E‟. For ex-

ample, consider the fact “hepatitis affects the liver”. After analyzing the fact, we can say that, 

liver, a body part of human being gets affected by hepatitis, a kind of infectious disease. This fact 

can be represented as shown below. Notice that, here relation “isAffectedBy” is an inverse rela-

tion of relation “affect”. 

 

5.1.4 Attribute 

An elementary category includes manifestations referring the characteristics or properties of entities (ob-

jects). These include qualitative or quantitative or descriptive characteristics of the entities. For example, 

depth, area (such as, catchment area, surface area), water volume, etc. are the attributes for the entity like, 

Lake Garda. While, the attributes like, latitude, longitude, elevation, climbing history, etc. are attributes 

for the entity like, Mount Everest. Based upon following observation we derive two kinds of attributes, 

such as, datatype attribute (A') and descriptive attribute (e') discussed in the succeeding subsections 

 

 datatype attribute: Datatype attributes are mainly the qualitative, and/ or quantitative. For exam-

ple, red car, i.e., redness of a red car, or we can further say that the redness all red cars share. 

Here, being red is a datatype attribute of a car. Consider another example, deep lakes, here, deep-

ness is a datatype attribute cab be shared by all deep lakes. On the other hand we could also quan-

tify the exact depth of the lake. 

 descriptive attribute: descriptive attribute (e') describes distinctive characteristics or essential fea-

tures the of an entitie. The values of it could be atomic concepts or a sequence of strings. For ex-

ample, consider a world famous monument, “Taj Mahal”,  located in India. A possible attribute of 

this could be “history”, as for this kind of historical entities, “history” is one of the important cha-

racteristics. It is worthwhile underlining that in natural language the descriptive attributes and 

their value(s) correspond to the common nouns, and/ or noun phrases.. 

affect 

Hepatitis Liver 

isAffecteBy 
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5.2. Facet Hierarchy 

Facet is a hierarchy of homogenous terms, where each term in the hierarchy denotes a primitive atomic 

concept, i.e., a primitive class of real world objects. Facets have the following two key properties:  

 

 They are organized as a set of independent domains that are completely modular and can be de-

veloped independently. A facet hierarchy generally is an IS-A hierarchy in which attribute values 

corresponds to leaf node labels. At each level these values are grouped in a more general concept, 

i.e. a set of real world objects, represented by the parent node label usually by aggregation (IS-A) 

or more rarely by composition (PART-OF). Therefore, the concept expressed by the parent node 

is as expected more general than the concepts expressed by its children. These hierarchies are 

usually manually made using a bottom-up approach by grouping step by step values in more gen-

eral chunks 

 For each domain, facets are grouped into specific elementary categories according to the DERA 

categories. 

 

Figure 6 : Space domain (partial view) shows  part of  “Space” domain modeled according to the 

theory of DERA. As an example one group of  entity class is “Body of water”. Water body  is any signifi-

cant accumulation of water, usually covering the Earth and other planet. We consider here only water bo-

dies on the Earth. The term body of water generally refers to large accumulations of water, such as 

oceans, seas, and lakes. It also includes smaller pools of water such as ponds, puddles or wetlands, Rivers, 

streams, canals, etc. It also shows some relations and attributes. However the example ( Figure 6) shows 

only a partial view of the Space domain. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 6 : Space domain (partial view) 
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5.3. Conclusion 

In this chapter we have introduced and demonstrated the logically sound, semantically enriched faceted 

knowledge organization framework DERA to facilitate large scale knowledge integration designed fol-

lowing the faceted approach and epistemological theories. In the chapter 9 we will demonstrate the im-

plementation of a web system designed for developing and maintaining the domain knowledge in DERA 

structure. 
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Chapter 6 

 

6. Entity Type  

This chapter describes a model for attribute definitions, entity types, entities and for other related objects. 

6.1. Fundamental Basis of Entity and Etype 

The fundamentals for the definition of entity types and entities are defined in terms of some meta-

properties: essence, rigidity, identity, unity, and dependency base on the state-of-the-art work in the field 

[77,78,79,80] . Meta-properties are properties that characterize the properties used in ontological model-

ing. 

6.2. Primitive notion of Entity Type 

We already have introduced the notion of entity in our Domain Knowledge chapter. Entities are generally 

the objects of interest. It represents the real world entities or objects. People can be entities; rivers can be 

entities. Both people and lands can be entities. In general we can say that an entity type or Etype provides 

a template to define Entities based on the primitive notions of concept and system data types. 

 

 A Concept is defined as a set of individuals (also called the extension of the concept). Each con-

cept has a unique identifier and a natural language name that describes the concept. 

 System data types are data types supported by state of the art data base systems and programming 

languages. They include ( but are not limited to): integers, strings, dates, floats, Booleans.  It also 

includes the URL data type that is defined on the range of HTTP URLs. Table 1 shows the list of 

system data types. 

6.3. Overall Aspects of Etype Model 

We assume that a large portion of the data described in the model will be generated by the user in the bot-

tom-up fashion. Therefore, the model should not be (too) expressive or (too) restrictive. While giving a 

relative freedom to the user, the model should take into account system-oriented requirements such as the 

availability of constructs for basic operations. The data structures, necessary to represent the model, as 

well as model-enabled operations should not be (too) space and time demanding and should optimally 

guarantee real-time performance. 

6.3.1 Data Types 

A data type defines all the possible values for that type, its semantics and the set of operations that are al-

lowed on those values; it defines the upper bound on the domain of possible values. The platform comes 

with a set of system data types that provide the basic blocks around which an Etype can be defined. Each 

data type includes a special value “null” that indicates an uncertain state, literally it means either “not ap-

plicable” or “not known”, note how it is different from the zero value since it does not encode any seman-

tic. In the following table we provide the list of the system data types supported by the platform 
 

Name  Description Value Example 

Boolean Allows the assignments of the “true” and “false” values. “True” or “False” 

Integer Allows the assignment of a value in the domain of the in-

teger numbers. 

“100” 
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Float Allows the assignment of a value in the domain of the real num-
bers. 

“3.14159265” 

String Allows the assignment of a string value encoded as a simple se-
quence of characters, where the semantic is not extracted from its con-
tent but is codified in the business logic of the application. It could be 
a name without any semantic attached, for example the name  of a star, 
a passport number, an ISBN number, the hash code of a password, a 
URI  etc. 

ISBN: “88-515-2159” 

 

 
Besides these state of the art data base systems and programming languages data types there also some 

other predefined custom data type , as an example, Duration data type. The Duration  data type allows the 

assignment of a value which codifies a duration in time. It is encoded as two values that specify the min-

imum (dtm) and the maximum (dtM) amount of time using standard duration representation. Two values 

are used in order to encode the variation of a duration (E.g. A meeting may last about one hour, more or 

less 10 minutes). Note that a precise (with a precision of 1ms) amount of time can be encoded when dtm 

= dtM. Another data type is URL, it allows the assignment of a value which pattern follows the URL 

schema13. For example a SURL or a WURL. One interesting data type is Entity, in our model entity is 

also used as a data type. The entity data type allows the assignment of a value in the domain of all the 

possible entities (See Section 6.3.4) of any Entity Type (See Section 6.3.5) , for example “Fausto Giun-

chiglia”, as an entity of type “Person”. 

 

Here we present a subset of data type that support by the system.  Note that each data type is used within 

the definition of an attribute (See section 6.3.3) to define its co domain. Each attribute may allow the in-

stantiation of multiple values, in this case each attribute value must be picked from the defined domain of 

the data type, for the entity data type there is a special treatment, in fact each value can be instantiated as 

a set of entities. 

6.3.2 Domain Restrictions 

A data type defines all the possible values and their operations; the it is also possible to define a specific 

sub set of values redefining the domain of the data type, putting a set of restriction on the domain of poss-

ible values. The domain of an attribute definition is defined on the range of system data types or on the 

range of entities of a particular etype. Note that entities belonging to more specific etypes are also valid 

members of the domain. For instance, attribute definition PLACE can be defined on the range of entities 

of etype LOCATION and on the range of entities of more specific etypes (e.g., REGION). In the follow-

ing table we provide one example domain restrictions: 

 

Name  Description Example 

Enumeration<N> Allows the assignment of a value taken from a given list of 
possible values. The enumeration defines an exact listing of all 
of its elements without repetitions which value is of any data-
type defined in section 6.3.1. N (from <NAME>) is the name of 
a datatype of the enumeration elements. It also allows defining 
a default value from the list of elements of the enumeration. 

Enumeration<Integer>:{1,2,3, 
4} 

Enumeration<Entity>:{Fausto 
Giunchiglia, Ilya Zaihrayeu} 

 

 
Note that an enumeration can also be used to give a quantitative value for those qualities for which there 

is no metric space in the qualitative value of the attribute, for example the ranking of an entity (e.g. the 

five star ranks can be defined as an enumeration of integers {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. 
 

                                                 
13 See http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1738.txt. 
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6.3.3 Attribute 

An attribute is defined as the whole composed by its definition and its instance, in the following sections 

we first report the description of an attribute definition with the related extensions and implications and 

we further analyze the different cases of attribute instances. 

6.3.3.1.Attribute Definition 

An attribute definition (AD) provides a template for the creation of instance of a given data type. 

 

Definition 1: Attribute Definition  

An Attribute Definition is a tuple AD =< C
AD 

, D
AD

, isSet
AD

>, where  

a. C
AD

 is the concept of the attribute definition  

b. D
AD

 is the domain of the attribute definition and 

c. isSet
AD

 is a boolean value which indicates whether AD can be instantiated to a set of values (in 

this case isSet
AD

 = true) or to a single value (in this case isSet
AD

 = false). 

In this definition C
AD

 is a concept that identifies the attribute name, D
AD

 defines the domain of the data 

type as a set of domains of values that provide the boundaries (by a set of data types and/or the domain 

restrictions) the attribute instances are limited to. In other words D
AD

 is a list of data types plus eventual 

domain restrictions on each single data type. Finally isSet is a boolean value that indicates whether the 

attribute can be instantiated to a set of values or not. As a constraint within an Etype different attribute de-

finitions cannot share the same name denoted by the concept C
AD

 of the attribute definition, note that the 

concept is used to identify attributes among different Etypes, in fact an attribute defined inside an Etype 

could be redefined inside another Etype using the same concept. This allows the system to compute the 

domain of an attribute as the set of Etypes composed by the Etypes of the attributes that share the same 

concept. Note also that an attribute definition allows providing a set of domains of values (D
AD

), in other 

words polymorphism is allowed. 

 

An attribute definition is called relational attribute definition when the domain of its data type is de-

fined on sets of entities. In this case the attribute definition encodes a relation between two entities or be-

tween sets of entities 

 

A context is information that is relevant to an entity with respect to its relation with another entity. A 

context attribute definition applies therefore to a relational attribute definition and it‟s defined as an 

attribute definition attached to another (relational) attribute definition. 

 

It is also possible to define attribute that provide a schema for the description of logically indivisible 

pieces of information. This kind of attribute definition is called structured attribute definitions. Note that 

it allows for recursive structured attribute definitions, e.g. a structured attribute defined within another 

structured attribute definition. 

6.3.3.2.Instantiated Attribute  

Definition 2: Instantiated Attribute  

An Instantiated Attribute is defined as the tuple A = <AD, V, T> , where  

a. AD is an attribute definition;  

b. V is a set of elements from the domain of the attribute definition (V  D
AD

) if isSet
AD

 = true, and 

it is an element from the domain of the attribute definition (V ∈ D
AD

) if isSet
AD

 = false; and  

c. T is a time interval during which the assignment of V to AD is valid. 

Here AD is an attribute definition  or a structured attribute definition and V is the set of values com-
posed by single value according to the isSet value of AD belonging to the domain of the data types D

AD
 of 

AD. Note that in the case of a structured attribute definition STD, D
AD

 is not defined at its level but it is de-
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fined for each of the AD in STD. Notice that, an instantiated attributes are defined for a certain object 
which defines the context for the temporal validity of instantiated attributes. For instance, attribute isFather 
is instantiated to false from the moment when a male person is born up to the moment when his first child 
is born. 

6.3.4 Entity Types 

Intuitively, an entity type describes instances of a particular class by defining the attributes that can be 

used to describe common properties of these instances through instantiated attributes. It provides a sche-

ma and a set of rules for the creation of a (digital) representation of a real world object (e.g. a person, a 

building, an event, a document etc.). 

Definition 3:  Entity Type (Etype)  

An Entity Type (Etype) is a tuple ET = <C
ET

 , AD
ET

 > , where  

a. C
ET

 is the concept of the etype, and  

b. AD
ET

 = {AD} is a non-empty set of attribute definitions. 

Here C
ET

 is a concept  that denotes the name of the Etype  and AD
ET

 is a non empty set {AD} of attribute 

definitions including structured attribute definitions and context attribute definitions. 

6.3.5 Entity  

Entities are instances of the concept(s) associated with the etype(s) of these entities. For example, in-

stances of class PERSON can be described with attributes like NAME, BIRTHDATE, GENDER, and so 

on. Thus, there can be etype Person with the above-mentioned attribute definitions and entities of that 

etype with instantiated attributes. 

Definition 4:  Entity  

An Entity is a tuple E = <ET
E
, AE>, where  

 

a. ET
E
 ={ET} is a non-empty set of entity types, and  

b. A
E
 = {A} is the set of instantiated attributes, such that for any attribute definition of any etype in 

ET
E
, there is an instantiated attribute in A

E
. 

We say that etype ETi is more specific than etype ETj  iff  Ci
 ET

  more specific than  Cj
ET

 . We also say that 

entity E belongs to etype ETi  ET  ∈  ET
E
. 

 

An entity can be considered as complex when it is composed by different entities. In particular a complex 

entity creates a structured piece of information organized in a graph where each node is an entity linked 

with other entities through the “part of” relation. Therefore we can say that when an entity instantiates an 

attribute which concept correspond to “is part of” and/or “has parts” it becomes a complex entity. 

6.4.  Types of Attributes 

According to the data type of an attribute definition we can categorize an attribute as follows: 

 

 Descriptive (Textual): It‟s an attribute in which its values cannot be codified as a single entity 

and/or atomic concept. They are given in input from a user as a simple sequence of characters on 

which a process of entity/concept recognition can be applied. Descriptive attributes are those 

whose data type is semantic string 

 Entity (Relational): It‟s an attribute in which its value points to an entity (or an entity set) and 

that creates a (semantic) link between the entity owning the attribute and the target entity (the 

value of the attribute). It encodes a semantic relation where the name of the attribute definition 

encodes the relation existing between the source (the entity instantiating the attribute) and the tar-
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get (the value). Relational attributes are those whose values are of data type Entity, examples can 

be “Birth Place” and “Father” 

 Concept (Attributive): It‟s an attribute in which its value carries an implicit semantic (E.g. the 

date of birth of a person), basically all the attributes whose data type is not semantic (less) strings 

or entity can be considered as attributive 

6.5. Meta Attributes 

A meta attribute is a special attribute that describes additional properties and semantics of an object in a 

given context. Meta attributes are used to enable specific and advanced services on entities. A Meta 

attribute can be assigned to an attribute definition within a given Etype and/or Role, in the following we 

list those meta attributes grouped by category and sorted within a category from the strongest to the 

weaker: 

6.5.1  Necessity Properties: 

 Strictly Mandatory: An attribute is strictly mandatory when each entity must instantiate that 

attribute and provide a (not null) value. 

 Mandatory: An attribute is mandatory when each entity must instantiate (by default) that attribute 

even if the value is allowed to be null (e.g. unknown value). 

 Suggested: An attribute is suggested when an instance of that attribute is not mandatory in the set 

of attributes of an entity. 

6.5.2 Permanence Properties: 

 Permanent: An attribute is permanent when its value(s) is stable in time. Once a permanent 

attribute is instantiated it cannot be changed. 

 Temporary: When it‟s not permanent an attribute is considered to be temporary, e.g. when its 

value(s) may change in time. 

6.6. Etype Attributes Categories 

Each attribute definition within a an Etype can be grouped inside a category. A category exists in the con-

text of an Etype only and it is defined as the tuple EC = <C, ET, ADS> where C is a concept denoting the 

name of the category, ET is an Etype and ADS is a (non empty) set {AD} of attribute definitions. Note 

that different categories within an Etype cannot share the same attribute definition and concept. A catego-

ry differs from a structured attribute definition because while the latter codifies logically indivisible piec-

es of information that can be shared between different Etypes, the former is used to group pieces of in-

formation within a single Etype. 

6.7. Etype System Design Requirements  

So far we have described the theoretical background of Entity type and attribute definition. Therefore, 
starting from the above discussion we plan to investigate the feasibility to develop a system that is able to: 

 Provide efficient and effective way for browsing and searching the Entity type; 

 Provide efficient and effective way for browsing and searching the Attribute; 

 Support unskilled users in building their own etypes and attribute in a flexible and effective way.  

 Support user in entity type evolution and customization; 

 Support user in managing multilingual etype; 
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 Import and manage existing etypes provided by experts;  

6.8. Conclusion 

In this chapter we have described a model for attribute definitions, entity types, entities and for other re-

lated objects. We also have described the initial requirement specification of the etype management sys-

tem. In chapter 10 we described the entity type management system. 
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Chapter 7 

 

7. Visualization Theory 

7.1. Information Visualization 

Visualizations have a crucial and expanding role in cognitive systems as we acquire more information 

through vision than through all of the other senses combine[82]. A wide variety of uses for the term vi-

sualization is stated in [81] . “The purpose of visualization is insight, not picture” the main goals of this 

insight are discovery, decision making and explanation [83] . In K. Stuart et al.[83] visualization is de-

fined as “the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of data to amplify cognition”. 

Thus they define the information visualization as follows: “the use of “the use of computer-supported, in-

teractive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition”. These definitions mainly focus on 

the purpose of the visualization as the means. Visualization is an activity in which human beings are en-

gaged as an internal construction in the mind [84,81] Considering visualization is something that cannot 

be printed on paper or displayed on a computer screen [85] summarized the visualization as a cognitive 

activity, facilitated by external visual representations from which people build an internal mental repre-

sentation of the world. Indeed [85] Tried to make the definition independent from computers as an activi-

ty that occurs in the mind where computers with some visualization tools may facilitate the visualization 

process. 

7.2. From Data to Information Visualization 

The transformation process and the relationships between Data, Information, Knowledge and Wisdom has 

been analyzed by [68 ,87 , 88, 89]  as intimately connected which gives a formation of other as from 

data to wisdom . Nathan Shedroff, in his article in Information Design [86], analyzes the process of un-

derstanding data and the generation of information from data,  from the information design point of view. 

We summarize the key features of the process as follows: 

7.2.1 Data  

Data are symbols, atomistic, lowest abstract or distinct pieces of information without context. In 

computer terms, characters, symbols, numbers or images are data. Information Science defines 

data as unprocessed information. They are not adequate for communicating as they lack any 

meaning, though sometime it is also possible that data itself carries information. It comes about 

through research, creation or other ways. However, they are the basic building blocks for con-

struct information and our communicative processes.  

7.2.2 Information 

Data as distinct pieces of information are not adequate to establish a communicative process. To make 

them meaningful, it is necessary to process, organize by adding context through relationships between 

data, and present them in such a way so that it becomes meaningful information. It is generally the 

processed outcome that derived from the data. This information can be about facts, things, or an-

ything relevant to the topic concerned or even concept that can be used in many domains. 

7.2.3 Knowledge 

Unlike data and information, knowledge is generally personal, subjective and inherently local [87]. When 

information is integrated with experience, it creates knowledge, which enables us to understand things 
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[85]. T. D. Wilson [88] defined 'Knowledge' as what we know: knowledge involves the mental processes 

of comprehension, understanding and learning that go on in the mind and only in the mind, however, 

much of them involve interaction with the world outside the mind, and interaction with others. Whenever 

we wish to express our knowledge, we express it in terms of information, which a knowing mind may un-

derstand, comprehend and incorporate into its own knowledge structures. For example, during our student 

life we memorize many theories and during the exams we apply these theoretical concepts to solve the 

problems in real-life situations.  

7.2.4 Wisdom 

Wisdom is the top level of comprehension. According to Shedroff, it is much more abstract and philo-

sophical than other levels and less is known about how to make or effect it. It can be defined as the phase 

in which a person has acquired such an sophisticated level of knowledge of processes and relationships 

that it is then possible to express qualified judgment on data [85]. A fundamental philosophical definition 

of wisdom is to make the paramount use of knowledge. Unlike knowledge, wisdom cannot be directly 

transmitted or taught. It is also the understanding of what is true or right together with optimum judgment 

as to action.  

7.2.5 Information visualization 

Information visualization is located between data and information [85].  As we have mentioned before da-

ta requires the creation of relationships between data, organizing and presenting them in a proper way to 

make meaningful information, information visualization play role in this phase. Information vi-

sualization provides the means with which we can organize the data into a meaningful shape, present it 

in a meaningful and appropriate ways, and finally allow communicating the context around it. Card et al. 

[90] defined this process as “the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of data to 

amplify cognition.” Information visualization aimed at presenting the data in such a way so that our cog-

nitive processes can easily create information from it.  

 

Therefore our challenge is presenting these data through information visualizations in an effective ways 

to take proper advantage of our most powerful human perceptual system and to improve the cognitive 

process accuracy.  However, designing an effective presentation is challenging, as it requires a theoretical 

understanding of how we perceive. 

7.3. Perception 

A design is an arrangement, a way of organizing the things that can be seen. The elements of design refer 

to “what” are used and the principles of design refer to “how” they are used [92], which describe basic 

ideas about the practice of good visual design. The elements of design are the building blocks of design, 

includes line, color , shape etc which are processed by our visual perception. Principles are problem spe-

cific while elements are use according to the principle to solve the problem, making these visual choices 

is design [92].   

7.3.1 Gestalt Principals 

In the twentieth century, a group of German psychologists developed theories that attempt to give expla-

nation how human visual perception works. The German word "Gestalt" roughly translates to "unified 

whole" or "form," and the Gestalt psychologist's believed that the whole is greater than the sum of its 

parts.  One of their basic findings was people have a tendency to organize visual elements into groups or 

unified wholes when certain principles are applied. Our visual system automatically imposes structure on 

visual input and is wired to perceive whole shapes, figures, and objects rather than disconnected edges, 

lines, and areas. In order to understand what we receive through our senses, they theorized that we try to 

organize information into definite groups.  This allows us to construe the information entirely without un-

necessary repetition. These theories are known as the Gestalt principles [93,94,95] of visual perception. 

The most widely accepted results from psychological studies based on human perception of visual ele-
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ments are the Gestalt principles of visual perception. Each of these principles can be applied to any ele-

ment of design such as line, shape, and value. In the subsequent sections we will demonstrate the relation-

ship between the elements and principles of design using Gestalt theory. 

7.3.1.1.Principle of Proximity 

This principle states that elements or objects that are close to one another are tend to be perceived more 

related or as group than elements that are spaced farther apart.   

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
 

 

(c) 

Figure 7 Principale of Proximity 

 

In figure 7 (a), the nine squares above are positioned without proximity. They are perceived as separate 

shapes. In figure 7 (b) the same squares when we placed them closer we are indeed giving close proximi-

ty, unity occurs; we perceive this collection of square close to each other as forming a group. While they 

continue to be separate shapes before, they are now perceived as one group. Figure 7 (c) depicts that even 

if the color, sizes, shapes, and objects are very dissimilar, they come into sight as a group if they are close 

together, the relative distance between objects affects our perception of how the objects are organized. 

7.3.1.2.Principle of Uniform Connectedness 

The principle of uniform connectedness refers to the fact that objects that are connected by uniform visual 

properties are perceived as being more related than objects that are not connected. This principle general-

ly overpower the other principles (e.g., proximity, similarity) 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 8 Principle of Uniform Connectedness 
 

In figure 8 (a) even though the color of the squares and the spacing between square is consistent within 

this collection of green objects , those inside of the connecting lines are perceived to be more connected 

than the rest.  In graphical user interface design, it is common to employ uniform connectedness to show 

context. Tabbed navigation is a common example of this principle (see figure 8(b)).  

 

7.3.1.3.Principle of Similarity 

It states that objects that are similar are perceived to be more related and often perceive them as a group 

or pattern than objects that are dissimilar. It is a powerful mechanism for communication. There many 
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ways that objects can be perceived as being similar, therefore, related. For instance, some of the factors 

are, similarity of color, size, shape, dimension, texture, and orientation, to name just a few.  

 

 
(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 

Figure 9 Principle of Similarity 
 

In the graphic figure 9(a) , the viewer is likely to perceive a triangle shape in the middle, because we 

group the yellow rectangles in our perception, though each individual object is the similar shape. If it is 

ask to classify the objects above figure 9 (b), almost anyone would say that the strongest communication 

toward classification is dependent upon shape. Based on shape, it seems that the squares are related to one 

another and the circles are related to one another. It is important to note that in this example shape, not 

proximity or size provides the strongest communication. In designing it is essential to supply visual clues 

as to which interface objects are related to one another so that the end user of the application can 

promptly identify organization and make sense of how to use or interact with it. 

7.3.1.4.Principle of Continuity 

Our visual perceptions tend to continue shapes beyond their ending points and tend to continuous forms 

rather than disconnected segments. 

 
Figure 10 Principle of Continuity 

 

We have a tendency for continuous figures. In the example above, we perceive the figure as two crossed 

lines intersecting and forming an X shape, instead of seeing four separate line segments meeting at the 

center.  

7.3.1.5.Principle of Closure 

It is related to Continuity, which states that our visual system automatically tries to close open figures so 

that they are perceived as whole objects rather than separate pieces. Closure means that we "close" ob-

jects that are themselves not complete; not only completing the figure in our perception, but perceiving 

the figure as having an extra constituent of aesthetic design; This happen because of our brains often ig-

nore contradictory or incomplete information and fill in gaps in information.  
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(a) 

 
     (b) 

Figure 11 Principle of clouser 

 
Our visual system is so strongly biased to see objects that it can even interpret an absolutely blank area as 

an object. Despite the fact that the information is incomplete, our perceptual system can close the gaps 

and perceive the whole.  In the Figure 11(a) we see the combination of shapes as a white triangle overlap-

ping three green circles, even though the figure actually contains simply three green Pac-Men (an old vid-

eo game character). It is a form that we see because of our perceptual system tends to close open parts, 

and it acts like an independent whole. One interesting thing is if we cover everything except one cir-

cle(see figure 11-b ), it no more looks like a white corner over a green circle rather it looks more like a 

Pac-Man. This is the type of phenomenon German psychologist Kurt Koffka was talking about when he 

made the famous statement “the whole is other than the sum of the parts”. 

7.3.1.6.Principle of Symmetry 

A third fact about our tendency to see objects is captured in the Gestalt principle of Symmetry. It states 

that we tend to parse complex scenes in a way that reduces the complexity. The data in our visual field 

usually has more than one possible interpretation, but our vision automatically organizes and interprets 

the data so as to simplify it and give it symmetry. 

 

 

 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12 Principle of Symmetry 

 
The human visual system tries to resolve complex scenes into combinations of simple, symmetrical 

shapes. In figure 12 (a) we likely see three sets of opening and closing brackets in the above image. Here 

symmetrical balance is stronger than proximity. If we look at figure 12 (b), if we  perceiving according to 

the principle of symmetry, we  most likely see two diamonds overlapping each other, rather than three ob-

jects, a small diamond and two irregular objects above and below it. 

7.3.1.7.Principle of Figure and Ground 

This principle states that our mind separates the visual field into the figure (the foreground) and ground 

(the background)  based on one or more of a number of possible variables, such as color, contrast, size, 

etc. The foreground consists of those elements of a scene that are the object of our primary attention, and 

the background is everything else. The Figure/Ground principle also specifies that the visual system‟s 

parsing of scenes into figure and ground is influenced by characteristics of the scene. For example, when 
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a small object or color patch overlaps a larger one, we tend to perceive the smaller object as the figure and 

the larger object as the ground (see Figure 13 Principle of Figure and Ground). 

 

  
(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 
Figure 13 Principle of Figure and Ground 

 

The classic example of figure and ground is vase/face  figure 13 (a) . Indeed we seem to have a natural 

tendency to perceive one phase of an image as the figure or fore-ground and the other as the ground or 

back-ground.  If we look at the picture Figure 13 (a) indeed there is only one image, and yet, by altering 

nothing but our mind-set, we can see two different stuff i.e., vase/face.  It doesn‟t even seem to be possi-

ble to see them both at the same time! When objects overlap, we see the smaller as figure on ground Fig-

ure 13(b). Simple composition may have only one figure. In a complex composition there will be several 

things to perceive. As we look from one to another they each become figure in turn. 

7.4. Memory 

Human memory has strengths and weaknesses. Therefore it is important for the designers involve in in-

teractive systems design to have some understanding of human memory. This understanding is needed to 

support and augment human memory rather than burdening or confusing it. Indeed it does not matter ex-

actly where in the brain something processed and perceived, rather it is essential for effective design to 

know how and what kinds of visual information the brain usually can process efficiently. The memory is 

a function of the brain, which process, store and reason information, this is also responsible for constitutes 

the common ground for perception. In fact, we receive light through the eye, which generates a visual 

stimulus. This stimulus is translated into neural signals by the retina and passed to the brain, where it is 

processed and perceived. In cognitive psychology, there is one memory system, but it is normally divided 

into three functions for storage [96]. 
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7.4.1 Sensory Memory 

The sensory memory stores information about the world coming from sense organs in a fairly unpro-

cessed way for less than a second. It holds an exact duplicate copy of what is seen (visual)  or heard (au-

ditory). It only lasts between 250 and 500 milliseconds or less. It has unlimited capacity.  For each sen-

sory channel there is a sensory memory: 

 

 Iconic memory for visual stimuli, it holds visual images.  

 Auditory memory for aural stimuli, it holds sounds. This memory can retain longer than iconic 

memory. 

 Haptic memory for touch.   

   

The processing that takes place in iconic memory is called preattentive processing [97]. During preatten-

tive processing, only a limited set of visual attributes is detected. Some of these basic features are colors, 

contrast, shape, size, end of lines, and curvature [97]. However the content of the sensory memory is still 

abstract with no meaning attached to its input. Meaning is generated when the data is transfer to the cen-

tral cognitive short-term memory for interpretation. object identification is done by the cognitive proces-

sor which is associated with short-term memory used for storage of temporary working information. From 

sensory memory, some of the information is transferred into short term memory by attention, thereby fil-

tering the information to only those which are of interest at a given time. The amount of information 

transferred is limited. In the design of  a visual representation the properties of sensory, short-term, and 

long-term memory have important implications. For example, if we want people to understand and get the 

information quickly, we should present it in such a way so that it could easily be detected by their iconic 

memory. In particular, designer should pay attention to preattentive visual processing, as preattentive vis-

ual attributes are perceived instantaneously without any consciousness.  Indeed it is fundamental for 

creating visual representations. 

7.4.2 Short-Term Memory (STM) 

As mentioned above, selective attention determines what information would pass from sensory memory 

to short-term memory. This memory performs the intellectual tasks associated with consciousness [16]. 

Unless people rehearse the material, information remains here approximately a few seconds to a minute. 

Depending on periodic rehearse it can remain for few hours.  STM store images, sounds, especially in re-
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Figure 14 Memory model explaining some steps involved in sensory, long-term and short-term memory 
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calling words. It works basically the same as a computer's RAM in that it provides a working space for 

short computations and then transfers it to other parts of the memory system or if not use then discards it. 

That‟s why this memory also called working memory. This memory has extremely limited capacity.  The 

length of this thought to be about seven bits, because of this we normally remember seven items, while 

Miller [98] has found that STM has a limited capacity of around 7±2 „chunks‟ of information. These 

chunks of information can be simple characters or numerals or even more complex abstracts and images. 

This characteristic of STM says that it is possible to improve the capacity or efficiency of short-term 

memory if the presented information is organized in chunks. Considering this phenomena of STM, Cog-

nitive load refers to the total amount of mental activity imposed on working memory at an instance in 

time[99]. The fundamental principle of cognitive load theory argued that it is possible to increase the 

quality of instructional design by giving greater consideration to the role and limitations of working 

memory [99].  The same principle can be also apply in visualization. Mapping information in visual re-

presentations is usually maintained in the SMT. As we have seen from the above discussions that the ca-

pacity and duration of holding information of this memory is limited, therefore designers of visual repre-

sentations shouldn‟t constrain users to remember more than nine chunks of information. Information can 

be made easier to inspect if they are structured. One example is telephone numbers. Usually, such number 

is broken into parts to make them easier to scrutinize and remember. Sometime this principle is also miss 

used in website navigation design. Based on this principle some designer argue that website navigation 

cannot have any more than 7 items in it though it is simply not true.  Indeed there is no demand on the us-

er to actual remember the navigation which user can easily do by scanning again to refresh our memory 

of what was there. A common tendency of the people is they tend to inspect rapidly for relevant informa-

tion while navigating software or sites instead analyzing screen cautiously and read every word in it. 

Therefore, it is important to presented the information in a concise, structured way so that it becomes eas-

ier for people to scan and understand. They should also follow to the rules of graphic design, some of 

which were presented in previous section. The important thing is the capacity of SMT can be expanded 

by abstracting qualities from the basic information and store the abstraction instead. 

7.4.3 Long-Term Memory (LTM) 

This is relatively permanent storage. It is intended for storage of information over a long time which 

could be recollected for lifetime. The information could last for 30 seconds or for decades. Information 

from the working memory is passed to the LTM  after a few seconds and is stored on the basis of meaning 

and importance. Long term memory can further divide in to two basic types: episodic and semantic mem-

ory. Episodic memory helps us recollect various experiences and events that happened in our lives in a 

serial form.  On the other hand semantic memory  records concepts, facts, and our skills that we acquired 

throughout our lives and  helps us to learn from our various experiences more facts and new concepts. 

7.5. A Reference Model 

Riccardo Mazza in his book Introduction to Information Visualization [85] described a reference model 

that shows the process of generating an artifact of visual representation. In his model a visual artifact cre-

ation process has been modeled through a sequence of successive stages, which we present here with 

some modifications: 

 

1. Raw Data:   

2. Creating Data structure:  

3. Visual mapping: 

4. View creation: 

7.5.1 Raw Data  

This step involves accruing the raw data, which we have to visualize.  Raw data, also known as source da-

ta or atomic data, is data that has not been processed in order to be displayed in any sort of presentable 

form [100]. Unless processed it this raw data may look nearly meaningless, but it may also be in a form 

that someone can interpret, depending on the situation. This raw data is the data that have been supplied 

by the world around us[85]. They can be any unprocessed computer data stored in a file. They can also be 
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data generate by any sensors or tools that has been collected but not formatted or analyzed yet. Notice 

that, not necessarily they have to be always unprocessed; data stored in database in electronic format and 

with a well-defined structure are already ready to use. In this case preprocessing phase involves just fetch-

ing it from the database and converting them into the structured format so that the visualization system 

can visualize them. For an example, let us assume we want to present student grade sheet for the course 

Physic. Exam is divided into three part written, assignment and oral. Let assume we got a file of the stu-

dent grade with this format as a raw data:  

 

A02LucaPHYW34A35V15 

A23AndrePHYW35A35V16 

A24CarloPHYW38A38V17 

A23MattiaPHYW39A38V19 

7.5.2 Data Structure 

This process involves preprocessing the raw data if the data are unprocessed, to a suitable format so that 

visualization logic can utilize them to visualize. However if the data is already well formed in  database in 

electronic format in this case it will just fetch the data and convert them into the structured format to use 

by the visualization system. Raw data can be formatted in many ways, for example by removing unneces-

sary data which are generated by the system but not interesting for display. It could also add additional 

information or calculations for obtaining new data. In the above example we can obtain new data by cal-

culating the total number for each course thus represent in the visual system. It may also need to add 

attributes [85] or also called metadata [90] to the data that may be used to logically organize the data 

structure that would use by the visualization system. The intermediate data structure, of the example we 

are processing, could therefore look like the following: 

 

Student id Name Written Exam Assignment Total 

A23 Mattias 74 18 92 

A24 Carlo 68 18 86 

A23 Andrea 55 15 70 

A02 Luca 64 15 79 

 

In this structure in particular, we have filtered out some information, such as the tag added by the system, 

for example an exam type identification character before each grade. We also remove the repeated course 

code. We attribute Total obtain from the calculation by calculating the total number for each student    

7.5.3 Visual Mapping 

In this stage visual structure and their location are determined for the data. The critical thing is how best 

to transform the processed data into visual mapping that people can understand for optimal decision mak-

ing.  According to [85] this step involves defining the visual structures that will use to map the processed 

data structure from the raw data and their location in the display area. Visual mapping requires identifying 

three structures [90] that correspond to the data that we want to represent visually. These are spatial sub-

strate , graphical elements and graphical properties. 

  

 Spatial substrate:  The spatial substrate defines the position or the dimensions in physical space 

where the visual representation is created. It can be defined in term of axes (e.g., x-axes and y-

axes). Depending on the type of data that would map on the axis the type of axis varies. In partic-

ular an axis can be quantitative, ordinal or nominal. [83] defines the quantitative, ordinal or no-

minal as follows(they called it variable type): 

 

o N = Nominal (are only = or ≠ to other values), 

o O = Ordinal( obeys a< relation)  or 

o Q = Quantitative (can do arithmetic on them) 
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A nominal variable N is an unordered set, such as name list {Mattias, Carlo, Andrea, Luca}.  

This is basically the labeling function. Sometimes numbers are also used in such a way there is no 

sense in which the number can be placed in an ordered sequence.  For example the bus number to 

indicate the route on which the bus travels. The transport authority put a number on the front of a 

bus, this number generally doesn‟t indicate any ordered sequence but identifies the route, thus it 

has a purely nominal value.  

 

An ordinal variable O is a ordered set, [85] defines ordinal as follows “data of a non numeric na-

ture, but which have their own intrinsic order, such as the days of the week”. The position of a in 

a list is an ordinal quality. Similarly it is possible to say from a set of items that a certain item 

comes before or after another item. When we create merit list of a group of students in order of 

their achieved mark, we indeed create an ordinal scale. 

 

A quantitative variable Q is a list of integers, real numbers or a numeric range, such as total mark 

[0,100] .  However it is also possible to transform one type to another type. For example the no-

minal name list becomes ordinal when we sort them lexicographically, such as name list {Andrea, 

Carlo, Luca, Mattias}, here the names are sorted lexicographically. In the reference model, 

an axis is quantitative, when there is a metric associated to the values reported on the axis; An 

axis is ordinal, when the values are reported on the axis in an order that corresponds to the order 

of the data; An axis is nominal, when the region of an axis is divided into a collection of sub re-

gions without any intrinsic order.  

 

 Graphical elements:  everything visible that appears in the space. There are four possible types 

of visual elements: points, lines, surfaces, and volumes  

 

 Graphical properties:  The graphical properties (also called retinal variables)  are properties of 

the graphical elements which are perceived immediately,  the retina of the human eye is very sen-

sitive to them. It significantly impact on interface design the way in which these properties are 

used. Notice that human visual perception doesn‟t perceive all the properties in the same way. 
The most common graphical properties are size, orientation, color, texture, and shape. These are 

applied to the graphical elements and determine the properties of the visual layout that will be 

presented in the view.   

 

To continue with the process of generation, we have to associate a visual structure with which to map the 

data that we wish to represent, to the data structures. Attributes of a visual structure are determined by 

one or more attributes of a data structure. For example, the height of a bar could be determined by a stu-

dent‟s total score on the final exam for a course, whereas the bar‟s color might indicate if the student is a 

male or female. In the specified case, we have five attributes to represent: 

 

Attribute Data Type 

Student Id Ordinal 

Name Nominal 

Written Exam Quantitative 

Assignment Quantitative 

Total Quantitative 

 

7.5.4 Views   

A system‟s visual design is usually the first thing that users notice and the visual impacts heavily influ-

ence the user‟s perception. However as they become more familiar with the system they tend to focus less 

on visuals and the system functionalities start to getting important.  The views are the final result of the 

generation process. They are the result of the mapping of data structures to the visual structures, generat-

ing a visual representation in the physical space represented by the computer. They are what we see dis-

played on the computer screen. 
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7.6. Conclusion 

Visualization provides not only an ability to comprehend large amounts of data but also allows the per-

ception of emergent properties that were not anticipated. In this chapter, we have illustrated some impor-

tant principles of visual perception. We have presented classics Gestalt principles, a designer can get in-

teresting insights into the design of groups of objects to conform unity thus make the visual 

representations more effective. We also have seen how short-term memory and preattentive processing 

play a very significant role in the design of effective visual representations. 
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Chapter 8 

 

8. Linguistic and Concept Knowledge Management Consol 

The capability to systematize and manage an emerging Linguistic and Ontology/Concept Knowledge is 

key to an editor's usability. Convenient and intuitive presentations and manipulations of a Word and its 

Concept, Concept's interlinking concepts and relations are essential. Concept hierarchies also have mul-

tiple inheritances, convenient and insightful presentations while keeping the associations straight is a 

challenge. Therefore, our aim is to create a visualization that will effectively display all this elements and 

at the same time let the user perform various operations easily on the Linguistic and Ontology/Concept 

Knowledge. Universal Knowledge Base (UK) consists of four different modules namely Linguistic 

Knowledge, Ontology/Concept Core, Domain Knowledge and Entity Core. This document describes the 

management console for the Linguistic and Conceptual part. 

8.1. Functional overview and requirement description 

In the chapter 4 we have described the theoretical background of Linguistic and Concept Knowledge. As 
explained in the introduction chapter the process of synthesizing new Linguistics knowledge is very tough 
and demanding. There is neither an easy way nor a straightforward way to achieve this goal. As underlined 
in the State of the art section, there are many tools for search and navigation Linguistic databases but not 
enough that allows creating Linguistic knowledge collaboratively. Therefore, starting from the above dis-
cussion we plan to investigate the feasibility to develop a system that is able to: 

 Provide efficient and effective way for browsing and searching the linguistic knowledge; 

 Provide efficient and effective way for browsing and searching the concept knowledge; 

 Support unskilled users in building their own taxonomies in a flexible and effective way.  

 Support user in linguistic and concept knowledge base evolution and customization; 

 Support user in managing multilingual linguistic knowledge 

 Import and manage existing linguistic and concept  knowledge  provided by experts;  

According to this view we can identify the following sub-tasks that would support by the system: 
 

 Building language specific linguistic knowledge base: taxonomies representing linguistic know-

ledge in different languages will be manually made according to the theoretical approach described 

above. 

 Building language independent concept knowledge base: language independent concepts and 

their relations representing language independent representation of the linguistic knowledge will 

be manually made according to the theoretical approach described above. 

 Finding a suitable visualization technique to represent Linguistic and Concept knowledge: 

We need to investigate how to deal with the enhanced complexity due to the multilingual linguistic 

knowledge and their concepts and relations, which facilitates the comparison of the lexicon of the 

aligned languages 

 Exploring possible relations between linguistic knowledge and related concepts: As a first step 

we would put in the Linguistic Knowledge only the natural language information e.g., words, 

senses and group of words as synset. Subsequently, we can then link each synset to a language in-

dependent concept in the concept knowledge. This entails that Linguistic knowledge will be parti-

tioned according to languages whereas the concepts remain language independent. 
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 Managing concept knowledge: While editing concept knowledge, the system should takes in to 

account different uses of concepts in the different languages. 

 Managing universal knowledge: The system takes in to account while editing Linguistic know-

ledge with particular emphasis to their uses. For example, when we delete a synset from the lin-

guistic knowledge we have to take into account if the concept corresponds to that synset is used by 

domain or etype part (see chapter 5 and Chapter 6 for a more detailed description of domains and 

etypes). For example, if it is the last word, in the last sense, in the last language for a concept used 

somewhere, its deletion should be forbidden. 

 Performing search and navigation: Developing an efficient multilingual search and navigation 

environment to realize the potential benefits of Linguistic and Concept Knowledgebase. 

 
From an implementation point of view, the abovementioned tasks can be categorized into two different 

parts:  

 Search and navigation part: It includes Search, browsing words and its components such as syn-

sets  and concepts hierarchy. More in details:  

a. Search and navigate words: The list (in alphabetical order) of already defined words must be 

available on request to the user. A text search facility to search among them must be available. 

b. Search and navigate synsets of a word: By selecting a word, it must be possible to list the 

corresponding synsets thus emphasizing the corresponding part of speech (i.e., Noun, Adjec-

tive, Verb and Adverb).  

c. Search and navigate concepts: By selecting a synset of a word, it must be possible to navi-

gate the concept hierarchical of that synset. For each node, the corresponding concept details 

must be visible.  

 Maintenance part: e.g., creation, updating and deletion operations. This part is, in turn, articu-

lated into operations on linguistics and operation on conepts:  

d. Operations on linguistics: This is the list of operations that the user interface must support on 

linguistic and concepts:  

i. Create a word: A word is created by assigning a lemma and any eventual exceptional 

forms. The user interface must provide a specific facility to assigning the lemma and 

adding exceptional forms. 

ii. Delete a word: When selecting a word, it must be possible to delete it. The system 

takes in to account its use while deleting word. 

iii. Create a synset: A synset is created by assigning each word the sense of information 

conveyed (e.g., gloss and part of speech). Creating a synset should also create a con-

cept for the synset when the concept is not already present in the system. 

iv. Update a synset: It must be possible to change the gloss, the part of speech or the rank 

of a synset.  

v. Add a word to a synset: It must be possible to add a word to a synset. In case the word 

doesn‟t exist it must be possible to create it and add it thus specifying the new word 

through its corresponding part of speech. 

vi. Remove a word from a synset: It must be possible to select a word from the synset and 

remove it. This does not result in the deletion of the word because this word might be-

long to another synset in different context. 

vii. Delete a synset: It must be possible to select a synset and delete it. This does not result 

in the deletion of the words associated with it unless any word is the last word in the 

knowledge base. The system takes in to account to the use of its concept while delet-

ing synset. 
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e. Operations on concepts : This is the list of operations that the user interface must support on 

a facet (not necessarily associated to a domain): 

i. Create a relation: It must be possible to create a new relation between two existing 

concepts. 

ii. Update a relation: When selecting a relation between two concepts, it must be possi-

ble to change the relation 

iii. Remove a relation: when selecting a relation between two concepts, it must be possi-

ble to remove the relation. 

 

All operations of creation of new knowledge, updating, deletions search and navigation will be pursued in 

the Knowledge Base through an Inference engine. In subsequent sections, we will make more precise de-

sign specifications for an effective and user-friendly management system to perform CRUD operations 

including search and navigation on the linguistic and concept part for the UK. 

8.2. Search and navigation 

Search and navigation services offer the means to unlocking the wealth of data that exists in digital form. 
Developing an efficient search and navigation environment requires leveraged cognitive study to effective-
ly realizing its potential benefits. Therefore one of the basic goals is to reduce the cognitive load requested 
to the user. In other words, the number of items that at each step the users must track and process should be 
reduced, so to allow them to concentrate on specific parts of the task. This can be achieved by distinguish 
amongst objects (e.g., word, sense, concept) those that are conceptually similar and group them together. 
Visualization and navigation structures should determine by analyzing these object characteristics and the 
pattern. For example, words can be shown in alphabetic ordered lists , synsets in structured format whereas 
for concept (i.e., ontology) the most suitable visualization would be hierarchical. These visualization solu-
tions will allow users to focus only on the relevant part they are interested in. Search and navigation can be 
divided into three different parts depending on the type of objects of interest. In this way, the number of 
visualized information will be minimized thus reducing the information overload on users. We are also in-
terested in the interrelationship and the multilingual relationship involving both in synsets and concepts.  
Depending on the type of objects each part would be responsible for a set of related functionalities:  

8.3. Search and navigation of Words 

Providing the facility for word search is one of the basic operations in any thesaurus. The goal of word 

visualization is to provide a meaningful context in which the user can explore the semantics of word from 

different points of view. The idea is to show the search result as an alphabetically ranked list of words, as 

shown in Table 2, thus combining the use of keyboard and a scrolling list to make navigation more effi-

cient. Basically, a specific word can be singled out easily from the alphabetically ranked list.  

 

Words 

computable 
computation 
computational 
computational linguistics 
computationally 
compute 
computed axial tomography 
computed tomography 
computer 

 

Table 2  List of result for the search token “comput” 
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However, the length of lists can jeopardize the efficacy of this solution. When lists tend to be very long, 

filters can become useful elements. In particular, information visualization systems appear to be most use-

ful when they allow users to refine search results. More in particular, pressing any key will automatically 

filter the words whose first character matches the pressed key itself and any subsequent keypress will fur-

ther refine the search considering also following characters. This mechanism is an obvious and widely 

adopted solution to support search and navigation but a proper strategy for dealing with language mode is 

needed. Auto-suggestion features are a recently common search trend. Search result list would used to 

navigate through the words and provide a means for selecting query scope 

8.4. Search and navigation of Synsets  

Every word has a synset. Each synset organizes a set of words with same meaning according to logical 
groupings. If we look at the conceptual model of Linguistic and Concept Knowledge (see Figure 5 Concep-

tual model of Linguistic and Concept Knowledge) we see there is a list of words. In this words list each word 
has one or more synsets. Each synset corresponds to a concept in a language and word has no parent. This 
model we can easily map with a directed graph because the edge relation is asymmetric. The most common 
example of such visualization is the directory structure of a hierarchical file system. Figure 3 shows an ex-
ample of a horizontal layout.  Clicking on an item switches it from a 'collapsed' to an 'exploded' state. The 
path that has been followed through the selection is also highlighted. This characteristic we can use to 
maintain the context. Notice that, the 'child' branches of only one item can be displayed within each level; 
this approach does allow the user to explore the navigation in a very 'space efficient' manner. 

 

 
 

Figure 15 Hierarchical tree browser with a horizontal layout for a file system 
 

In our case, to present word, synsets and their concepts we can use a three columns panel, where the 
first column is for word list, the second column is for synsets corresponding to the word and the third col-
umn is for concepts corresponding to the synsets.  Each word from the first column can be treated as a par-
ent or starting node. Clicking on a word would initiate the query and show a list of synsets for the word 
that has been clicked, therefore passing to an 'exploded' state in the second column. Clicking on a synset 
would show the corresponding concept, therefore passing to an 'exploded' state in the third column.  

A common tendency is, during navigation people don‟t inspect screens watchfully and read every word 
instead they scrutinize swiftly for relevant information according to their goal. Therefore when information 
is offered in a brief, structured way, it is easier and convenient for people to search and comprehend. The 
bottom-line is, the more structured and briefs the presentation of information, the more swiftly and effor-
tlessly people can examine and understand it. To make structured we can present a synset as a block of in-
formation. Each block represents a sense/synset , contains the associated word together with its synonyms 
and corresponding gloss. A set of synsets of a word can be presented as a blocks of information in a vertic-
al linear list in the second column.  

 Synsets category: Synsets are further categorized by parts of speech (POS). We assume users will 

start their search with words and they will get in to the synset through the words navigation. 

Therefore, the scope of the synset visualization depends on the search word. In some cases, this list 
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could be quite long, as it will include the synsets from all the part of speech (POS). We can use 

POS to further filter the query result and grouping the synsets into consistent categories. There are 

many alternative ways of showing POS groups. One possible way is to show them in an expanda-

ble vertical list. However showing this way has a drawback. If we expand all the categories, then 

the result will be a long list. Furthermore the user would have to scroll up and down to find an item 

from the list. An alternative way is to show them in a Tab view. A tab view provides a convenient 

way to present information in a multipane format. The tab control is displayed horizontally cen-

tered across the top edge of a content area. Each tab would contain one group representing a part 

of speech. Users can easily switch between tabs so to see the search results associated with each of 

them. As a management tool it is also intuitive there should have some way to edit these existing 

information. For example, editing gloss of a synset, changing part of speech, reordering the ranks.  

 Synsets Rank: Conceptually senses/synsets associated to words are arranged according to their 

rank in ascending order. This ordering is determined by frequency of use in semantically tagged 

corpora [46], thus the synset in rakn 1 is the most frequently used. We can present this by vertically 

ordering synsets in a list, wherein the synset with rank 1 would be in the first position of the synset 

list, the synset with rank 2 would be in the second position and so on. In WordNet data senses that 

have not occurred in the tagged text are presented in random order. 

 Words Rank: There are some words that people use more frequenlty and there are some words 

those people use more rarely and this is an important psycholinguistic fact about the mental lexi-

con. There are many ways to determine the familiarity of a word. One good way is the frequency 

of use. Another alternative way that has been used by WordNet to indicate the familiarity is the 

frequency of occurrence and polysemy. According to them, the more frequently a word is used, the 

more different meanings it will have in a dictionary. [46] Showing polysemy seems to predict lexi-

cal access time as well as frequency does. In WordNet polysemy uses as an index of familiarity. 

We can present this by horizontally ordering words inside the synset block, which means that the 

word with rank 1 would be in the first position of the word list, the word with rank 2 would be in 

the second position and so on within the synset. 

8.5. Search and navigation of Concepts  

Every synset has one concept. Concepts are linked between them according to their semantic relationship 
and build a hierarchy of concepts. A concept hierarchy generally consists of associative and hierarchical 
relations.  The lemma of the representing word of a synset corresponds to a concept represent the leaf node 
label of the hierarchy. We can visualize the concept hierarchy in two different ways, from more general to 
more specific or from more specific to more general. If we consider the former, the concept expressed by 
the parent node is, as expected, more general than the concepts expressed by its children. In the other case, 
the direction would be opposite.  

The more intuitive way to represent a hierarchy of concepts is through a rooted tree where the root label 
is the name of the concept and internal and leaf nodes‟ labels represent either its child or parents depending 
on the view direction of the concept hierarchy. Such tree view mechanism is very well-situated and famili-
ar for the user. However large trees create some difficult problems. If the number of nodes is large it can 
compromise performance or even arrive at the limits of the viewing platform. Even if it is possible to show 
all the nodes, the question of viewability or usability arises, because it will become impossible to differen-
tiate between nodes and edges. … 

One can easily expand and collapse the nodes and is capable to get a quick outline over the hierarchy. 
Notice that, if we consider parent child relationship, a concept can have multiple parents and multiple 
children. For example, if we consider Bird as root and view it from more general to more specific, the con-
cept “Bird” has 5 parent concepts and 38 child concepts. Yet, for the wide number of relations and con-
cepts, the illustrative potential of a tree might not be enough. A concept with multiple parents is not so easy 
to represent in combination with an effective representation of the relations. It is desirable for the visualiza-
tion to indicate concepts with multiple parents and provide efficient means to view all direct ancestors of a 
concept. A common technique followed by many ontology editors is visualizing multiple inheritances by 
replicating child nodes under all their parents and many of the Hierarchical visualizations even do not sup-
port this feature. However our intuition is DAG (directed acyclic graph) visualization instead of a tree 
might, in this case, help to overcome this visualization problem. This example also brings back the useful-
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ness of filtering amongst results. The concept “Bird” has 38 child concepts and these, in turn, have their 
own children too. As a result, the resulting tree would be very wide. In cases like these, filtering out filter 
out unintended relations and reduce the information overload becomes important.  

From the above analysis we can identify some essential elements that will guide the way of displaying 
the DAG:  

 We should have a way to change the overall display mode of the concepts visualization. There are 

two display modes: “Show from parents to children” and  “Show from children to parents”  

 There should be a relation filter to reduce the complexity of the visualization, e.g. by selecting a 

specific relation and filtering out the others representing the DAG.  

 There should be a Concept tree that allows the navigation through the concepts. If the display 

mode  “Show from parents to children” is selected, then the root will be treated as a parent concept 

and its children will be shown subsequently. In the same way, if “Show from children to parents” 

is selected, then the root will be treated as a child concept and its parent(s) will be shown as subse-

quent children. Also, the kind of each relation (e.g., is-a, part-of) existing between concepts should 

be displayed in some way.  

 As the concept hierarchy is a DAG, there should have a way to visualize the multiple parents and 

children thus allowing the DAGs navigation in a natural way.  

 The properties associated with a relation are very essential and an effective visualization should in-

clude their representation. 

 Often tree nodes label is not descriptive enough. Whenever it is needed, then concept descriptions 

should be displayed. Additional information can be given via tool-tips.  

There are many ways to show and interact with the hierarchy of concepts. In the model below(see Figure 

2), multiple parents are visualized in the “Parent/Children Box”. This box will always visualize the al-

ternative parents/children (those not in the tree view) for the selected concept depending on the display 

mode. Selecting any parent from the list will add it to the tree as a parent of the currently selected node 

and show its parents in the Parent box. For instance, if “Change” is selected, it will become the new root 

of the tree (i.e., the user goes one level up following the desired path). As a consequence, the parents of 

“Change” will appear in the list, i.e. “focus”. The added value of our visualization lies in its expressivity. 

The concepts and their relationships between their child and between their parents are easy to detect. 

 

Scenario. Consider the following scenario: 

 

1) The user types the word “Dog” 

2) The system gives all those senses in which “Dog” is present in the system 

3) The user selects the desired sense (assume it is “a member of the genus Canis”) 

4) The concept panel shows the hierarchy of concepts for “dog”. In the example  (see Figure 16 

Concepts Panel ) the hierarchy is build “Parents to Children” 

5) The “Parent/Children List” shows the parents list according to the selected concept from the hie-

rarchy. By default it would show the parents/children of the root node. In the example (see Figure 

16 Concepts Panel ) selected node is “dog” thus the “Parent/Children List” showing the parents of 

“dog”.                                  
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Figure 16 Concepts Panel 

 
Notice that here are different kinds of relations - including hierarchical (is-a, part-of) and associative 

ones (e.g. member, see also). Different kinds of relations can be emphasized using the standard icons14 

also codifying the direction of the relation. The idea is we show the relation in textual form followed by a 

concept label. The interesting aspect of the visualization is that direction in the DAG is related to seman-

tic relations. For example to represent the concept “Dog” with the relation “is-a” we use: >> [is a] Dog”. 

In the same way, assuming dog has multiple parents, to represent the DAG, we can use : >> [is a] 

Dog. Notice that either “<<” or “>>” is used according to the selection mode. 

8.6. Management functionalities (create/update/delete)  

We clearly separate the CUD (create/update/delete) operations part from the search and navigation to avoid 
possible confusion. In the following sections, we describe in detail the CUD operations on words, senses 
,synsets, concepts and relations between them. We also present the pseudo-code for all operations. Like-
wise search and navigation, the type of operation also varies from object to object. “CUD” operations can 
be divided into three different parts where each part is responsible for a set of related functionalities: 

 Components of  Word: We identified the following components those are directly related with a 

word: 

a. A string that represents the word 

b. One or more derived or exceptional form of the morphological root of a word. 

 Components of Sense/Synset: We identified the following components those are directly related 

with sense/synset: 

a. A natural language description of the sense/synset 

b. Part of speech of the sense/synset; possible values are “Noun”, “Adjective”, “Verb” and 

“Adverb”.  

                                                 
14 http://www.destin.be/ASKOSI/Wiki.jsp?page=Icons%20for%20SKOS 
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c. A set of words associated to the sense/synset;  

 Components of Relation: We identified the following components those are directly related with 

relation: 

a. A list of predefined relations (relation kind). Possible relations can be hierarchical (e.g., is-

a, part-of) and associative (See section 4.2.2). 

b. A source Concept 

c. A target Concept.  

8.7. Managing Words, Synsets and Concepts 

It is important to underline that for us the notion of synset is central. The user can manage words and con-
cepts through a synset. In particular, the user can perform the following operations on words and synsets: 

1. Create a Synset: There are three different scenarios in which a user can create a synset: 

a. Create a synset as a new root concept 

b. Create a synset (and corresponding concept) as child of an existing concept 

c. Create a synset to be associated with a concept that has no synset in that language 

In all the cases above the synset is created by specifying its first word. 
2. Update a Synset: Updating a synset can be done in the following ways: 

a. By adding a word to the synset 

b. By removing a word from the synset 

c. By updating the rank of a word in the synset 

d. By updating the rank of a synset among the synsets 

e. By changing gloss and POS of the synset 

3. Delete a Synset: Deleting a synset can be done in two ways: 

a. Deleting the synset and keeping the concept 

b. Deleting the synset together with the corresponding concept 

4. Create a relation: Linking the (concept corresponding to the) synset with an existing concept 

5. Delete a Relation: Remove an existing relation among two concepts 

6. Update a Relation: Update the by changing the relation‟s type. 

In the subsequent sections we will describe all these possible operations in details together with pseudo 

code when necessary. 
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8.7.1.1.Create a Synset as a new root concept 

 
By the term “root concept” we mean here a concept that is not linked with any other concept present in 

the system. This situation can arise when one does no‟t know exactly where in the concept hierarchy this 

new concept could be placed. The creation of a synset corresponding to a root concept entails several sub-

sequent steps. First we need to provide the necessary information that are required to build the synset, 

namely: a word for a given lemma; the description of the word in terms of sense gloss that would describe 

the word meaning in natural language; the Part Of Speech of the word sense (i.e.,  noun, adjective, adverb 

or verb); and the language of the word that would say which language this word belongs to. Finally, there 

is the need to build a concept that would be the language independent representation of that specific syn-

set. 

 

All operations that are required to create a synset can be merged into a single function with the following 

parameters CreateSynset(lemma : String; pos : String ; gloss : String; String; lang: Locale).  This proce-

dure creates a word together with a new synset and concept thus it links the sense with the synset and 

concept. The glosss belongs to the synset as it represents the set of words with the same sense in a lan-

guage. GetWord(lemma) is a select procedure which finds the corresponding word of a given lemma in 

the KB. If any word corresponding to that lemma than it returns the word, null otherwise. CreateX()  pro-

cedure is used to create the persistence instance in the database. 

 
CreateSynset 

 

It creates a synset and a  new root  concept  

lemma = is a string; 

gloss = the natural language description of the synset; 

pos = the part of speech 

L = the language of the new synset; 

w = the word for the new synset; 

s = the new synset for the word; 

c          = the new root concept 
 

1. CreateSynset(lemma, gloss, pos , L ) { 

2.        w :=  GetWord(lemma, L) 

3.    if (w = null) { 
4.    w := CreateNewWord(lemma, L); } 

5.    s := CreateNewSynset(w, pos, gloss); 

6.    c := CreateNewConcept(s); 

7. } 

 

Notice that, it will create a new word in case a word for the given lemma and in the given lan-

 Crystal Quartz 
a solid having a highly regular atomic 

structurepure silica 
C{ crystal1} 

 Crystal C{ crystal2} glassware made of quartz 

Add a new synset “crystal” as a new root concept 

C{solid} 
Synsets 

Is-a 

New synset as a root 

Concept 
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guage doesn‟t exist. 

 

8.7.1.2.Create a Synset (and corresponding concept) as child of an existing concept 

A concept can be created as child of an existing concept when one knows exactly where to place the new 

concept, for example creating a concept “puppy” as a child concept of Dog. Notice that this operation 

demands to specify a relation where relation R {⊥, ≡, ⊑, ⊒} (see the relation table 1 for details) that 

would hold between the new concept and the parent. This operation can be performed modifying the pro-

cedure just illustrated by adding two extra parameters, parent concept and the relation type. Therefore, we 

can define our create synset procedure as follows:  CreateSynset(lemma : String; pos : String ; gloss : 

String; String; parentconcept:Concepr; relation: Relation ; lang: Locale). The steps are the same as those 

illustrated above except for the CreateRelation step that will create the relation between parent and the 

new child concept 

 
CreateSynset 

 

It creates a synset and corresponding concept) as child of an existing concept  

lemma = is a string; 

gloss = the natural language description of the synset; 

pos = the part of speech 

L = the language of the new synset; 

pc        = the parent concept 

r           = the given relation 

w = the word for the new synset; 

s = the new synset for the word; 

c          = the new root concept 
 

1. CreateSynset(lemma, gloss, pos ,pc, r, L ) { 

2.        w :=  GetWord(lemma, L) 

3.    if (w = null) { 
4.    w := CreateNewWord(lemma, L); } 

5.    s := CreateNewSynset(w, pos, gloss); 

6.    c := CreateNewConcept(s); 

7.          r := CreateRelation(pc,r);    

7. } 

 

 

 

 

8.7.1.3.Create a Synset to be associated with a concept with no sense in the language 

Due to gaps in languages or because of incomplete information, some concepts in the hierarchy might not 

have a corresponding synset in a certain language. In these cases, the concept will have no label associ-

ated to it for that language. For example in Italian there exist a concept “Monastero” which has two child 

concept “Monastero” and “Convent”, similar concept exists in English “Monastery” and “Convent” but 

they do not have any parent concept. 
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This gap can be filled by associating a sense to the concept. More precisely, in this case we have to pro-

vide a lemma for the new word and associate to it the corresponding natural language description. We 

modified the abovementioned procedure as follows:  CreateSense( lemma : String; gloss : String; srccon-

cept:Concepr;  lang : Locale) It takes a reference of a concept as a parameter which is an reference to the  

concept that didn‟t have the sense in a given language but exist in another language. The pseudo-code 

then proceeds as follows: 

 
CreateSynset 

 

It creates a synset to the  concept that didn’t have the sense in a given language but exist in 

another language 

lemma = is a string; 

gloss = the natural language description of the synset;  

sc = the source concept with whom the synset will associate; 

L = the language of the new synset; 

w = the word for the new synset; 

s = the new synset which will associate with the concept; 
 

1. CreateSynset(lemma, gloss, sc, L ) { 

2.        w :=  GetWord(lemma, L) 

3.    if (w = null) { 
4.    w := CreateNewWord(lemma, L); } 

5.    s := CreateNewSynset(w ,GetPOS(sc), gloss); 

6.    AddSenseToConcept(sc , s); 

7. } 

 

The procedure AddSynsetToConcept(concept , synset)  attached the given synset to the given 

source concept. The parts of speech of the new synset would be the same as existing synset of 

the given concept. Notice that, it will create a new word in case a word for the given lemma and 

in the given language doesn‟t exist. 

 

8.7.1.4.Update a Synset 

Errors belong to life. Therefore, it is necessary to provide edit/update facilities. A synset can be updated 

in various ways. For example, updating the gloss of a synset or adding a word to an existing synset. In the 

subsequent sections we will describe the various ways a synset can be updated. 

          

 

                        

          

There is no synset in 

English! 
 

 Monastero   

In Italian  

? 

         Monastero       Convent           Monastery       Convent   

In English 

Figure 17 Gap in the language 
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8.7.1.5.Update Synset Rank 

 
 
Conceptually, synset are associated to a word and are ordered according to their rank in ascending order, 

which means that the synset with rank 1 would be in the first position of the synset list, the synset with 

rank 2 would be in the second position and so on. Updating the rank of a synset means changing its posi-

tion among the synsets associated to a word. Reducing the rank of a synset will bring it one step higher in 

the list and, therefore, will increase its rank value. Clearly, this operation will affect two synsets because 

the change will touch upon consecutive synsets. It will affect (n-m) synsets if the change has done be-

tween synset1 with the position n and synset2 with the position m in the list. The SetSynsetRang() proce-

dure takes two parameters a synset and the intended rank. The given pseudo code shows how we can per-

form this operation: 

 
UpdateSynsetRank 

 

It updates synsets rank by swapping two associated synset 

synset1    = the synset whose rank will be update; 

synset2    = the associated synset of synset1 ;  

temprank = temporary variable; 
 

1. UpdateSynsetRank(synset1,synset2) { 

2.        temprank :=  GetSynsetRank(synset1) 

3.     
4.  SetSynsetRank(synset1, GetSynsetRank(synset2));  

5.  SetSynsetRank(synset1,temprank); 

6. } 

 

The procedure GetSynsetRank(synset) returns the current rank of the given synset as parameter.  

The temporary variable temprank save the intermieadet value to avoid the overwrite during the 

rank swaping. 

 

8.7.1.6. Add a word to an existing synset 

 
 

 

 crystal 

quartz 

colorless glass made of almost pure  

Synset 

C{crystal} 

add 

Concep

t 

 Crystal Quartz colorless glass made of almost pure silica 

Synsets 

C{ crystal1} 

Concept 

 Crystal C{ crystal2} glassware made of quartz 

Synset1 

Synset2 

Changes the position of the synsets thus update the synsets ranks  
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A word cannot remain without links to any synset (thus concept). Therefore, to add a word the user must 

relate it with any existing synset. The word will be added to the list of words corresponding to that par-

ticular synset. since a synset consists of a set of words that are ranked according to their significance 

within a specific context,  whenever adding a new word, it will display after other existing words associ-

ated to that synset. 

 
AddWord 

 

It adds a word to a given synset 

synset      = the given synset; 

word        = the word which will be added to the given synset;  
 

1. AddWord( word, synset) { 

2.       AddWordToSynset( word, synset) 

3. } 

 

 

8.7.1.7.Remove a word from a synset 

 
It is possible to remove a word from a synset. When removing a word from a synset, it will be also auto-

matically removed from the KB if no other synsets use it. Moreover, it is necessary to control that the 

word‟s concept is not used by any domain or Entity. In case the word was the only one in the list of a syn-

set, this latter will also be deleted. In fact, it is nonsense to have an empty synset. 

 

RemoveWord 

 

It removes a word from a given synset 

synset      = the given synset; 

word        = the word which will be added to the given synset;  
 

1. RemoveWord( word, synset) { 

2.       RemoveWordFromSynset( word, synset) 

3. } 

 

 

8.7.1.8.Update a Word of a Synset 

The properties of a word associated to a synset are its exceptional forms and its rank. Updating any of 
these properties is also considered tantamount to the update of the corresponding synset:  

- Exceptional forms: if changed, the changes will affect all the synsets that use the word. 

Rank (within the sense): if changed, the changes will affect only the associated synset from which the 

word has been selected. 

 crystal quartz  colorless glass made of almost pure silicamove-

ment 

 

Synset 

C{ crystal} 

Concept 

Remove the word quartz from the synset 
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8.7.1.9.Update Word Rank 

 
 
Same as Synset rank words associated to a synset are arranged according to their rank in ascending order, 

which means that the word with rank 1 would be in the first position of the word list, the word with rank 2 

would be in the second position and so on within the synset. Notice that, if a word is placed at the begin-

ning of other words of that synset this word would treat as the preferred word for that synset. Decreasing 

a rank of a word will bring the corresponding word one step ahead in the list and will increase its rank 

value, while the next consecutive word will take its initial place. Clearly it will affect tow words while the 

change is among the consecutive words. It will affect (n-m) words if the change has done between word1 

with the position n and word2 with the position m in the list. Notice that the unlike synset rank the Set-

WordRank() procedure takes  one more parameter which is the synset associated with the word. 

 

UpdateWordRank 

 

It updates word rank within a synset 

synset      = the synset in which the word belongs to; 

word1      = the word which rank will be updated; 

word2     = the associated word of word1 ; 

temprank = temporary variable; 
 

1. UpdateWordRank(word1, word2,synset) { 

2.       temprank :=  GetWordRank(word2, synset)3.     
4.   SetWordRank(word2,synset, GetWordRank(word1,synset));  

5.   SetWordRank(word1,synset,temprank); 

6. } 

 

The procedure GetWordRank(word, synset) returns the current rank of the given word within the 

given synset. The temporary variable temprank save the intermieadet value to avoid the over-

write during the rank swaping. 

 

 

8.7.1.10. Update Gloss and POS of a Synset 

Procedure for updating Gloss and POS of a synset is same as update a word of a synset, only the differ-

ence is the passing information.   

8.7.1.11. Delete a Synset 

Deleting a synset can be done in two ways: 
  

(a) Deleting the synset only   
(b) Deleting a synset together with its corresponding concept 

 Crystal (1) Quartz (2) colorless glass made of almost pure si-

licamovement 

 

Synset 

C{ crystal} 

Concept 

Changes the position thus update the words rank 
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It is possible to delete a synset for a given language. However the correspondence between a synset and a 

concept is one to one for every specific language although for one single concept there can be multiple 

synsets in different languages. When deleting a synset, if it is the only one synset for a concept (consider-

ing all available languages), the deletion of that synset will also cause the deletion of the corresponding 

concept. However, it is impossible to delete both the synset and the concept when the concept is also used 

by others (i.e., domain or Entity). Note that, deleting a synset is a language dependent operation, which 

means it will remove only that synset of the given language. There might exist other synsets in different 

languages for the same concept and those will not be removed. To keep the pseudo code simple and read-

able we avoid the check that determine if the concept is related with any domain, entity or not. 

 

DeleteSynset 

 

It deletes a synset 

synsets []   = the list of synsets (from different languages) of a given concept; 

concept      = the given concept; 
 

1. DeleteSynset(synset , concept , L) { 

2.       synsets[] :=  GetSynsets(concept)     
3.   if(synsets.size = 1){  

4.      DeleteConcept(concept);  

5.      DeleteSynset(synset, L );  

6.      } else {  

7.      DeleteSynset(synset, L );  

8.     } 

9. } 

 

Notice that, the procedure GetSynsets(concept) returns all the synsets of a given concept from 

different languages. With the condition (synsets.size=1)  we are actually checking if the given 

concept contains only  one synset. If it contain only one synset in this case we are also deleting 

the concept but if the concept contain synset from other language then we delete just the synset 

of the given language. 

 

8.7.2 Managing Relations 

Relations are established among the concepts. Therefore, to work with relations we have to deal with 

concept. In the subsequent sections we describe the various operations on relation. 

8.7.2.1.Linking the (concept corresponding to the) synset with an existing concept 

 

 animal a living organism characterized by voluntary movement 

Synsets 

C{ animal,animale} 

Concept 

 animale un essere vivente capace capace di movimento 

volontario 

English 

synset 

The synsets of animal in Italian and in English 

Italian 

synset  
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To link a synset, or better its corresponding concept, to another concept we need to know first the target 

and the source concepts from the concept hierarchy and then the intended relation among them. The pro-

cedure CreateRelation would establish the given relation among the source and target concept. 

 

CreateRelation 

 

It creates a relation among two concepts given as source and target 

sc       = the source concept; 

tc       = the target concept; 

r         = the given relation; 
 

1. CreateRelation(sc , tc,  r ) { 

2.       CreateNewRelation(sc , tc,  r );     
3. } 

 

8.7.2.2.Delete a relation 

 
 

Unlike linking concepts, removing a relation also need to know just the relation object, we assume that 

the relation object holds the target and the source concepts from the concept hierarchy. The procedure De-

leteRelation would remove the given relation among the source and target concept. 

8.7.2.3.Update a relation 

Update a relation means update the relation‟s type only (see type of relations).Thus  to update a relation 

we need to pass the existing relation that we want to update together with the intended relation. The Up-

dateRelation()  procedure would replace the old relation with the new given one. 

8.8. Dealing with Multiple languages 

One synset can have corresponding synset(s) in other languages. Therefore, there should be a way to vi-
sualize the senses associated to a word in different languages while also maintaining the context. One intui-
tive way of performing this operation is expand the synset block and showing the words associated to the 
same senses in different languages as a separate block under that corresponding sense. To give a visual im-
pression, we can add flags to synset blocks so to indicate its corresponding language (e.g, for Italian  ). 
However, in this way, we can show only synset‟s information at a time, but to get whole information in 
another language we need a different way to change the language for the whole interface. There are two 
different ways to dealing with multiple language (1) general view, in which case the change of the lan-
guage would affect the whole interface (2) specific view, in which case the language change would affect 
only the specific part of the interface. 

Cpigeon 
Is-a 

Delete the relation “Pigeon is a dove” 

Cdove 

Source concept Target concept Relation 

Cpigeon 
Is-a 

Creating a relation “Pigeon is a dove” 

Cdove 

Source concept Target concept Relation 
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8.8.1 General View 

One way to allow the user to select the language is to show a set of flags where each flag represent a lan-
guage on the top of the system and allow the user to select any of them. However, this approach does not 
scale enough when languages are too many. One alternative way is to put all the supported languages by 
the system in a dropdown list and allow the user to select one from there. Moreover, we have to consider 
also one more thing that is the CUD operations. When the language will be change by the user what will be 
the active language for the operations. A user can change the language at any point of time during the na-
vigation or search processes. To deal with this point we introduce the concept of “working language”. If 
the user sets a language and initiates search for a word then the chosen language setting is considered as 
the working language of the system, and it will apply also for the subsequent CRUD operation. To indicate 
the system‟s current working language a small flag on the top of the system can be used. The effect of 
working language on different objects relates to several aspects: 

 
(1) Words: word search results would always displayed according to the selected language. If the 

working language setting is “Italian” and the user searches with a keyword “come” then the system 

will show only those Italian words that match with “come” but not the English word “come” 

which means “move toward” or “arrived”. 

(2) Senses: Subsequent navigations will also be affected by the language choice. Selecting any word 

would show the Italian senses of that word. However, it is not guarantee that all senses will have 

full information, completeness of sense information as these details depend on how rich the voca-

bulary of that language is. In case of missing information, for example sense description we could 

show “undefined” or “null”. Notice that not necessarily the number of senses/synsets of a word for 

a given language would be the same for all the languages as people that use different languages al-

so belong to different cultures and communities, have different purposes, opinions and levels of 

expertise. Note  also that to bootstrapping the UK and to reach a critical mass the knowledge has 

collected, adapted and integrated from a vast variety of different sources about different domains 

in different languages.   

(3) Concepts: Selecting any sense within a certain language would show the complete concept hie-

rarchy of that sense even though not all the languages might have the sense in the language. This is 

can be due to the well-known problem of gaps in languages or because of incomplete information. 

The concept part is language independent and thus it is always the same for all the languages. 

Concept with missing lexicalization would show “?” as concept label. 

(4) CUD : the label of POS and the relation concepts would change according to the working lan-

guage. Any kind of CUD operation will be based on the working language. 

8.8.2 Spotlight View 

At any point of time during navigation, the user might want to see a specific part of the information in 
another language. For example, an Italian user who also speaks English might want to see the English de-
scription of an Italian sense. We introduced the idea of Spotlight view to visualize the specific part of a in-
formation (e.g., a sense in another language) in other language or languages while maintaining the context. 
We can do this in two different ways:  

1. Selecting any specific part  (e.g., synset or concept) and changing the working language. This will 

affect the selected object as well as those information that are linked with it. For example, if a syn-

set is selected and we change the language, then the concept of this synset and the concept hie-

rarchy will  change according to the chosen language. 

2. Visualizing the information in different languages simultaneously by expanding the sense block. In 

this case, the block will be expanded and the senses/synset in other languages will appear as a sep-

arate block under that corresponding sense. On the right side of each sense/synset block there can 

be a flag indicating the language (e.g, for Italian  ) of the corresponding block. 
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8.9. Design Principle and Implementation of the console 

The console is divided into two different parts , this grouping we made according to the kind of opera-

tions , precisely : 1) “Search and navigation” and 2) “CUD (create/update/delete)” part. Further, the 

“Search and navigation” part is divided into three different panels namely: (a) Words panel (b) Synsets 

panel and (c) Concepts panel. Each part is responsible for a set of related functionalities. In visualization 

theory chapter we have illustrated how parts of a whole working together to achieve a specific goal. From 

operational point of view “Search and navigation” and CUD operations are different. Therefore it is es-

sential to supply clear visual clues to identify the separation among them and understand which interface 

elements are related to one another so that the end user of the application can promptly identify organiza-

tion and make sense of how to use or interact with it. The principal of Proximity and Similarity have ob-

vious relevance to the layout design. According to Proximity principal objects that are close to one anoth-

er are tend to be perceived as group , we arranged all the navigation panels closer together horizontally 

and all the CUD related panels closer together horizontally on the bottom. This particular arrangement of 

panels gives us an impression as to which interface panels are related to one another. To make the user 

visual communication even stronger towards the grouping we applied the principle of similarity. Accord-

ing to the Similarity principle there are many ways (e.g., color, size, shape, dimension, texture, and orien-

tation etc) to make objects to be perceived as being related. In our design to make the search and naviga-

tion parts similar therefore related, and so the CUD parts, we applied the size property, in particular the 

height of the panels. We make the height of the entire search and navigation panels the same. In the same 

way we make the height of all the panels dedicated to CUD are same.  The combination of these two 

properties enables us to make a clear separation between search and navigation. The peculiarity of this 

prototype is that it is very “space efficient” while maintaining the navigation context. In addition to struc-

tural clarity, this design provides simple navigational structure to explore the challenging manifestation of 

the complexities of linguistics and concept knowledge. 

 
 
  

 
 

Figure 18 Linguistic and Conceptual Knowledge management console 

 

Words panel Senses (Synset) panel Concepts panel 

CUD Panel 
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(1) Search and navigation: The upper part of the console is dedicated to search and navigation, and 

consists of three different panels. They are grouped by headings (i.e., “Words”, “Sense” and “Con-

cepts”). All of this reinforces the relationships of the three groups of information, group by object 

(i.e., word, sense, and concept). Proximity is used to indicate grouping. 

a. Words panel: this panel provides the facilities for word search, language selection, auto-

suggestions, and a search result list based on the searched word. Search result list is used 

to navigate through the words and provide a means for selecting query scope. 

b. Sense (Synsets) panel15: The result of this panel depends on the search word in word panel. 

In general, it will show a list of synsets for the word that has been searched. Results are 

shown grouped by POS. 

c. Concept panel: result of this panel depends on the synset selection from the synset panel. 

Concepts and corresponding relations are shown as a DAG based on the selected generali-

ties.  

(2) CUD-Create/Update/Delete: the lower part of the console is dedicated to CUD operations on 

words, senses ,synsets, concepts and relations between them. They are grouped by headings (i.e., 

“Manage Word”, “Manage Sense” and “Manage Relation”), and the fields themselves are arranged 

vertically, with the left sides of the field aligned with one another. All of this reinforces the rela-

tionships of the three groups of information, group by object (i.e., word, sense, relation). Proximity 

is used to indicate grouping. By aligning three operational parts to a common axis we also ensure 

the visual unity that would support each other and all work together toward a common goal.  

In the following sections, we describe in detail the single functionalities. 

8.10. Detailed description of the Search and Navigation Panels 

8.10.1 Words panel 

This panel provides the facilities for word search and filtering based on language selection, autosugges-
tions, and a sorted search result list.   

                                                 
15 In this document we will use the term Synset panel instead of Sense panel. But in the UI we sued Sense because we believe it 

is more intuitive for the general users.  
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Figure 19 Words Panel 

 
(1) Search and filtering input panel consists of the following components: 

1. Language selection combo: A dropdown list box for selecting preferred language.  When the 

user selects a different language, all information in the UI remains the same but it is shown in 

the selected language. 

2. A text box for free text word input: figure 19 shows a situation in which a user is typing a word 

in the word input text box. After typing a word and the user presses the enter key, two possible 

scenarios could take place: 

o The word exists: a list of results will appear in the search result list box in alphabetical 

order together with the searched word; The user can select a word from the list. Syn-

set(s) for that selected word would appear as a list in the synset panel for that word. 

o The word does not exist: it can occur due to misspelling or language setting or simply 

because the word does not exist in the KB. In this case, autosuggestion panel will 

show a suggestion. 

(2) Autosuggestion shows a suggestion in the form of “Try this? xxx”. For example, if the user typed 

“architecher” which was misspelled, thus system could suggest Try this? “architecture”. 

(3) Search result: Search result is shown as a list in the search result list box in alphabetical order to-

gether with the searched Word. 

8.10.2 Senses panel 

Displaying information to be easy to search and navigate, it is not enough simply to make them brief, 

structured, and no repetitious. It is also necessary to conform to the rules of graphic design, some of 

which were presented in visualization theory chapter. Senses panel consists of a set of POS selection but-

tons (e.g., noun, adjective, verb, adverb). This presentation in turns employs the tabbed navigation that 

conform the principle of uniform connectedness of the synsets of a word to show context. The list for pre-

(1) Search and filter 

(2) Autosuggestion 

Search and filter 

(3) Search results 
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senting search results consists of a set of blocks, each block representing a sense/synset. Notice that, by 

presenting synset as a block we are actually giving a structure to the information. Each block contains a 

set of buttons to delete or update the sense/synset and to expand the block in order to visualize complete 

information. Finally, at the bottom of the result list, a plus button can be used to add a new sense/synset. 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Figure 20 Senses Panel 

 
(1) Show/Hide Concept Id: Selecting and deselecting this checkbox would show and hide the UK 

concept id of the corresponding sense.  

(2) POS Selection: The user can filter the result based on parts of speech by clicking on any tab for 

POS. A tab view provides a convenient way to present information in a multipane format. The tab 

control is displayed horizontally centered across the top edge of a content area. Users click a tab to 

see the content associated with it. Each tab also shows the number of synsets for every POS inside 

the brackets.  

(3) Sense/Synset search result: Displaying search outcome in a concise, structured way and avoiding 

recurring clatter can get better people‟s capability to search swiftly and find what they look for. In 

our case we present search result as a list representing the grouped of synsets (grouped according 

to the selected POS). Results are presented as blocks of information in a linear list. Each block 

represents a sense/synset, Initially each block contains the word together with its synonyms and 

corresponding gloss. In this design we imposed the unity rule. Unity in design can be achieved 

through many ways in layout that can also be achieved through applying margin and padding to 

the elements. One more way to use unity in design is to divide text into groups using headlines. 

The headline with some visual contrast and by grouping it with the description below it is clearly 

related to that content. In our case headlines contain the set of words of a synset together with 

some control buttons. Presenting gloss of the synset below the headline clearly relate it with the 

synset. User can further navigate to visualize it in different languages by clicking on the down-

(3) Search 

      results 

(2) POS Selection bar 

(5)Add  

     Synset 

     initiator 

(4) CRUD 

(1) Show/Hide Concept Id 
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arrow  button attached with the sense/synset block. Clicking on the down arrow will expand the 

block and the words associated to the same senses in different languages (see Figure 21 Sense 

block with multi language) will appear as a separate block under that corresponding sense. On the 

right side of each sense block there is a flag that indicate the language (e.g, for Italian  ) of the 

corresponding sense/synset block. 

 
Figure 21 Sense block with multi language 
 

(4) CUD Operations on a Sense block: user can delete or update a sense/synset by clicking on  and 

 respectively. Note that, the operations will be applicable only on the “selected” sense/synset 

from the Sense panel. Each block also has a down-arrow button  and a up-arrow button  on the 

right corner. These two buttons are used to change the sense rank of a sense/synset w.r.t the word 

selected in the word panel. The position of a word within a sense/synset (from right to left ) 

represents the rank of the word within the sense/synset. Each word within a sense/synset is move-

able; user can modify the rank of a word within the sense/synset by modifying the position (for 

rank details please see the section 8.14, Manage Rank). 

(5) Adding a new Sense/Synset: In the bottom of the synsets panel there is an add button   which is 

for adding a new synset. This functionality is described in detail in Section 6. Note that, if a multi-

lingua block is open and the corresponding sense doesn‟t exist in any of the languages then the 

block will appear with a  button (Figure 21, 3
rd

 Sense block), In this case the user can add the 

missing sense by clicking on that the  button of the corresponding language. 

8.10.3 Concepts panel 

Provide a visual hierarchy is one of the main goals in structuring information presentations. Presenting 

data as in graph is one way of structuring information. However it is well known that understanding and 

comprehensive analysis of data in graph structures is easiest if the size of the presented graph is small. 

Therefore we employ an incremental browsing method of the information space structure and visualizes 

in every moment only specific part of the information where its content depend on previous action. The 

Concepts panel (figure 22) displays the resulting concept hierarchy based on the selection of a 

sense/synset from the Senses panel instead of showing the full concept hierarchy. This panel consists of a 

Tree and a Parent/Children List to visualize and navigate the resulting concept hierarchy as a DAG (di-

rected acyclic graph) based on the sense/synset selection from the Senses panel. To keep the presented 

graph size small tree is generated for different levels of depth. Initially it will show the Level ”1” which 

means that only direct children/parents concepts that are directly related to the root concept are 

represented. In this visualization a user can navigate through the graph and expand each concept by click-

ing on them to reach the second level and so on.  
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Figure 22 Concepts Panel 

 

 Display mode: The button on the right of the top most panel allows setting the overall display 

mode of the concepts visualization. There are two display modes: 

 

: Show from parents to children 

: Show from children to parents  

 

 The concept hierarchy: The panel used to navigate the concept hierarchy as a DAG. Concept tree 

allows navigating through the concepts. If “Show from parents to children” is selected by clicking 

on  , then the root will be treated as a parent concept which is also the “selected” concept and its 

children will be shown as subsequent child(s). In the same way, if “Show from children to parents” 

is selected by clicking on , then the root will be treated as a child concept which is also the “se-

lected” concept; its parent(s) will be shown as subsequent child(s). Notice that the kind of each re-

lation (from source to target) is shown in squared brackets (e.g. [is a], [part of], [see also]).  

 Parent/Children concept(s): This list box will show the parent/children concept(s) of the selected 

concept. By clicking on any concept from the concept tree, the panel will show the list of parents 

or children (if any) of the selected concept depending on the Display mode selection(inverse of 

Tree). The heading of this list will be changed dynamically depending on the mode selection (e.g, 

either “Parents” or “Children”).Clicking on any parent/children from this list of concepts will 

change the concept hierarchy of the concept panel and will show the sub tree of that selected par-

ent/children. This allows navigating DAGs in a natural way, always showing a (partial) tree view. 

 Concept description: A tooltip shows the description/gloss of the selected concept. Moving the 

mouse over any concept will show the gloss of that selected concept. 

 

 

(2) Concept Tree 

(3) Info Box 

(4) Parents/Children 

Inverse to the     

Tree   

(1) Ste the display mode 
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8.10.3.1. Navigating Concept Hierarchy using keyboard 

Action  Key 

Navigate to the next sibling  Down arrow 

Navigate to the previous sibling  Up arrow 

Open a subtree Right arrow 

Close a subtree Left arrow 

Navigate to open subtree Right arrow 

Navigate to parent Left arrow 

Activate a tree item Enter 

Navigate to first tree node Home 

Navigate to last visible tree node End 

 

Table 3 Keyboard Navigation 

8.10.3.2. Visualization details of concept hierarchy  

The concept hierarchy is represented as a Tree[see figure.22]. Any concept is visually represented as a 

tree node. Nodes are visually represented with an open/collapse icon, for opening and collapsing the node. 

It also has a “has multiple parents”/”has multiple children” symbol used to show if the concept has more 

than one parents or children depending on display mode setting, as relation kind symbol informs about the 

relation between them visually followed by textual label, a concept label and ended with a number saying 

the number of children/parents if any. Furthermore placing mouse cursor on any concept node will show 

the description of that concept together with its synonyms and parts of speech. In general, data in the tree 

node are represented as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23 Concept node details 

 

 

 
   

We show the relation in textual form followed by a concept label. For example to represent the concept 

“Dog” with the relation “is-a” we use: >> [is a] Dog”. In the same way, assuming dog has multiple par-

ents, to represent the DAG, we can use : >> [is a] Dog. Notice that either “<<” or “>>” is used ac-

cording to the selection mode.  

 

Concept node description: The following symbols are use to describe a concept node: 

 

1. Concept symbol: a concept node represent using the following symbols: 

a.  : represent a concept with single parent/child depending on the display mode setting. 

A concept node will display  icon in the following situations:  

i. if the display mode is “Show from parents to children” and the intended node has 

just one parent  

ii. if the display mode is “Show from children to parents” and the intended node has 

just one child  

Node open/collapse 

Concept symbol 

Relation symbol  

Relation label  Node tooltip shows: gloss, pos, synonyms  

Concept label 

type  

Number of parents/children  
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b.  : represent a concept with multiple children, when the display mode is “Show from 

children to parents” and the concept node has more than one child 

c.  : represent a concept with multiple parents, when the display mode is “Show from 

parents to children” and the concept node has more than one parents 

2. Concept Label: The label of the concept or question mark (?) if the concept doesn‟t have any la-

bel in the given language. 

3. Relation symbol:  relation between two nodes are represent using the following symbols: 

a. ≘ : represent concept‟s associative relation with its parent node(see section 4.2.2) 

b. << , >>, <, > : represent concept hierarchical relation together with direction with its par-

ent node(see section 8.8.3).  

c. [+]/[-]: node open/close icon  

4. Relation Label: The natural language label of the relation (e.g., is-a, part-of, related Chapter 4 

for complete list of relations). 

5. Number of Parents/Children: At the end of each node there is a number which represent the 

number of Parents/Children (if any) of that node depending on the display mode. For example if 

the display mode is “Show from parents to children” and the concept node contain 3 child, then 

this ending number would be [3] and vice versa according to the display mode setting. 

6. Open/Close icon: each node precede with a open/close [+]/[-] icon that shows if the node is open 

or close. 

7. Node Tooltip: placing cursor on any node would show a tooltip which present then following in-

formation of that node concept: 

a. Gloss: Natural language description of that concept. 

b. Pos: parts of speech of that concept. 

c. Synonyms : synonymous words of that that concept.  

8.10.3.3. Visualization of concept relations 

There are different kinds of relations - including hierarchical (is-a, part-of) and associative ones (e.g. 

member, see also). Different kinds of relations can be emphasized using the following icons16 symbols 

(codifying also the direction of the relation): 

 

  Show from parents to children  Show from children to parents 

Relation Kind Symbol Relation Kind Symbol 

Hierarchical 

relations 

Is a >> Is a << 

part of >> part of << 

Associative 

relations 

member-of > member-of < 

substance-of > substance-of < 

for all the others re-

lations 
≘ for all the others rela-

tions 
≘ 

                                                 
16 http://www.destin.be/ASKOSI/Wiki.jsp?page=Icons%20for%20SKOS 
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(4) Notice that the symbols above are the standard Unicode characters for brother and narrower se-

mantic relations, frequently used to display relations in SKOS. 

8.11. Dealing with Multiple languages 

There are two different ways to dealing with multiple language (1) general view, in which case the change 
of the language would affect the whole interface (2) specific view, in which case the language change 
would affect only the specific part of the interface. 

8.11.1 General View: 

The words panel (see Figure 19 Words Panel) contains a dropdown list that contains a list of all the sup-
ported languages by the system. The default setting is English. If the user sets a language and initiates 
search in the words panel then this setting of the language is considered as the working language of the 
system, because it is applied also for the CRUD operation, In other words we can say that any kind of 
CUD operation in this language. A small flag just beside the language dropdown list indicates the current 
working language. However, at any time a user can change the working language by selecting a language 
from the list followed by a “New Search”. The effect of working language in different panel would be as 
follows: 

a. Words panel: word search results are always displayed according to the selected language. If the 

working language setting is “Italian” and the user searches with a keyword “come” then the system 

will show only those Italian words that match with “come” but not the English word “come” which 

means “move toward” or “arrived”. 

b. Senses panel: Subsequent navigations will also get affected in the same way as search. Clicking on 

any word would show the Italian senses of that word. However, it is not guarantee that all senses will 

have full information, completeness of sense information depends on how much rich the vocabulary of 

that language. In case of missing information, for example sense description the panel will show “un-

defined” or “null”. Notice that not necessarily the number of senses/synsets of a word for a given lan-

guage would be the same for all the languages as people use different languages belong to different 

cultures and communities, have different purposes, opinions and levels of expertise. Note  also that to 

bootstrapping the UK and to reach a critical mass the knowledge has collected, adapted and integrated 

from a vast variety of different sources about different domains in different languages   

c. Concepts panel: Selecting any sense from the sense panel would show the complete concept hierarchy 

of that sense even though not all the languages might have the sense in the language. This is can be due 

to the well-known problem of gaps in languages or because of incomplete information. The concept 

part is language independent and thus it is always the same for all the languages. Concept with missing 

lexicalization would show “?” as concept label. 

d. CUD panel: the label of POS and the relation concepts would change according to the working lan-

guage. Any kind of CUD operation will be based on the working language. 

8.11.2 Spotlight View: 

Spotlight view provides a way to view the specific part of the information (e.g., a sense in another lan-
guage) in another language or languages. There are two different ways to do this:  

3. At any point of time during navigation, the user can select any sense/synset or concept and change 

the working language from the language dropdown list. It will show the corresponding senses in 

the selected language together with its concept hierarchy. 

4. The user can also visualize information in different languages simultaneously by clicking on the 

down-arrow  button attached with the sense block. In this case, the block will be expanded and 

the senses/synset in other languages (see Figure 24 Multilanguge Selection) will appear as a separate 

block under that corresponding sense. On the right side of each sense/synset block there is a flag 

that indicates the language (e.g, for Italian  ) of the corresponding block. 
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Figure 24 Multilanguge Selection 

8.12. Detailed description of the CUD Panel 

CUD panel is dedicated for any sort of add, delete or update operations on words, synsets, concepts and 
relations between them. To work on any existing word or synset the user has to select a synset block from 
the synsets panel and initiate the desired operation by clicking on the appropriate button provided there.  

For example, selecting the 1
st
 sense/synset for “focus” from the senses panel (see Figure 24 Multilanguge 

Selection) and by clicking on the update button , it would show all its information in the CUD panel (see 
Figure 25 CUD Panel), including the facilities for managing relations for the corresponding concept. Alter-

natively, the user can also add a new sense/synset using the  button on the bottom of the senses panel.  
 

 
Figure 25 CUD Panel 

 
The overall CUD panel is divided in to three segments, namely “Manage Word”, “Manage Sense” and 
“Manage Relation”. As it can be noticed, there is a perfect symmetry between this panel and the navigation 
panel above.  

8.12.1 Manage Word: 

The Manage word part of the CUD panel is dedicated to the management of the information related to 
words. It consists of the following components: 

c. Word: a text field for entering a word 

d. Exceptional Forms: a list box that presents the existing exceptional forms associated to 

the word followed by a  button that enables the user to add new exceptional forms to 

the word. Note that clicking on this plus button will open a new popup window for adding 

exceptional forms. The user can delete an exceptional form for the word by using the  

button attached with each exceptional form. 

e. Finally two buttons: “Add word” and “Update word” 

8.12.2 Manage Sense: 

The middle part of the CUD panel is to manage sense/synset. It is dedicated to the management of the in-
formation directly related to the sense/synset. It consists of the following components: 

d. Gloss: a text area for entering the gloss (the natural language description of the 

sense/synset) 

e. POS: a dropdown combo box for selecting parts of speech; possible values are “Noun”, 

“Adjective” , “Verb” and “Adverb”.  
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f. Words: a list box showing the set of words associated to the sense/synset; the user can add 

or delete a word from the sense/synset using the  and  button respectively.  

g. Finally two buttons: “Update Sense” and “Delete Sense” 

8.12.3 Manage Relation: 

The right most part of the CUD panel is the manage relation. Relation related operations can be done 
from here. This part consists of the following components: 

d. Relation: A dropdown list for selecting a relation kind. Possible relations can be hierar-

chical (e.g., is-a, part-of) and associative. 

e. Target Concept: A dropdown list for selecting the target concept; This list can have value 

of the selected concept‟s label, if any concept is already selected from the concept hie-

rarchy. 

f. Relation-Target table: this table contains a list of targets of the selected sense/synset to-

gether with corresponding relations. 

g. Finally two buttons: “Add Relation” and “Update Relation”  

8.13. Managing Words and Senses/Synsets 

It is important to underline that for us the notion of synset is central. The user can manage words and 
concepts only through a synset. In particular, the user can perform the following operations on words and 
synsets: 

7. Create a Synset: There are three different scenarios in which a user can create a synset: 

a. Create a synset (and corresponding concept) as child of an existing concept 

b. Create a synset to be associated with a concept with no synset in the language 

c. Create a synset as a new root concept 

In all the cases above the synset is created by specifying its first word. 
8. Update a Synset: Updating a synset can be done in the following ways: 

a. By adding a word to the synset 

b. By removing a word from the synset 

c. By updating the proprieties of a word in the synset 

d. By changing gloss and POS of the synset 

9. Delete a Synset: Deleting a synset can be done in two ways: 

a. Deleting the synset and keeping the concept 

b. Deleting the synset together with the corresponding concept  

In the subsequent sections we will describe all these possible operations in details.  

8.13.1 Create a synset (and corresponding concept) as child of an existing concept 

The user can create a synset by adding a word together with a new synset. In fact, it does not make any 
sense to have a word without any synset and vice versa. In this case the user is asked to provide the infor-
mation of the word (e.g. its exceptional forms) together with the information needed for the synset (e.g., 
gloss and POS).  

(1) Information to provide:  

a. Mandatory information for the word: 

o Word: the user types the word he wanted to add 
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o Is preferred term: the first word of the synset will be automatically selected as pre-

ferred term.  

b. Optional information for the word: 

o Exceptional forms: The derived forms of the word 

c. Mandatory information for the synset: 

o POS: the Part Of Speech of the synset. It can be noun, adjective, adverb or verb. 

o Gloss: the natural language description of the synset 

o Target concept: The target concept to link to (the concept corresponding to) the sense 

must be selected from the Concept panel. If no target concept is selected it would 

create an isolated sense/concept.  

(2) Operation description:   

The user first clicks on the add synset  button located on the bottom of the synsets panel. 
Clicking on add synset  button will open the CUD panel with blank information. Only the Add 
word button of the CUD panel will be enabled. All other buttons will be disabled, while the input 
fields from the others parts of the CUD panel (e.g., manage synset, manage relations) will remain 
enabled. The user types the word in the word input box and presses enter. If the word already ex-
ists the exceptional forms related to that word (if any) will automatically appear in the CUD panel. 
If the word does not exist then it is created, by preliminary asking the user for a confirmation (to 
avoid cases of misspellings). During the operation, the following information must be provided:  

- Word: The user types the word in the word input box. 

- Exceptional forms (if any): to add exceptional forms, user clicks on the add Exc Form  

button located on the bottom of the Manage Word panel. Clicking on add  button will 

open the pop up dialog to add the Exceptional form.  

- Rank: by default the rank is 1 if it‟s a isolated synset otherwise it would add at the end of 

the existing synset list.  

- Is preferred term: the user can select the word as “preferred term” after creation, by plac-

ing the synset at the 1
st
 positing. However there must always be exactly one preferred 

word in any synset. Therefore, if it‟s the first synset it will be automatically preferred 

word.  

- Gloss: the natural language description of the synset. 

- POS: the part of speech of the words in the synset. 

- Relation: to add a relation with an existing synset/concept, the user has to browse the con-

cept hierarchy and select the appropriate target concept. For details on how to manage the 

relations, please see the section 8.1. 

- Finally, Add word button will be pressed for final commit. 

(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add button the following changes will take 

place: 

o CUD panel will be refreshed. The new word will appear as the unique word in the list 

of words for the synset. 

o Synsets panel will be refreshed. The list of synsets will refer to the preferred word of 

the synset created. The new synset will appear as the selected synset block in the syn-

sets panel. 

o A new concept will appear as child of node of the target concept in the concept panel. 

This new concept will be the selected one. 
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8.13.2 Create a synset to be associated with a concept with no synset in the language 

Due to gap in languages or because of incomplete information, some concepts in the hierarchy might 
not have a corresponding synset for the selected language.  The user might want to fill the gap (see section 
8.5.1.3 )  by associating a synset to it. The user should then proceed as follows: 

(1) Operation description:  

- The user selects the concept with no label from the concept panel 

- The user clicks on the add synset button  from the bottom of the synset panel. A mes-

sage box will be appear and will ask the user weather he wants to create a synset for this 

concept or a new concept as child of this concept. If the first option is chosen then do as 

described in below, otherwise do as described in 8.11.1 (notice that in the latter case the 

label of the target concept in the CUD Manage Relation field will be blank). 

- Look at the other languages to understand what the concept is about. The user can do this 

just by changing the language from the Word panel. When the user selects a different lan-

guage, all the information in the UI remains the same but it is shown in the selected lan-

guage. If the user finds any concept in any other language then he can get some idea on 

the synset information in the language he is working with.  

- Fill up the information for word and synset as for the create synset operation described in 

section 8.1. 

- User click on add word button of the CUD panel. 

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing Add button the following changes will took place: 

o The language setting will be changed back to the previous one to the language that 

was selected when the  button has been clicked. 

o The whole UI will be refreshed as described in section 8.13.1 

o The new label of the concept will be the label of the “preferred term” label of the syn-

set. The label will appear for the concept. 

8.13.3 Create a synset as a new root concept: 

In the case the user wants to create a new synset corresponding to a root concept, he should proceed as 
follows: 

(3) Operation description: To add a new synset associated with a new root concept: 

- The user clicks on the add synset button  in the synset panel. 

- Fill up the information described as create synset (see section 8.13.1)  

- The user doesn‟t need to selects any target concept from the target concept dropdown list. 

- The user clicks on add word button from the CUD panel. 

(4) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add button the following changes will took 

place: 

o The whole UI will be refreshed as described in section 8.13.1  

o The new Concept will appear as a root concept in the concept panel.  

8.13.4 Update a Synset: 

User can update a synset in various ways. For example adding a word to an existing synset also updates 

the synset. In the subsequent sections we will describe the various ways a synset can be updated. 
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8.13.4.1. Add a word to an existing synset 

Users are not allowed to add a “free word”. Here by the phrase “free word” we mean “a word without link-
ing to any synset (thus concept)”. So to add a word the user must relate the word with any existing synset. 
The word will be added to the list of words of that particular synset. 

(1) Information to provide: Before adding a word the user must select a synset from the synsets 

panel. 

a. Mandatory information:  

o Word: the user types the word he wanted to add     

b. Optional information: 

o Exceptional forms: The derived forms of the word 

(2) Operation description: To add a word to an existing synset:   

- The user first selects a synset from the synsets panel in which he wanted to add the word.  

- The user clicks on the edit synset  button from the bottom of the synsets panel. As a 

consequence, the CUD panel will be initialized with the information of the selected synset. 

List of existing word(s) will appear in the words list box of the “manage synset” segment.   

- The user clicks on the add word  button from the words list box in the “Manage Synset” 

panel which will activate the manage word panel on the left of the CUD (see Figure 25 

CUD Panel) with blank values. Only the Add Word button of the CUD panel will remain 

enabled. The user types the word in the word text box and presses enter. If the word al-

ready exists (in any other synset) the exceptional forms related to that word will be auto-

matically shown. If it does not exist then the user is asked to confirm the creation of the 

new word (as described in Section 8.13.1). The user fills the remaining information. No-

tice that by default the word would add at the end of other existing words of that synset af-

ter creation, the user can change its position(i.e., Rank) by drag and drop to the intended 

position, if the word is placed at the beginning of other words of that sense the this word 

would treated as preferred word for that sense 

- Finally, the Add button will be pressed to final commit the operation. 

(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add button the following changes will took 

place: 

- CUD panel will be refreshed. The new word will appear in the words list. If the word was 

set as the preferred one, it will appear as the first one in the list   

- Synsets panel will be refreshed. The new word will appear in the selected synset block.  

8.13.4.2. Remove a word from a synset 

It is possible to remove a word from a synset by acting on the words list of the CUD panel. However, to 
remove a word from a synset the user first has to select the synset from the synsets panel and click on the 
update synset button  to open the CUD panel. The information for the synset will appear. The list of 
words for that synset will appear in the words list box. Mouse hovering on the words list will show  for 
each word. To remove a word the user can just click on the  button of any word. 

(1) Operation description: Clicking on  button will do the following: 

- Remove the corresponding word from the selected synset 

- The word will be automatically removed from the KB in the case no other synsets use it. 

- In case the word was the only one in the list, the synset is deleted. In fact, it does not make 

any sense having an empty synset. 

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing delete button the following changes will took 

place: 
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o CUD panel will be refreshed by removing the word from the words list  

o Synsets panel will be refreshed by removing that word from the selected synset block 

o In case the synset is deleted, the synset panel will be refreshed by removing the synset 

block and the CUD panel will be disabled. 

8.13.4.3. Update a Word of a Synset 

To update the properties of a word associated to a synset, the user first has to select the synset from the 
synsets panel and click on the update synset button  to open the CUD panel. The information for the syn-
set will appear. The list of words for that synset will appear in the words list box.  The preferred word will 
appear in the word input box together with its information. The user can select any other word from the 
words list that he wants to modify. The user can change the following information of a word:  

- Exceptional forms: if changed, the changes will affect all the synsets which use the word. 

- Rank (in the sense): user can change its position (i.e., rank) by drag and drop to the in-

tended position.  

- Is preferred term (in the synset) : if the word is placed at the beginning of other words of 

that sense the this word would treated as preferred word for that sense 

Notice that the word field will be not editable. Finally, the user presses the Update word button to 
commit the changes.  

8.13.4.4. Update Gloss and POS of a Synset 

Procedure for updating Gloss and POS of a synset is same as update a word of a synset, only the difference 
is user press the Update Synset button after making the changes to gloss and POS.   

8.13.5 Delete a Synset 

Deleting a synset can be done in two ways: (a) deleting the synset only or (b) Deleting a synset together 
with its corresponding concept 

8.13.5.1. Deleting the synset only 

To delete a synset the user first has to select the synset from the synsets panel and click on the delete 
button  attached with the synset block.  

(1) Operation description: Clicking on  button will do the following: 

o Delete the Synset for the active language. However the correspondence between a 

synset and a concept is one to one in any particular language. For a concept there can 

be multiple synsets in different languages but always at most one for each language. 

When deleting a synset, if it is the only one synset for a concept (considering all avail-

able languages), the deletion of that synset will also cause the deletion of the corres-

ponding concept. However, the user is forbidden to delete both the synset and the con-

cept in case the concept is related to other concepts. The user has to delete all the 

relations before being able to delete it. 

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing Delete Synset button the following changes will 

took place: 

o CUD panel will be refreshed and show blank information. 

o Synsets panel will be refreshed by removing the deleted synset form the synset list.  

o Concept panel will be updated in the case also the concept is deleted. 

Note that, deleting a synset is a language dependent operation, which means it will remove only that 
synset of the active language. There might exist other synsets in different languages for the same concept 
and those will not be removed. 
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8.14. Manage Rank 

User can perform the sense and word‟s rank related update operations (e.g., changing sense rank or word 
rank) directly from the Sense panel using the mouse. 

 
 

 
Figure 26 Manage Rank 

8.14.1 Update Word Rank: 

Visually words in a sense are positioned according to their rank w.r.t. the sense/synset horizontally from 
left to right in increasing order, which means the word with rank 1 would be in the first position, the word 
with rank 2 would be in the second position and so on. For example if we consider the 1

st
 sense (see Figure 

26 Manage Rank) the rank of “focus” is 1 , so it is in the 1
st
 position, the rank of “focusing” is 2 thus it‟s in 

the second position whereas  in the 2
nd

 sense the rank of the “concentrate” is 1 so it‟s in the 1
st
 position 

whereas the “focus” is in the 2
nd.

  

8.14.2 Update Sense Rank: 

Visually senses/synset associated to a word (the one selected from the word panel) are positioned accord-
ing to their rank vertically from top to down in increasing order, which means that the sense with rank 1 
would be in the first position of the sense/synset list, the sense with rank 2 would be in the second position 
and so on. The buttons  and  on the right corner of each sense/sunset block are used to change the 
sense rank of a sense/synset w.r.t the word selected in the word panel. If the user clicks , it will bring the 
corresponding sense/synset one step down and will increase the rank value and the next consecutive 
sense/synset will take its place. On the other hand, if the user clicks  then the corresponding sense will 
swap with its previous sense in the same way. 

8.15. Managing Concepts and Relations 

To work on relations, the user first has to select a synset block from the synsets panel. The correspond-
ing concept will appear in the concept panel. The user then has to click on the Edit button  attached with 
the synset block. The CUD panel will appear with that selected Synset. Relations can be then managed 
from the Manage Relation section in the CUD panel. 

  
Figure 27 CUD panel (Manage relation) 

 

Up-Down 

button to 

move the 

sense up and 

down thus 
change the 

rank 

Drag and drop word to change its position thus rank 
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(1) Linking the (concept corresponding to the) synset with an existing concept: To link a syn-

set, or better its corresponding concept, to a concept the user first has to select the target con-

cept from the concept hierarchy. If the concept has a label (then it has already a synset), the la-

bel will appear in the Manage Relation panel in the target concept field, otherwise the field 

will be blank. The user then selects a relation (e.g., is-a) using the dropdown relation list box 

right on the left of the target field. Finally the user presses the Add Relation button and the 

new concept will be added as a child node of the selected concept in the concept hierarchy. 

(2) Delete a relation: To remove a relation the user has to click on the   button of any relation 

from the Relation-Target table.  

(3) Update a relation: Update a relation means update the relation‟s type only.  To update a rela-

tion the user has to select the relation from the Relation-Target table that he wanted to update. 

The selected relation will appear in the relation and target concept fields. Only the relation 

dropdown list will enable and the target field will disable. The user can change the relation 

type (e.g., is-a, part-of) from the relation dropdown list to update. Finally the user clicks on 

“Update Relation” button to commit the change.  

8.16. List of Icons and their meaning  

List of icons that represent common tasks 

Icon meaning 

 Add an object 

 Delete an object 

 Edit an object 

 Move down 

 Move up 

 

8.17. Conclusion  

In this Chapter we have presented our approach on information visualization and management of linguistic 

and concepts/ontologies. In our visualization method we represent ontology as a directed acyclic graph 

(DAG). This graph structure is based on a tree hierarchy and a Parent/Children List to visualize and navi-

gate the resulting concept hierarchy as a DAG  based on the sense/synset selection from the Senses panel. 

Because the visualization of all the connections between the concepts can be cluttering, we provide the 

user the possibility to filter the relations and get the requested part of the ontology. We also rationalized the 

design with appropriate theories wherever needed.  A usability evaluation of this console is provided in 

Chapter 12. 
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Chapter 9 

 

 
Having provided a brief theoretical description of the Domain knowledge in the chapter 5, in this 

chapter we describe the management console for it. We designed the domain management sys-

tem to have a similar appearance to the linguistic and concept management system so that the 

user would not need to learn the systems separately. 

9. Domain Management 

9.1. Introduction 

Visualization of domains is a complex task. A domain is something more than a hierarchy of concepts. It 

is enriched with role relations with various types of facets and each facet may belong to different category 

(e.g., entity, relation and attribute). Furthermore, each facet may have facet hierarchy, which could range 

from one or two level to hundreds or thousands. Therefore, it is not straightforward to construct a visuali-

zation that will effectively exhibit all this information and at the same time allow the user to easily carry 

out various operations on the domain.  

 

The management console is meant to manage a flat list of domains. According to DERA, for each domain 

there is a finite list of facets that belong to the E, R and A fundamental categories. Each category may 

contain zero or more than one facet in a domain. The same facet can be used in different domain under 

different categories. A facet is a hierarchy of concepts connected with hypernym/hyponym and part me-

ronym hierarchical relations.  As an example, consider in Fig. 1 the domain Medicine and its constituents 

according to the DERA framework. Here there is exactly one facet in each category. 

9.2. Functional description of the domain management system 

So far we have described the theoretical background of faceted ontology. However building ontology is 

an expensive and time consuming laborious process. Traditionally, trained knowledge engineers build on-

tologies with the assistance of domain experts. As underlined in the State of the art section, most of the 

tools available for this task are too complicated. In many cases they also require users to be trained know-

ledge representation and also learn the logic. Therefore, starting from the matured experience of both li-

brary and computer sciences in knowledge representation and management, we plan to investigate the 

feasibility to develop a system able to: 

 

 Provide efficient and effective tools for browsing and searching the classifications; 

 Support unskilled users in building their own classifications in a flexible and effective way. This 

process will be accomplished on the basis of available knowledge, without forcing users to neces-

sarily follow system suggestions; 

 Support user in knowledge base evolution and customization; 

 Import and manage a set of faceted classifications codifying knowledge provided by experts in 

each domain; 

 

According to this view we can identify the following sub-tasks that would support by the system: 

 

 Building domain specific DEPA faceted classifications : DEPA classifications representing 

domain knowledge in different domains are provided by domain experts. They will manually 

make according to the theory described above. 
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 Finding a suitable visualization technique to represent domain and their facets: we already 

have discussed the system (in previous section) to represent and manage linguistic knowledge. 

We need to investigate how to deal with the enhanced complexity due to the domain knowledge 

and their relations. 

 Exploring possible relations between domain and linguistic knowledge: As a first hypothesis 

we can put in the domain knowledge only the most frequently used terms, the so called standard 

terms. We can then link each term in the domain knowledge with the corresponding synset in the 

linguistic one. This could mean that linguistic knowledge can be partitioned according to domains 

in several distinct subsets. 

 Managing universal knowledge: The system takes in to account while editing domain and lin-

guistic knowledge with particular emphasis to their relations. For example, when we add a new 

term in the domain knowledge we have to specify the corresponding synset in the linguistic 

knowledge, and when we delete a term either in the domain or linguistic knowledge we have to 

take into account related terms. 

 Assisting users in creating and maintaining their own classifications: It is believed in library 

science that in order to be effective for search and navigation, facets should be ordered in de-

creasing order of extension, which is more general facets should be applied before more specific 

ones. This idea recalls the notion of classifications semantics [136], signifying that the system 

should suggest to the user the right way to arrange nodes in the classification. 

 Performing search and navigation: Developing an efficient search and navigation environment 

to realize its potential benefits 

 

The above mentioned tasks from implementation point of view we can categorized in to two different 

parts:  

 

 Search and navigation: It includes Search, browsing domains and its components such as facets 

, entity, relations , attributes and also facets hierarchy. More in detail:  
a. Search and navigate Domains: The list (in alphabetical order) of already defined domains 

must be available on request to the user. A text search facility to search among them must be 

available. 

b. Search and navigate facets in a domain: By selecting a domain, it must be possible to list the 

facets in it by also emphasizing the corresponding category (E, R or A).  

c. Search and navigate in the Facets: By selecting a facet in a domain, it must be possible to na-

vigate the hierarchical structure of a facet. For each node, the corresponding concept informa-

tion must be visible. The navigation must be the same used for the navigation of the concept 

hierarchy in the ontological part.  

d. Search and navigate Concepts : It must be possible to search and navigation of the concept 

hierarchy in the ontological part to locate a concept that would use for defining the domain or 

facet. 

 Maintenance part (e.g., CUD operations for create, update and delete operation):  

 Operations on domain: This is the list of operations that the user interface must support on 

domains:  

i. Create a domain: A domain is created by selecting the corresponding concept.  At 

this purpose, the UI must provide a facility to search for a suitable concept by typing 

the name of the domain. It must be possible to create a new concept in case no suita-

ble concept is found for it. 

ii. Update the name/concept of a domain: It must be possible to change the 

name/concept of a domain. Facets in it must be preserved. 

iii. Add a facet to a domain: It must be possible to search for defined facets (regardless if 

they are already associated to other domains), select one facet and add it to a domain 

using a category (E, R or A). 

iv. Remove a facet from a domain: It must be possible to select a facet from the domain 

and remove it from the domain. This does not result in the deletion of the facet. 

v. Update the category of a facet: By selecting a facet in a domain, it must be possible 

to change the category. 
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vi. Delete a domain: By selecting a domain, it must be possible to delete it. This causes 

the deletion of all the facets in it in the case they are not used by any other domain. 

 Operations on facets : This is the list of operations that the user interface must support on a 

facet (not necessarily associated to a domain): 

vii. Create a facet: A facet is created by specifying the concept of its root node. At this 

purpose, similarly to domains, the UI must provide a facility to search for a suitable 

concept by typing the name of the facet. It must be possible to create a new concept 

in case no suitable concept is found for it 

viii. Add a child note: By selecting a node in a facet, called source, it must be possible to 

add a new child node to it, called target. Child nodes must be selected from those al-

ready connected to the source with a hierarchical relation in the conceptual part. In 

other words, the hierarchical relation should already exist. If the target node or the re-

lation does not exist yet, the user must be able to create them by using the UI for the 

linguistic and ontological part. 

ix. Remove a child node: By selecting a node in a facet, it must be possible to remove it 

from the facet (along with the relation connecting it to the parent. Note that this oper-

ation does not cause the removal of the relation from the ontological part. Note also 

that the removal of a node causes the removal of the whole subtree from the facet. 

Therefore, a notification should be given to the user to decide whether to confirm the 

operation or not. This operation is not applicable to the root node 

x. Delete a facet: By selecting a facet from the list of facets in a domain, it must be 

possible to delete it. It is not possible to delete a facet if it is used in other domains. 

 

The knowledge base contains the knowledge and the inference engine will use to create new knowledge 

as well as to perform update, delete, search and navigation on the knowledge stored in knowledge base. 

The goal of the subsequent sections is to make design specifications for a user-friendly management con-

sole to perform basic CRUD operations including search and navigation on the Domain part for the Uni-

versal Knowledge. 

9.3. Search and navigation 

9.3.1 Search and navigation of Domains 

By domain search and navigation, we mean searching for or navigating the domains created under the 

DERA framework. The goal of domain visualization is to provide a meaningful context in which user can 

explore the body of knowledge as a whole. Providing the facility for domain search is one of the basic 

features. Since numbers of top domains are not many, a alphabetically ranked tabular version, as shown in 

Table 1, is the most efficient form for immediately identifying the domain. Basically, a specific domain 

and its corresponding description can be singled out immediately from the alphabetically ranked list.  

 

Domains Descriptions 

Space the unlimited expanse in which everything is located; "they tested 

his ability to locate objects in space"; "the boundless regions of the 

infinite" 

Time measure the time or duration of an event or action or the person 

who performs an action in a certain period of time; 

.. … 
Table 4: List of domains 

 
Unfortunately, this technique encounters the physical problem if the domain list intended for visualization 

becomes too long. Filter can come to our aid. In particular, information visualization systems appear to be 

most useful when a user can refine the search result. The idea is initially show all the available top do-

mains as shown in Table 1, pressing any key will automatically filter the domain whose first character 

matches the pressed key, and any subsequent keypress will further refine the sea rch considering also the 
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second character, then the third and so on. This mechanism is an obvious solution and widely adopted. 

Like as Linguistic part, supporting search and navigation in multiple languages is one of the main fea-

tures.  Search result list would used to navigate through the domains and provide a means for selecting 

query scope 

9.3.2 Search and navigation of Facets 

Each domain consists of a set of facets and facets in a domain are grouped into specific elementary cat-
egories i.e., entity, relation and attribute. If we look at the conceptual model of Domain (see Figure 6 : Space 

domain (partial view) ) we see the model is similar to the Linguistic and Concept Knowledge ( see  Figure 5 

Conceptual model of Linguistic and Concept Knowledge). Instead of word list here we have a list of domains. 
Each word has one or more synsets whereas in this case each domain has a list of facets. Each synset has a 
concept and in this case each facet has a facet hierarchy. Therefore, like as before this model we can easily 
map with a directed graph.  In this case, to present domain, facets and the facet hierarchy we can use three 
columns panel, where the first column would show the domain list, the second column is for facets corres-
pond to the domain and the third column is for facet hierarchy corresponds to a facet.  Each domain from 
the first column can treat as a parent node. Clicking on a domain would initiate the query and show a list of 
facets together with their descriptions for the domain that has been clicked, to an 'exploded' state in the 
second column. Clicking on a facet would show the corresponding facet hierarchy for the facet that has 
been clicked, to an 'exploded' state in the third column.  
Facets are further categorized according to DERA. We assume user will start search with domain and 

they will get in to the facets through the domain navigation. So scope of the facets visualization depends 

on the search domain. For some of the domain its facet list could be quite long, as it will include the fa-

cets from all the category. We can use elementary category to further filter the query result. An automatic 

grouping according to the elementary category could shorten the long list by grouping the facets by ele-

mentary category. As discussed earlier in Linguistic part, A better way  to show them as Tab view. A tab 

view provides a convenient way to present information in a multipane format. The tab control is displayed 

horizontally centered across the top edge of a content area. Each tab would contain one group represents a 

E, R or A. Users can easily switch between tabs to see the content associated with it.  

9.3.3 Search and navigation of Facet hierarchy  

 
A facet can have sub facets which create facet hierarchy. For example Figure 1  shows a facet body of 

water of Space domain, where Ocean, Intel and Sea are the three sub facets of it. As shown in the above 
figure the sub facet Sea is further subsumes three facets namely Gulf, Cove and Bay. A facet hierarchy 
generally consists of hierarchical relations.  The label of the representing concept represents the node label 
of the facet hierarchy. Unlike concept hierarchy the facet hierarchy is generally is an IS-A hierarchy or 
more rarely by composition (PART-OF). Therefore, the concept expressed by the parent node is as ex-
pected more general than the concepts expressed by its children. 

The more intuitive way to represent a facet hierarchy is through a rooted tree where the root label is the 

name of the facet and internal and leaf nodes‟ labels represent either its children of the facet. From the 

above analysis we can identify some essential elements that are need to visualize the facet hierarchy as 

follows: 

 
 A facet tree that allow navigating through the facets. The root will be treated as a parent facet and 

its children will be shown as subsequent child(s). Notice that we also have to show the  kind of 

each relation, in this case  is-a and part-of  in some way.  

 A relation filter to reduce the complexity of the visualization, e.g. by selecting a specific relation 

and filtering out the others representing the facet hierarchy.  

 Often tree nodes label are not enough descriptive, we should show the description in some way 

whenever it needed.  

To visualize the facet hierarchy we will use the same representation technique that we have used in the 

linguistic part except that in this case we will not have the “Parent/Children Box” since there will be 

always only one parent.  Also note that will have only one direction of display as the parent facet is al-
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ways expected more general than its children facets. The added value of our visualization lies in its ex-

pressivity. The facets and their relationships between their children facets are easy to detect. 

 

9.4. Domain Management Functionalities (create/update/delete) 

We clearly separate the CUD (create/update/delete) operations part from the search and navigation to avoid 
the clutter. In the following sections, we describe in detail the CUD operations on domains, facets and fa-
cets hierarchy. We also present the pseudo-code whenever it is needed. Like as search and navigation, type 
of operation also varies from object to object. “CUD” operations can be divided into four different parts 
where each part is responsible for a set of related functionalities: 

 Components of  Domain: We identified the following components those are directly related with 

a domain: 

a. A concept that represents the domain. The concept must exist. 

b. A set of facets associated with the domain according to DERA category 

 Components of Facet : We identified the following components those are directly related with  

facet:  

a. A concept that represents the facets. The concept must exist. Notice that, this facet is an 

isolated facet and not associate to any domain yet.  

 Components of Facet hierarchy: We identified the following components those are directly re-

lated with relation: 

a. A source root facet 

b. A set of child facets whereas the parent node is more general than its children 

9.4.1 Managing Domains, Facets and Facet hierarchy 

It is important to underline that for us the notion of Facet is central. The user can build domains and 
facets only using the existing concepts and relations built in linguistic and ontological part. In particular, 
these are the operations that a user can perform to manage domains, facets and facets hierarchy: 

1. Create a domain: A domain is created by selecting the corresponding concept. The concept must 

exist in the Linguistic and Ontological part. However this selection process is not so straightfor-

ward, It requires lots of background work. In general, this process starts with collecting the terms 

representing the relevant real world entities of the domain at hand. This is mainly done by inter-

viewing domain experts and by reading available literature on that particular domain. Analysis of 

query logs, when available, abstracts, and glossaries, reference works can be extremely valuable to 

determine user‟s interests. Each term is analyzed and disambiguated into an atomic concept. When 

an atomic concept is identified it‟s been searched in the in the Linguistic and Ontological part. If 

the concept exist it will be select from there and if the concept doesn‟t exist then first it have to 

create   in the Linguistic and Ontological part and then use it to make semantics effective. 

2. Update a domain: update by changing the concept that is used to describe the domain. 

3. Delete a domain: delete the domain from the domain list. 

4. Add a facet to a domain: Aassociate a facet to a domain using a category (E, R or A). First the fa-

cets are analyzed in order to identify their commonalities and their differences. The main goal is to 

identify as many distinguishing properties - called characteristics - as possible of the real world 

entities represented by the facets. 

5. Removing a Facet from a Domain: removing a facet from a domain but not deleting the facet 

6. Updating the category of a domain facet: update the category of a domain facet by changing its 

category,  possible values are Entity, Property and Action .  
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7. Create a Facet: A facet is created as a root node by selecting the corresponding concept Linguistic 

and Ontological part. The concept must exist in the Linguistic and Ontological part. 

8. Delete a Facet:  delete a facet by selecting the root node of the facet from the “Facets hierarchy” 

9. Add a node to a facet hierarchy: add a new child node to a facet hierarchy. This child node must 

exist in the Linguistic and Ontological part as a child of concept that represent the selected node. 

This process requires proper Synthesis. The synthesis aims at arranging the atomic concepts into 

facets by characteristic. At each level of the hierarchy - each of them representing a different level 

of abstraction.  Similar concepts are grouped by a common characteristic. Children are connected 

to their parent through a genus-species  or whole-part relation. 

10. Remove a node from a facet: selecting a node from the facet hierarchy it is possible to remove it 

from the facet (along with the relation connecting it to the parent) 

9.5. General overview of the console 

The console consists of two different parts (1) “Search and navigation” and (2) “CUD (cre-

ate/update/delete)” part. Further, the “Search and navigation” part is divided into three different panels 

namely: (a) Domains panel (b) Facets panel and (c) Facets hierarchy panel. Each part is responsible for a 

set of related functionalities. The specialty of this prototype is very “space efficient” while maintaining 

the navigation context. In addition to structural clarity, this design provides simple navigational structure 

to explore the challenging manifestation of the complexities of Domain knowledge. 

 

 

 
Figure 28 Domain Management Console 

 

 
(1) Search and navigation: the upper part of the console is dedicated to search and navigation 

mainly, and consists of three different panels. 

Domains panel Facets panel Facets hierarchy panel 

CUD Panel 
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a. Domains panel: this panel provides the facilities for domain search, language selection, 

and a search result list based on the searched domain. Search result list is used to navigate 

through the domains and provide a means for selecting query scope. 

b. Facets  panel: The result of this panel depends on the search domain in domain panel. In 

general, it will show a list of facets for the domain that has been searched. Results are 

shown grouped by category. 

c. Facets hierarchy panel: result of this panel depends on the facet selection from the facet 

panel. Facets and corresponding relations are shown as a tree. 

 

(2) CUD-Create/Update/Delete: the lower part of the console is dedicated to CUD operations on 

domains, facets, facets hierarchy and relations between them. 

In the following sections, we describe in detail the single functionalities. 

9.6. Detailed description of the Search and Navigation Panel 

9.6.1 Domains Panel 

This panel provides the facilities for domain search and filtering based on language selection, autosugges-

tions, and a sorted search result list. 

 

 
Figure 29 Domain Palen 

 
(1) Search and filtering input panel consists of the following components: 

 Search results, domain name 

with descriptions  

(1) Search and filter 

(2) Delete/Edit Domain 

(3) Add Domain 
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a. Language selection combo: A dropdown list box for selecting the language.  When the 

user selects a different language, all information in the UI remains the same but it is 

shown in the selected language. 

b. A text box for free text input: Figure 29 Domain Palen shows a situation in which a user is 

typing a domain name in the domain input text box. While typing a domain name a list of 

results (domain name + description) will appear in the search result list box in alphabeti-

cal order together with the searched domain (if defined), and then the user can select a 

domain from the list. The description associated to the domain is the gloss of the corre-

sponding synset and its POS. Facet(s) for that selected domain would appear as a list in 

the Facet panel for that domain. 

(2) Delete/Edit domain. The user can delete or Edit a domain by clicking on  and  respectively. 

Note that, the operations will be applicable only on the “selected” domain from the Domain 

panel. 

(3) Adding a new domain: In the bottom of the domains panel there is an add button   which is 

for adding a new domain.  

9.6.2 Facets Panel  

Facet panel is organized as a set of Category (E, R and A) selection tabs. The list for presenting search 

results - i.e. the facet associated to the selected domain - consists of a set of blocks, each block represent-

ing a facet. Each block contains a set of buttons to delete or update the facet. Finally, at the bottom of the 

result list, a plus button can be used to add a facet (i.e. associate an existing facet) to the current selected 

domain. 
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Figure 30Facet Panel 
 

(1) Category Selection: The user can filter the result based on category (E, R and A) by clicking on 

any tab for category. Each tab also shows the number of facets for every category inside the 

brackets.  

(2) Facet search result: It is a list representing the filtered facets (according to the selected cate-

gory). Results are presented as blocks of information in a linear list. Each block represents a 

facet. Initially each block contains the facet name together with its synonyms, POS and corre-

sponding gloss from the corresponding synset. User can further navigate by clicking on the facet. 

In this case, the facet hierarchy for the selected facet will appear in the facet hierarchy panel (see 

next section). 

 

 
(3) CUD Operation on a facet: user can delete or update facets by clicking on  and  respec-

tively. Note that, the operations will be applicable only on the “selected” facet from the facet 

panel. 

(4) Adding a facet to a domain: In the bottom of the facets panel there is an add button   which is 

for associating an exisitng facet to a domain. This functionality is described in detail in Section 6. 

(2) Search results 

(1) Category Selection 

(4)Add Facet 

initiator 

(3) CUD 
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9.6.3 Facets hierarchy Panel 

Facets hierarchy panel (see Figure 31 Facet Hierarchy Panel) displays the resulting facet hie-

rarchy based on the selection of a facet from the facets panel. This panel consists of a tree to vi-

sualize and navigate the facet. 
 

 

Figure 31 Facet Hierarchy Panel 
 

(1) Facet description: A tooltip will show the description/gloss of the facet as a mouse over effect 

on any node of the tree. 

(2) The facet hierarchy: The panel used to navigate the facet hierarchy as a tree. The navigation 

starts from the root node and can continue through the children. Notice that the kind of each rela-

tion (from source to target) is shown in squared brackets and can be of two types only: [is a] and 

[part of].  Facets are visually represented as trees. Nodes and relations are represented following 

the same principles already used in linguistic and concept part 

(3) Create a new facet: In the bottom of the facet hierarchy panel there is an add button   which is 

for creating a new facet. This functionality is described in detail in later Sections.    
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9.6.4 Pop Up window for concept selection 

 
Figure 32 Select concept selection pop up window 

 
Select Concept window (in the figure above) enables the user to select a concept from the Linguistic and 

Ontological part. Only an already existing concept can be selected from this pop up window. If the con-

cept does not exist yet, the user can create it by clicking on the  button which will bring the user to the 

UI for the Linguistic and Ontological part. 

9.6.5 Pop Up window for facet selection 

Select Facet window enables the user to select a facet from the existing facets. Only an already existing 

facet can be selected from this pop up window. If the facet does not exist yet, the user can create it from 

the CUD panel using the “Create Facet” segment (see Figure 34 CUD Panel). 
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Figure 33 Select facet pop up window 

 

9.7. Detailed description of the CUD Panel 

CUD panel is dedicated for any sort of add, delete or update operations on domains, facets and relations 

between the nodes in a facet. To work on any existing domain or facet the user has to select a domain 

from the domain panel or select a facet from the facets panel or a node from the facet hierarchy panel and 

initiate the desired operation by clicking on the appropriate button provided there. 

 
For example, selecting the 4

th
 facet from the facets panel (see Figure 33 Select facet pop up window) 

and by clicking on the edit button , it would show all its information in the CUD panel (see Figure 34 

CUD Panel), or selecting a node from the facet hierarchy would show the information in the CUD panel 

which facilities for managing relations for the corresponding facet. Alternatively, the user can also create 

a new relation between two nodes by using the  button. 

 

 

Figure 34 CUD Panel 
 
The overall CUD panel is divided in to four segments, namely “Manage domain”, “Add facet to a Do-

main”, “Manage Facet Relation” and “Create Facet”. 
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9.7.1 Manage Domain 

The Manage Domain part of the CUD panel is dedicated to the management of the information related to 

domains. It consists of the following components: 

 

a. Domain: a text field for entering a domain name. It must correspond to an existing syn-

set/concept. 

b. Gloss: a text field to display the gloss of the corresponding synset of the concept that has been se-

lected to represent the domain 

c. […] a browse button. Clicking on it will open a popup window “Select Concept” window (see 

Figure 33 Select facet pop up window) for selecting the concept used to describe the domain.  

d.  “Create Domain” button to confirm the creation of a new domain corresponding to the selected 

synset/concept. 

e. “Update Domain” button to update the synset/concept of the domain. 

9.7.2 Manage Domain facet 

The second segment of the CUD panel is to associate an existing facet to a domain. It is dedicated to the 

management of the information directly related to the facet within a domain. It consists of the following 

components: 

 
a. Facet: a text area for entering the root node of the facet  (it must be selected from the existing fa-

cet using “Select Facet” window) 

b. Category: a dropdown list box for selecting category; possible values are “Entity”, “Property” and 

“Action”.  

c. […] a browse button. Clicking on it will open a popup window “Select Facet” window (see Fig-

ure 33 Select facet pop up window) for selecting the (root node of the) facet to add to the do-

main.  

d.  “Add Facet” button to confirm the association of the facet to the selected domain. 

e. “Update Facet” button to change the category of a facet. 

9.7.3 Manage Facet Relation 

The third segment of the CUD panel is the manage facet relation. Relation related operations and opera-

tions on nodes can be done from here. This part consists of the following components: 

 

a. Source Node: A text input followed by a cross button shows the node of the facet that has been 

selected from the Facet hierarchy. This node is called the source node. Clicking on the   button 

will delete the selected node from the facet. If the node is the root then the whole facet will be de-

leted. 

b. Target Node: A dropdown list followed by a  button for selecting the target node.The drop-

down list will show only the concepts that are targets of the source node under the is-a and part-of 

relations only. If the desired target doesn‟t exist yet, the user can create a new concept or relation 

by clicking on the  button that will bring the user to the UI for the linguistic and ontological 

part. 

c. “Add Relation” button to confirm the creation of the relation between the source node and the 

target node in the facet. 
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9.7.4 Create Facet 

The rightmost part of the CUD panel is the “Create Facet”, dedicated to the creation of a new facet start-

ing from the root node. It consists of the following components: 

 

a. Root Node: a text field for entering the root node of the facet. It must correspond to an existing 

concept. 

b. Gloss: a text field for display the gloss of the corresponding synset of the concept that has been 

selected to represent the facet. 

c. […] a browse button. clicking on it will open a popup “Select Concept” window  for selecting the 

concept that would use to describe the facet. 

d. “Create facet” button to confirm the creation of the new facet. 

9.8. Managing Domains and Facets 

It is important to underline that for us the notion of Facet is central. The user can build domains and facets 

only using the existing concepts and relations built in linguistic and ontological part. In this section we 

provide the details on how the operations described in section 3 are performed 

9.8.1 Create a Domain 

A domain is created by selecting the corresponding concept. The concept must exist in the Linguistic and 

Ontological part. At this purpose, the “Select Concept” window (see Figure 33 Select facet pop up 

window) provides a facility to search for a suitable concept by typing the name of the domain. In case no 

suitable concept is found for it the user can create a new concept clicking on the  button of the “Select 

Concept” window which will bring the user to the UI for the linguistic and ontological part to create new 

concept. 

 

(1) Information to provide: It is mandatory to provide the synset/concept associated to the domain 

and it must exist.  

(2) Operation description:  The user first clicks on the add domain  button located on the bottom 

of the Domains panel. Clicking on add domain  button will enable the CUD panel “Manage 

Domain” part with blank information. Only the Create Domain button of the CUD panel will be 

enabled. All other buttons will be disabled. User performs the following steps to create the do-

main:  

a. The user must search for a suitable concept using the […] button. The “Select Concept” 

Pop up window will appear (see figure 8).  

b. The user has to browse the concept hierarchy and select the appropriate concept that would 

describe the domain. 

c. The user press the OK button of the “Select Concept” window, the window will disappear 

and the selected concept will appear in the domain input field. The corresponding natural 

language description of the concept will be shown below.  

d. If the desired concept doesn‟t exist yet, the user can create a new synset/concept by click-

ing on the  button from the “Select Concept” Pop up window that will bring him to the 

UI for the linguistic and ontological part. 

e. Finally, the Create Domain button has to be pressed for the final commit 

(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Create Domain button CUD panel will be re-

freshed. The new domain will appear in the list of domains.  
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9.8.2 Update a Domain 

Update a domain means changing the concept that is used to describe the domain. To update a domain the 

user has to select the domain from the domain list of the domains panel and click on the  button at-

tached with the domain name. The selected domain will appear in the domain field of the “Manage Do-

main” panel. Only the Update domain button will be enabled. The user can change the concept using the 

“Select Concept” pop up window. Finally the user clicks on “Update Domain” button to commit the 

change. 

 

(1) Information to provide: It is mandatory to provide the concept associated to the domain and it 

must exist.  

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add button the Domain panel will be refreshed. 

The updated domain will appear in the domains list. 

9.8.3 Delete a Domain 

To delete a domain the user first has to select the domain from the domains panel and click on the delete 

button  attached with the domain name.  

(3) Operation description: Clicking on  button will delete the domain. However the corres-

ponding concept will remain intact. This does not cause the deletion of the facets associated to 

it. 

(4) Post state change of the UI: after pressing Delete Domain button the following changes will 

took place: 

o Facets panel will be refreshed by removing the facets form the facet list. 

o Facet hierarchy panel will be refreshed. 

9.8.4 Add a facet to a domain 

The user can associate a facet to a domain (regardless if it is already associated to other domains), by se-

lecting one facet and associating it to the domain using a category (E, R or A). 

 
(1) Information to provide: Mandatory information for adding a facet are: 

o Facet: the facet must exist. The user selects the facet using the “Select facet” pop up 

window. 

o Category: the user has to select a category from the category dropdown list. Possible 

values are Entity, Property and Action.  

(2) Operation description:  The user first clicks on the add facet  button located on the bottom 

of the Facet panel. Clicking on add facet  button will activate the “Add a facet to a Domain” 

segment of the CUD panel with blank information. Only the Add Facet button of the CUD 

panel will be enabled.  

o The user must search for a facet using the […] button. It opens the search facet win-

dow. 

o The user selects a facet from the “Select Facet” window and press OK button. If the 

facet does not exist yet, it has to be created using the “Create Facet” segment of the 

CUD panel. 

o The selected facet will appear in the Facet input field 

o Select category: the user selects a category from the category dropdown list. Possible 

values are Entity, Property and Action. 

o Finally, Add Facet button will be pressed for final commit. 
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(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add button the Facets panel will be refreshed. 

The new facet will appear as a block in the facets panel. 

 

9.8.5 Removing a Facet from a Domain 

To remove a facet from a domain the user first has to select the facet from the facets panel and click on the 

delete button  attached with the facet block.  

(5) Operation description: Clicking on  button will do the following: 

o Remove the facet from the domain.  

(6) Post state change of the UI: after pressing Delete Facet button the following changes will 

took place: 

o CUD panel will be refreshed and show blank information. 

o Facets panel will be refreshed by removing the facet form the facet list.  

o Facet hierarchy panel will be refreshed and show blank information. 

Note that, this operation causes the removal of the facet from the active domain only. Other domains 

might use the facet. 

9.8.6 Updating the category of a facet: 

The user can update the category of an existing facet as follows: 

 

(1) Information to provide: Mandatory information:  

o Category: the user has to set a category for the facet in the domain 

(2) Operation description: To update a facet category of a domain:   

o The user first selects a facet from the facets panel.  

o The user clicks on the edit  button associated to the facet block. As a consequence, 

the “Add a Facet to a Domain” segment of the CUD panel will be initialized with the 

information of the selected facet.  Only the Update Facet button of the CUD panel 

will be enabled.  

o The user selects the desired category from the category dropdown list. Possible val-

ues are Entity, Property and Action. 

o Finally, the Update Facet button will be pressed to commit the operation. 

(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Update facet button the Facets panel will be re-

freshed. The facet will be shown in the updated category. 

9.8.7 Create a Facet 

A new facet is created starting from the root node as follows: 

(5) Operation description: 

o The user clicks on the “Create facet” button  in the “Facet hierarchy” panel. This 

will activate the “Create Facet” segment of the CUD panel. 

o The user must search for a suitable concept for the root node of the facet using the 

[…] button. The “Select Concept” Pop up window will appear (see Figure 33 Select fa-

cet pop up window).  

o The user has to browse the concept hierarchy and select the appropriate concept that 

would describe the domain. 
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o The user press the OK button of the “Select Concept” window, the window will dis-

appear and the selected concept will appear in the domain input field. The correspond-

ing natural language description of the concept will be shown below.  

o If the desired concept doesn‟t exist yet, the user can create a new synset/concept by 

clicking on the  button from the “Select Concept” Pop up window which will bring 

him to the UI for the linguistic and ontological part.  

o Finally, the user clicks on “Create Facet” button from the CUD panel. 

(6) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Create facet button the following changes will 

took place: 

o The Facet hierarchy panel will be refreshed by showing the root node of the created 

facet. 

o If any domain is selected the system will prompt the user asking that if he want to add 

this new facet to the selected domain. If the user get agree the system initiate to add 

this facet to the domain, remember that the user have to select also a category (e.g., 

E,R,A).    

Notice that the new facet is not associated to any domain yet.  

9.8.8 Delete a Facet 

To delete a facet the user first has to select the root node of the facet from the “Facets hierarchy” panel. 
This will activate the “Manage Facet Relation” segment of the CUD panel.  

(1) Operation description:  

o The selected node will appear in the “Source Node” field of the “Manage Facet” seg-

ment followed by a  button. 

o Clicking on  button will delete the facet from the facet hierarchy. However the cor-

responding concept will remain intact. This causes also the removal of the facet from 

all the domains where it is used. A confirmation window will be shown asking the user 

for a confirmation. 

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing Delete facet button the following changes will 

took place: 

o Facets hierarchy panel will be refreshed with blank information. 

o The facet will be removed from the facet list.  

Note that, deleting a facet will delete only the facet but not the corresponding concept from the ontolog-
ical part that were representing the facet. 

9.8.9 Add a node to a facet hierarchy 

By selecting a node in a facet, called source node, the user can add a new child node to it, called the tar-

get node, using the “Manage Facet Relations” (see Figure 34 CUD Panel) segment of the CUD panel. 

To do this the user must proceed as follows: 

 

(1) Information to provide: Mandatory information: 

o Source node: The user must select a source node from the facet hierarchy.  

o Target node: The selection of the node is done from a dropdown list. The dropdown 

list will show only the concepts that are targets of the source node under the is-a and 

part-of relations only. If the desired target doesn‟t exist yet, the user can create a new 

concept or relation by clicking on the  button which will bring the user to the UI 

for the linguistic and ontological part. 

(2) Operation description:  
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o The user selects a source node from the facet hierarchy. As a consequence, the “Man-

age Facet relations” segment of the CUD panel will be initialized with the informa-

tion of the selected node as follows: 

i. The source node (the selected node) will appear in the “Source Node” field. 

ii. The “Target Node” dropdown list will be populated with the existing targets of 

the source node under the is-a and part-of relations taken from the linguistic and 

ontological part and not used yet in the facet. The kind of relation must be 

shown in the usual way. 

o The user selects a node from the already populated dropdown list.If the desired target 

node or the relation does not exist yet, the user clicks on the add button  just beside 

the dropdown target list which will bring the user to Linguistic and Ontological part 

for their creation. 

o Finally the user presses the Add Relation button and the target node will be added as 

a child node of the selected source node in the facet hierarchy. 

(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add button the following changes will took 

place: 

o The new child node will appear in the facet hierarchy panel.   

9.8.10 Remove a node from a facet hierarchy  

By selecting a node from the facet hierarchy it is possible to remove it from the facet (along with the rela-
tion connecting it to the parent). This is done in the same way as described in Section 8.8 with the differ-
ence that the selected node is a generic node. Note that this operation does not cause the removal of the re-
lation from the ontological part. Note also that the removal of a node causes the removal of the whole 
subtree from the facet. Therefore, a notification will be given to the user to decide whether to confirm the 
operation or not. 
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Chapter 10  

 

 

10. Entity Type Management Consol 

10.1. Functional overview and requirement description 

In chapter 6 we have described the theoretical background of Entity type and attribute definitions and also 
identified a set of basic requirements those should support by the developed system. Therefore, starting 
from the previous discussion we can identify the following sub-tasks that would support by the system: 

 Building Attribute definition: An attribute definition provides a template for the creation of in-

stance of a given data type. Attribute definition will be manually made according to the theoretical 

approach described in chapter 6. 

 Building Entity type definition: an entity type describes instances of a particular class by defin-

ing the attributes will be manually made according to the theoretical approach described chapter 6. 

As a first step we would put in the Entity system only the attribute definitions. Subsequently, we 

can then define etypes using these attributes. 

 Finding a suitable visualization technique to represent Etype and attributes : We need to in-

vestigate how to deal with the enhanced complexity due to the multilingual etypes and attributes, 

which facilitates the comparison among aligned languages  

 Managing Attributes : While editing attribute, the system should takes in to account different 

uses of etypes in the different etypes. 

 Managing Etypes: The system takes in to account while editing Etype with particular emphasis to 

their uses. For example, when we delete a etype , we have to take into account if the etype is used 

by any Entity. Its deletion should be forbidden if it is in use. 

 Performing search and navigation: Developing an efficient multilingual search and navigation 

environment to realize the potential benefits of Entity type system. 

From an implementation point of view, the abovementioned tasks can be categorized into two different 
parts:  

 Search and navigation part: It includes Search, browsing attributes, etypes and its values such as 

concepts from linguistic part. More in details:  

e. Search and navigate attributes: The list (in alphabetical order) of already defined attributes 

must be available on request to the user. A text search facility to search among them must be 

available. 

f. Search and navigate etypes: The list (in alphabetical order) of already defined etypes must be 

available on request to the user. A text search facility to search among them must be available. 

g. Search and navigate attributes of a etype:  By selecting a etype, it must be possible to list 

the associated attributes of that etype together with the corresponding values of those 

attributes.  

 Maintenance part: e.g., creation, updating and deletion operations. This part is, in turn, articu-

lated into operations on Etype and attribute definitions:  

a. Operations on attributes: This is the list of operations that the user interface must support on 

attributes (not necessarily associated to an etype):  

i. Create a attribute: An attribute definition is created by selecting the corresponding 

concept. At this purpose, the UI must provide a facility to search for a suitable concept 
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by typing the name of the attribute. It must be possible to create a new concept in case 

no suitable concept is found for it. The data type of the attribute is selected among the 

predefined ones (see chapter 6). 

ii. Set/ Update the attribute Data type of an attribute : When selecting an attribute, it 

must be possible to change the name/concept of an attribute. 

iii. Delete an Attribute : By selecting an attribute definition, it must be possible to delete 

it. The system takes in to account its use while deleting attribute. 

b. Operations on etypes : This is the list of operations that the user interface must support on an 

etypes: 

i. Create an eType : An eType is created by selecting the corresponding concept.  At 

this purpose, the UI must provide a facility to search for a suitable concept by typing 

the name. It must be possible to create a new concept in case no suitable concept is 

found for it. 

ii. Update a eType: When selecting an eType, it must be possible to change the 

representing concept of an existing eType. 

iii. Remove an Attribute of an eType: It must be possible to select an attribute from the 

eType and remove it from the eType. This does not result in the deletion of the 

attribute.  

iv. Add an Attribute to an eType: It must be possible to search for defined attributes 

(regardless if they are already associated to other eTypes), select one attribute defi-

nition and add it to an eType. 

v. Set/Update the mandatory value of an attribute of an Etype: It must be possible to 

change the mandatory value of an Etype. 

vi. Set/Update the Set value of an Etype: It must be possible to change the Set value of 

an Etype. 

vii. Set/Update the domain restriction of an attribute of an Etype: It must be possible to 

set the domain restriction value(s) of an Etype in a convenience way. Note that in 

case of relational attribute the values must correspond to existing Entities. 

 

All operations of creation of new attributes and etypes, updating, deletions, search and navigation will be 

pursued in the Knowledge Base through an Inference engine. In subsequent sections, we will make more 

precise design specifications for a user-friendly management system to perform basic CRUD operations 

including search and navigation on the Entity type part for the Universal Knowledge 

10.2. Search and navigation 

In designing entity type search and navigation we tried to use the similar technique that we have used for 

the other systems such as domain and linguistic. This will allow the user not to learn every system from 

the scratch. 

10.2.1 Search and navigation of attributes 

The idea is to show the search result as an alphabetically ranked list of attributes together with their de-

scriptions, as shown in Figure 2, thus combining the use of keyboard and a scrolling list to make naviga-

tion more efficient. Basically, a specific attribute can be singled out easily from the alphabetically ranked 

list as they have also description attached. 

 

Attributes 

duration - the period of time during which something  
date -The date on which the person died 
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description -  a statement that represents something in  

 

10.3. Search and navigation of eTypes 

We can implement the search and navigation of etype in the same way we did for  search and na-

vigation of attributes 

 

Entity Types 

person - a human being; "there was too much for one  person to do" 
organization - a group of people who work together 

10.4. Search and navigate attributes of a etype  

Each etype consists of a set of attributes. To present etype,  attributes of the etypes and their values we 

can use a three columns panel similar to linguistic and domain part, where the first column is for etype 

list, the second column is for attributes corresponding to the etype  and the third column is for values cor-

responding to the attribute.  Each etype from the first column can be treated as a starting node. Clicking 

on a etype would initiate the query and show a list of attributes for the etype that has been clicked there-

fore passing to an 'exploded' state in the second column. Clicking on a attribute would show the corres-

ponding value, therefore passing to an 'exploded' state in the third column.  

10.5. Management functionalities (create/update/delete)  

In the following sections, we describe in detail the CUD operations on attributes , etypes and the 
attributes of  etype.  Like as search and navigation, type of operation also varies from object to object. 
“CUD” operations can be divided into four different parts where each part is responsible for a set of related 
functionalities: 

 Components of  Etype: We identified the following components those are directly related with a 

etype: 

c. A concept that represents the etype. The concept must exist. 

d. A set of attributes associated with the etype.  

 Components of Attribute : We identified the following components those are directly related 

with  attribute:  

b. A concept that represents the attribute. The concept must exist. Notice that, this attribute 

could be an isolated attribute and not associate to any etype yet. 

c. Any data type  defined under etype model (see chapter 6 for details) 

 Components of an attribute of an Etype : We identified the following components those are di-

rectly related with relation: 

c. A meta attribute , possible values are “Strictly Mandatory” , “Mandatory” or “Suggested” 

d. A Boolean value that will indicate if the attribute can be instantiated to a set of values or 

not. 

e. May have a set of concepts that will determine the boundary of the attribute as a domain 

restriction. 

10.6. General overview of the console 

The console consists of two different Tabs : 1) Etype navigation and 2) Etype  management 
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10.6.1 Etype navigation and management Tabs 

Etype navigation and management tab dedicated to search, navigation and management of Etype. This tab 
further divided into three different panels namely: 

a. Entity Type search and navigation: this panel provides the facilities for Etype search, language 

selection, and a search result list based on the searched Etype. Search result list is used to navigate 

through the Etypes and provide a means for selecting query scope. 

b. Manage Etype: This panel is to create new Etype. However the result of this panel also depends 

on the search Etype in Etype panel while a Etype is selected for update. 

c. Manage Etype Attribute (Create/Update): The result of this panel depends on the search Etype 

in Etype panel. In general, it will show a list of attributes for the Etype that has been searched. 

 
 
  

 
 

 

 

Figure 35 Etype Management Console 

10.6.2 Attribute navigation and management Tab 

Attribute navigation and management Tab is dedicated to search ,navigation and management of attribute. 
This tab further divided into two different panels namely:   
 

a. Attributes search and navigate panel: This panel provides the facilities for attribute search, lan-

guage selection, autosuggestions, and a search result list based on the searched attribute. Search re-

sult list is used to navigate through the attributes and provide a means for delete and update 

attribute. 

b. Manage Attribute (Create/Update): result of this panel depends on the attribute selection from 

the attribute panel. This panel is dedicated to create and update operations on attributes. 

Attribute Tab Manage Etype Panel Etypes Panel 

Etype‟s attribute navigation  panel Manage Etype‟s attribute  
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Figure 36 Etype Attribute Management Console 

  

10.6.3 Pop Up window for concept selection 

See chapter 9.  Domain Management  section ( Figure 32 Select concept selection pop up window ) Pop Up 
window for concept selection 

10.6.4 Pop Up window for selecting domain restriction 

 

 
Figure 37 Domain Select Window 

 
Domain Select window (see Figure 37 Domain Select Window) enables the user to select a list of con-

cepts from the Linguistic and Ontological part that would be used to impose as domain restriction of the an 
Etype attribute. Only an already existing concept can be selected from this pop up window.  If the concept 
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does not exist yet, the user can create it by clicking on the “New Concept” button which will bring the user 
to the UI for the Linguistic and Ontological part.  The right most concept panel (see Figure 37 Domain Select 

Window) shows the list of selected concept those are chosen as a domain restriction for an Etype attribute   

10.7. Detailed description of Etype navigation and management Tab 

10.7.1 Etypes panel 

This panel provides the facilities for Etype search and filtering based on language selection,  a sorted 
search result list.   

   
Figure 38 Etypes Panel 

 

(1) Search and filtering input panel consists of the following components: 

3. Language selection combo: A dropdown list box for selecting preferred language.  When the 

user selects a different language, all information in the UI remains the same but it is shown in 

the selected language. 

4. A text box for free text Etype name input: figure 38 shows a situation in which a user is typing 

an etype in the Etype input text box. After typing a Etype and the user presses the enter key, 

two possible scenarios could take place: 

o The Etype exists: a list of results will appear in the search result list box in alphabeti-

cal order together with the searched Etype; The user can select a Etype from the list. 

Attribute(s) for that selected Etype would appear as a list in the Etype Attributes panel 

for that Etype. 

o The Etype does not exist: it can occur due to misspelling or language setting or simply 

because the Etype does not exist in the KB. In this case, autosuggestion panel will 

show a suggestion. 

(2) Search result: Search result is shown as a list in the search result list box in alphabetical order to-

gether with the searched Etype. It is a list representing the filtered Etypes (according to the se-

lected language and searched text). Results are presented as blocks of information in a linear list. 

(1) Search and filter 

(3) Search results 
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Each block represents a Etype, Each block contains the Etype name together with its correspond-

ing gloss.  

(3) Delete an Etype. User can delete an Etype by clicking on the cross  button attached with the 

Etype block. Note that, the operations will be applicable only on the “selected” Etype from the 

Etype panel. 

(4) Adding a new Etype: In the bottom of the Etypes panel there is an add button   which is for 

adding a new Etype. This functionality is described in detail in Section 6. 

 

10.7.2 Manage Etype  panel 

The Manage Etype panel is dedicated to the management of the information related to Etypes. It consists 
of the following components: 

e. Etype Name: a text field for entering a Entering a etype name 

f. Concept brows button: […] a brows button. Clicking on it will open a popup window 

“Select Concept” window (see Figure 32 Select concept selection pop up window) for select-

ing the concept used to describe the Etype.. 

g. Finally two buttons: “Create Etype” and “Update Etype”. One of the two buttons would be 

disabled according to the cases. 

  

 
 

Figure 39 Manage Etype Panel 

 

10.7.3 Manage Etype Attribute panel 

Manage Etype is further divided into two segments, namely “Attributes”, “Add/Edit Etype Attribute. 
 

 
Figure 40 Manage Etype Attribute Panel 
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(1) Etype Attributes: this panel is organized as a list of attributes. The list for presenting search re-

sults - i.e. the attributes associated to the selected Etype - consists of a set of blocks, each block 

representing a Attribute. Each block also contains a delete button to remove the attribute from the 

associated Etype. Finally, at the bottom of the result list, a plus button can be used to add a 

attribute (i.e. associate an existing attribute) to the current selected Etype.  

(2) Add/Edit Etype Attribute : The second segment of the Manage Etype Attribute Panel is to asso-

ciate an existing attribute to an Etype. It is dedicated to the management of the information directly 

related to the attribute within a Etype. It consists of the following components: 

a. Attribute: a dropdown box for selecting a attribute from the existing attributes 

b. Attribute type: a non editable text area that would show the attribute type of the selected 

attribute   

c. Is Mandatory: a dropdown list box for selecting if this attributes  is mandatory for the 

Etype or not ; possible values are “Strictly Mandatory”, “Mandatory” and “Suggested”.  

d. Is Set: isSet is a Boolean value that indicates whether the attribute can be instantiated to a 

set of values. 

e. […] a browse button. Clicking on it will open a popup window “Select Concepts” window 

(see Figure 32 Select concept selection pop up window) for selecting the concept or a set of 

concepts to which will impose the domain restriction e.g., to define a specific sub set of 

values redefining the domain of the data type, putting a set of restriction on the domain of 

possible values. Table 3 provide the currently supported domain restrictions 

f.  “Add Attribute” button to confirm the association of the attribute to the selected domain. 

g. “Update Facet” button to change the category of a facet. 

10.8. Detailed description of Attribute navigation and management Tab 

10.8.1 Attributes search and navigation panel 

This panel provides the facilities for Attribute search and filtering based on language selection, autosugges-
tions, and a sorted search result list 
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Figure 41 Attribute search and navigation 

 

(1) Attribute Search and filtering input panel consists of the following components: 

a) Language selection combo: A dropdown list box for selecting preferred language.  When the 

user selects a different language, all information in the UI remains the same but it is shown in 

the selected language. 

b) A text box for free text Attribute name input: figure 41 shows a situation in which a user is typ-

ing an Attribute in the Attribute input text box. After typing a Attribute and the user presses 

the enter key, two possible scenarios could take place: 

 The Attribute exists: a list of results will appear in the search result list box in alphabetical 

order together with the searched Attribute; The user can select a Attribute from the list. 

Selected Attribute would appear in the Manage Attributes panel for performing Update 

operation. 

 The Attribute does not exist: it can occur due to misspelling or language setting or simply 

because the Attribute does not exist in the KB. In this case, autosuggestion panel will 

show a suggestion. 

(2) Search result: Search result is shown as a list in the search result list box in alphabetical order to-

gether with the searched Attribute. It is a list representing the filtered Attribute (according to the 

selected language and searched text). Results are presented as blocks of information in a linear list. 

Each block represents a Attribute. Each block contains the Attribute name together with its corres-

ponding gloss. 

(3) Delete an Attribute. User can delete an Attribute by clicking on the cross  button attached with 

the Attribute block. Note that, the operations will be applicable only on the “selected” Attribute 

from the Attribute panel. 

(4) Adding a new Attribute: In the bottom of the Attributes panel there is an add button   which is 

for adding a new Attribute. This functionality is described in detail in later Sections. 
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10.8.2 Add/Edit Attribute panel 

 
Figure 42 Manage Attribute 

 

The second segment of the Attribute Tab is Add/Edit Attribute Panel. It is dedicated to the management of 
the Attribute e.g., create new attribute, update existing attribute. It consists of the following components: 

d. Attribute Name: a text area for entering the attribute (it must be selected from the existing 

concept using “Select Concept” window) 

e. Attribute Data Type: a dropdown list box for selecting Data Type; possible values are  

“Boolean” , “Integer”, “Float”, ”Moment”,” Duration”,” Semantic-Less String”, Semantic 

“String”, “Entity” and “URL”.  

f. […] a browse button. Clicking on it will open a popup window “Select Concept” window  

for selecting the concept that would be used for the Attribute.  

g. “Create Attribute” button to create a new attribute. 

h. “Update Attribute” button to change the data type of a attribute. 

10.9. Manage Attribute 

It is important to underline that for Etype the basic building block is Attribute. The user can create At-
tributes only using the existing concepts built in linguistic and ontological part. In this section we provide 
the details on how the operations described in section 3 are performed. 

10.9.1 Create an Attribute  

An Attribute is created by selecting the corresponding concept. The concept must exist in the Linguistic 
and Ontological part. At this purpose, the “Select Concept” window (see Figure 32 Select concept selection 

pop up window) provides a facility to search for a suitable concept by typing the name of the Attribute. In 

case no suitable concept is found for it the user can create a new concept clicking on the  button of the 
“Select Concept” window that will bring the user to the UI for the linguistic and ontological part to create 
new concept. 
 

(1) Information to provide: It is mandatory to provide the synset/concept associated to the At-

tribute and it must exist.  

(2) Operation description:   

The user first clicks on the add Attribute  button located on the bottom of the Attributes 

panel. Clicking on add Attribute  button will enable the “Manage Attribute” panel with blank in-
formation. Only the Create Attribute button of the “Manage Attribute” panel will be enabled. All 
other buttons will be disabled. User performs the following steps to create the Etype:   
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o The user must search for a suitable concept using the […] button. The “Select Con-

cept” Pop up window will appear.  

o The user has to browse the concept hierarchy and select the appropriate concept that 

would describe the Attribute. 

o The user press the OK button of the “Select Concept” window, the window will dis-

appear and the selected concept will appear in the Attribute name input field. The cor-

responding natural language description of the concept will be shown below.  

o If the desired concept doesn‟t exist yet, the user can create a new synset/concept by 

clicking on the  button from the “Select Concept” Pop up window which will bring 

him to the UI for the linguistic and ontological part.  

o Finally, the Create Attribute button has to be pressed for the final commit. 

(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Create Attribute button the following changes 

will take place: 

CUD panel will be refreshed. The new Attribute will appear in the list of Attributes. 
 

10.9.2 Update an Attribute 

Update an Attribute means changing the concept that is used to describe the attribute. To update a attrib-

ute the user has to select the attribute from the attribute list of the Attributes panel. The selected attribute 

will appear in the attribute field of the “Manage Attribute” panel. Only the Update attribute button will be 

enabled. The user can change the concept using the “Select Concept” pop up window. Finally the user 

clicks on “Update Attribute” button to commit the change. 

 

(1) Information to provide: It is mandatory to provide the synset/concept associated to the Etype 

and it must exist.  

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add button the following changes will took 

place: 

Etype panel will be refreshed. The updated Etype will appear in the Etypes list. 

10.9.3 Delete an Attribute 

To delete an attribute the user first has to select the attribute from the Attributes panel and click on the de-

lete button  attached with the attribute name.  

(7) Operation description: Clicking on  button will do the following: 

o Delete the attribute however the corresponding synset/concept will remain intact. This 

does not cause the deletion of the synset/concept associated to it. 

(8) Post state change of the UI: after pressing Delete attribute button the following changes will 

took place: 

o Attributes panel will be refreshed by removing the Attributes form the Attribute list.  

10.10. Managing Etypes and the attributes associated with an Etype 

The user can create Etypes only using the existing Attributes.  In this section we provide the details on how 
the operations described in section 3 are performed. 

10.10.1 Create an Etype  

A Etype is created by selecting the corresponding concept. The concept must exist in the Linguistic and 
Ontological part. At this purpose, the “Select Concept” window (see Figure 32 Select concept selection pop 

up window) provides a facility to search for a suitable concept by typing the name of the Etype. In case no 
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suitable concept is found for it the user can create a new concept clicking on the  button of the “Select 
Concept” window which will bring the user to the UI for the linguistic and ontological part to create new 
concept. 

(1) Information to provide: It is mandatory to provide the synset/concept associated to the Etype 

and it must exist.  

(2) Operation description:   

The user first clicks on the add Etype  button located on the bottom of the Etypes panel. 

Clicking on add Etype  button will enable the “Manage Etype” panel with blank information. 
Only the Create Etype button of the “Manage Etype” panel will be enabled. All other buttons will 
be disabled. User performs the following steps to create the Etype:   

o The user must search for a suitable concept using the […] button. The “Select Con-

cept” Pop up window will appear.  

o The user has to browse the concept hierarchy and select the appropriate concept that 

would describe the Etypr. 

o The user press the OK button of the “Select Concept” window, the window will dis-

appear and the selected concept will appear in the Etype input field. The correspond-

ing natural language description of the concept will be shown below.  

o If the desired concept doesn‟t exist yet, the user can create a new synset/concept by 

clicking on the  button from the “Select Concept” Pop up window which will bring 

him to the UI for the linguistic and ontological part.  

o Finally, the Create Etype button has to be pressed for the final commit. 

(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Create Etype button the following changes will 

take place: 

o CUD panel will be refreshed. The new Etype will appear in the list of Etypes. 

10.10.2 Update an Etype 

Update a Etype means changing the concept that is used to describe the Etype. To update a Etype the user 

has to select the Etype from the Etype list of the Etypes panel. The selected domain will appear in the 

domain field of the “Manage Etype” panel. Only the Update Etype button will be enabled. The user can 

change the concept using the “Select Concept” pop up window. Finally the user clicks on “Update Etype” 

button to commit the change. 

 

(1) Information to provide: It is mandatory to provide the concept associated to the Etype and it 

must exist.  

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add button Etype panel will be refreshed. The 

updated Etype will appear in the Etypes list.  

10.10.3 Delete an Etype 

To delete a Etype the user first has to select the Etype from the Etypes panel and click on the delete button 

 attached with the Etype name.  

(1) Operation description: Clicking on  button will do the following: 

o Delete the Etype. However the corresponding synset/concept will remain intact. This 

does not cause the deletion of the Attributes associated to it. 

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing Delete Etype button the following changes will 

took place: 

o Etype Attributes panel will be refreshed by removing the Attributes form the Attribute 

list.  
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10.10.4 Add an attribute to an Etype 

The user can associate an attribute to an Etype (regardless if it is already associated to other Etypes), by se-
lecting one attribute and associating it to the Etype by providing necessary constrains.  

(1) Information to provide: Mandatory information for adding an attribute are:  

o Attribute: the attribute must exist. The user selects the attribute from the attribute 

drop down list. 

o Is Mandatory: the user has to select a value from the is mandatory dropdown list. 

Possible values are “Strictly Mandatory” , “Mandatory” or “Suggested” 

o Is Set: if the attribute can be instantiated to a set of values than the user have to 

checked this checkbox otherwise unchecked. 

o Domain restriction:  

(2) Operation description:  The user first clicks on the add Attribute  button located on the 

bottom of the Etype‟s Attributes panel. Clicking on add Attribute  button will activate the 

“Add/Edit Etype Attribute” segment of the “Manage Etype Attribute” panel with blank infor-

mation. Only the Add Attribute  button of the “Add/Edit Etype Attribute” panel will be en-

abled.  

o The user must select an attribute from the dropdown attribute list.  

o The user must select a value from the is mandatory dropdown list. Possible values are 

“Strictly Mandatory” , “Mandatory” or “Suggested” 

o The user selects a facet from the “Select Facet” window and press OK button. If the 

facet does not exist yet, it has to be created using the “Create Facet” segment of the 

CUD panel. 

o The user checked the checkbox if the attribute can be instantiated to a set of values 

otherwise unchecked. 

o The selected facet will appear in the Facet input field 

o If need to set domain restriction: 

o The user must search for a suitable concept(s) using the […] button. The “Se-

lect Concepts” Pop up window will appear.  

o The user has to browse the concepts and select the appropriate concept(s) that 

would use as the domain restriction for a particular attribute of the Etypy. 

o The user press the OK button of the “Select Concepts” window, the window 

will disappear and the selected concept(s) will appear in the “Domain Restric-

tion” input field.  

o Finally, Add Attribute button will be pressed for final commit. 

(3) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Add Attribute button the Etype‟s attribute 

panel will be refreshed. The new attribute will appear as a block in the Etype‟s attributes panel. 

10.10.5 Update the property of an attribute of an Etype 

The user can meta property of an attribute associated with an Etype (regardless if it is already associated to 
other Etypes), by selecting one attribute an etype and then by changing any of these values:  

o Is Mandatory 

o Is Set 

o Domain restriction  

(1) Operation description:   To update an attribute‟s property of an etype the user first has to select 

the attribute from the etype attributes panel.  
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o The user makes necessary changes any of the above mentioned properties. 

o Finally, Update Attribute button will be pressed for final commit. 

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing the Update button the following changes will take 

place: Etype‟s attribute panel will be refreshed. The updated Attribute will appear in the Attributes 

list. 

10.10.6 Removing an Attribute from an Etype 

To remove a attribute from a etype the user first has to select the attribute from the etype attributes panel 

and click on the delete button  attached with the attribute block.  

(1) Operation description: Clicking on  button will do the following: 

o Remove the attribute from the etype.  

(2) Post state change of the UI: after pressing Delete Attribute button the following changes will 

took place:  

o Etype attributes panel will be refreshed by removing the attribute form the attribute 

list.  

Note that, this operation causes the removal of the attribute from the active etype only. Other etypes 

might use the attribute. 
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Chapter 11 

 

 

11. Evaluation for Linguistic and Concept Knowledge Management 

Consol 

Usability evaluation is a core component of user-centered systems design which is a measure of 

interface quality that refers to the effectiveness and efficiency of a tool and the user‟s satisfaction 

with which users can perform tasks with it [101]. In the human-computer interaction domain, interac-

tions involve the user, the tools, and the ways the user and the tools work together. This chapter contains 

the report of usability evaluation for Linguistic and Concept Knowledge Management Consol. The 

evaluation was conducted with two domain expert participants. The evaluation was performed to evaluate 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction.  

11.1. Evaluation method 

Evaluating a system with a sample of users performing a set of well organize predetermined tasks is 

usually considered to yield the most realistic and reliable evaluation of a system's usability [101]. This 

method is known as User-based method [101]. This method also gives clear trace of vital problems. Some 

of the drawbacks of this method stated in [101] are: time consuming, expensive for large sample of users, 

requires running prototype for evaluation. Lewis [102] shows that the actual number of sample size main-

ly depend on the type of faults one looks for to discover and their relative probability of occurrence. 

However properly performed user-based methods with real users always give the truest estimate of a sys-

tem‟s efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfactorily. In our evaluation we asked the users to perform a set of 

well defined tasks with our developed system, during performing the tasks we also have recorded each 

task completion time to measure the speed of performance. As mentioned above, system testing using us-

er-based method is often constrained due to large sample of users‟ limitation. This constrain leads to sub-

stantial interest among HCI communities in finding how to achieve the maximum information from the 

smallest sample of users also determining what could the minimum sample size to perform an effective 

evaluation. There are popular myths that say a greater part of problems is possible to determine with only 

2 or 3 users.  

 

Evaluation criteria: 

 

 Effectiveness: whether or up to what extent the task is completed successfully. 

 Efficiency: The time taken to achieve the goals.  

 Satisfaction: Measured by a questionnaire administered after completion of all the tasks.  

Sample of Users: 

 

For a reliable usability test, the test participants (i.e., sample of users) should be representative of the in-

tended users [103]. Our system is particularly suited for the expert users (i.e., domain experts, ontology 

engineers) devoted in knowledge creation process. However the intended user of our system may or may 

not have computer expertise. Considering these facts, we have selected two postdoctoral research fellows 

with library science background as a domain expert.  

 

Evaluation Procedure: 

 

To obtain reliable measures it is essential that the test procedure should be as natural as possible. There 

were no interactions with the moderator. The participant carried out the tasks alone and they were asked  
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what to do or achieve, but not how to do it. The users were familiar with the structure of the ontology they 

were asked to work on but we didn‟t demonstrate the tools before. Our intension was to see also if our 

system is self-explanatory enough to guide the novice users (i.g., user without any prior knowledge about 

this tools) to perform the intended task. We prepared task package scenarios to comprehend various oper-

ations that can be performed with our system. It has been created in two groups –  

 

[1] Basic tasks: navigation on words, senses and concepts. Users were assigned tasks to test the dif-

ferent parts of the system (i.e. search an navigate within the same language, multilingual search 

and navigation, concept hierarchy browsing etc) and were required to find specific concept to test 

cross language retrieval from English to Italian.  

[2] Advance tasks:  CUD on Ontology. Users were asked to perform create, update and delete opera-

tions. 

 

There were 10 tasks for search and navigation and 15 tasks for CUD. Benchmark time was set by the de-

veloper of the application and two expert users participated in performing tasks. 

 

Efficiency was measured in time needed to get an answer from the system and the time taken to 

complete a CUD operation. 

 
Users‟ successfully completed tasks were used to assess the effectiveness of the UI presentation. The as-

sumption was that a good self-descriptive presentation would allow the user to complete a high percen-

tage of the CRUD operations those were asked to perform. 

 

In order to measure the user satisfaction level, we used heuristic approach with set of questions. After the 

tasks are completed, users are asked to provide feedback through a survey questionnaire where they de-

scribe in more detail the performance and perceptions of the system. The answers were graded e.g. low, 

moderate and high.  15 areas and different observations of satisfaction matrix were used for measuring the 

user satisfaction level. 

 

In this way we have derived the measures of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, based on the eval-

uation results and advice we identified the problems and determined modifications. 

11.2. Performance evaluation 

For search and navigations of words, senses and concepts, we put ten tasks. While we present the detail us-
er performance in the graph, the following table shows a comparison of aggregated performance for the 
given tasks. 

 
 Benchmark User 1 User 2 

Time taken for 10 tasks      01:31.26       05:17.90      03:09.80 
 

Table 5 Aggregate of task package 1, navigation on words, sense and concepts. 
 
 

While User-2 took longer than User-1, both took almost twice the benchmark time. One of the most 
important reasons is that the users were not briefed about the UI before the session, nor they were guided 
to conduct a wild evaluation. Other reasons were revealed in the satisfaction evaluation. 
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Figure 43 Comparison of performance for each task. 

 
 

Perhaps task 8 has already taken our attention. The task was to – Find its verb concept where “cat” has 
more general concept “colonization”. We put the task by accidental discovery and found it again. Howev-
er, User-1 managed to find it, don‟t know how. 

There were 15 main tasks for CRUD on ontology was asked to perform. The aggregate is as follows – 
 
 Benchmark User 1 User 2 

Time taken for 15 tasks     07:58.88      16:12.55       13:51.68 
 

Table 6Aggregate of task package 2, CRUD on ontology 
 

The difference between benchmark time and performed time should have been caused by the same 
above reason and reasons that shall be discussed later. 

 

 
Figure 44 CRUD on ontology. 
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User-2 took surprisingly longer time for task 5 (i.e., Create a Sense to be associated with a concept with 
no Sense in the language) and User-1 took longer for task 8 (i.e., Update a Word of a Sense - the properties 
of a word associated to a Sense). This is probably resulted from the misunderstanding of interface elements 
which later discussed the in recommendation section. 

Given the fact that users had no previous experience of using the system, therefore the task accom-
plishment time using the entire new system is acceptable. 

11.3. Effectiveness evaluation 

The number of tasks correctly completed out of the 10 basic and the 15 advanced tasks were used to 

measure the system effectiveness. This can be seen as a sort of system effectiveness in terms of self de-

scriptiveness of the system on the basis of the total work done by the user. The rationale behind this is 

that as the system was not demonstrated before to the sample users to see if the system is self-explanatory 

enough to guide the novice users, therefore the more number of tasks the user could solve would shows 

the more the system is effective. In this experiment the first 10 basic operations (i..e., search and naviga-

tion) are to measure the effectiveness of the display whereas the 15 advanced operations (i.e., CUD)  are 

to measure the effectiveness of the management mechanism of the system. 
 
For the 10 basic operations user-1 was able to complete all the tasks whereas the user-2 left one (i.e., 

task 8) which indicate the strong effectiveness of the system presentation. On the other hand from the 15 
advanced tasks user-1 was able to complete 13 tasks whereas the user-2 completed 14 tasks, given the fact 
that performing advanced work on an unknown system and completing 87 to 93 percents of work shows 
the significant effectiveness of the system‟s management mechanism. 

11.4. Satisfaction evaluation 

The elements of satisfaction were grouped in to the following categories with the number of observations. 
 

No. Features of user satisfaction No. of observations 

1 Visibility of System Status 11 

2 Match Between System and the Real World 5 

3 User Control and Freedom 6 

4 Consistency and Standards 6 

5 Recover from Errors 4 

6 Error Prevention 3 

7 Recognition Rather Than Recall 4 

8 Flexibility and Minimalist Design 4 

9 Aesthetic and Minimalist Design 3 

10 Skills (3) 3 

11 Pleasurable and Respectful Interaction 2 

 

Table 7 Satisfaction matrix being used. 

 

A total of 51 observations were graded by both users. Following is the summary of users rating.  

 

No. Feature Low Moderate High 

1 Visibility of System Status (11) 0 5 6 

2 Match Between System and the Real World (5) 0 2 3 

3 User Control and Freedom (6) 1 2 3 
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4 Consistency and Standards (6) 1 2 3 

5 Recover from Errors (4) 1 3 0 

6 Error Prevention (3) 0 1 2 

7 Recognition Rather Than Recall (4) 0 2 2 

8 Flexibility and Minimalist Design (4) 0 2 2 

9 Aesthetic and Minimalist Design (3) 1 2 0 

10 Skills (3) 0 2 1 

11 Pleasurable and Respectful Interaction (2) 0 0 2 

 Total 4 23 24 

 

Table 8 This summary table shows a very high satisfaction level of using the system. 

 

Though the above summary shows a very satisfaction level, but some individual observations proved fatal 

in the system and added in recommendation section. The relevant judgments were analyzed and were tak-

en into account when the final version of the system was released. Following graphs shows the rating by 

two users for each feature. To understand the graph, consider the feature 1 (Figure 45 Features rated by 

User 2 ) where there were 11 observations. Out those 11, 2 graded as „Low”, 2 graded as “Moderate” and 

7 graded as “High”. For this feature, the system scores 2.45 out of 3, which is quiet, a high rating! 

 
 

Figure 45 Features rated by User 2 
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Figure 46 Features rated by User 1 
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Chapter 12 

 
In this chapter we describe a model, Distributed Background Knowledge Infrastructure to enable seman-

tic search. This Chepter organized as follows. Section 12.1 expands more on the Search problems. Section 

12.3 describes the Semantic search approach, specifically CSearch. Section 12.4 described the limitation 

current approaches. Section 12.5 describes how syntactic search can be implemented on top of Structured 

P2P. Section 12.6 describes our solution CANet overlay followed by a example scenario. Section 12.8 we 

compare our work with other related work. In Section 12.9 we presented an evaluation of our current im-

plementation and thus present the conclusion and the future work. 

12. CANet: A Structured Distributed Background Knowledge Infra-

structure for Supporting Semantic Search 

Semantic search systems deal with meaning. To enable an effective semantic search, it is important to 

have sufficient metadata and background knowledge along with a suitable structure to utilize this for se-

mantic reasoning. To achieve this goal we propose the Concept Aware Network (CANet), a structured 

peer-to-peer overlay network that uses classification-based representation of the resources to enable se-

mantic resource discovery, which is built on available semantic attributes, on each peer. Documents 

stored by users in peers are classified in a manual, semi-automated or automated annotation of metadata. 

Classification consists of a set of nodes that hold the concepts that are interesting for the user. Each classi-

fication reflects the local view of user‟s interest. Related nodes among classifications are interconnected 

by means of semantic links that represent the semantic relationships between nodes, which can perform 

semantic reasoning on each other‟s contents. Initially CANet platform is build for supporting Concept 

Search by providing Distributed background knowledge and Inverted Index for semantic search over 

structured P2P network. However any search engines requires background knowledge for semantic rea-

soning can be build on the top of CANet.  A prototype of CANet has developed. 

12.1. Introduction 

The revolution of Internet and the Web has taken the computer and information technology into a new 

age. The amount of information on the web is growing fast. The progress of information and communica-

tion technologies has given access to a large amount of information, which is increasingly becoming dif-

ficult to comprehend or manage. Thus, there is a strong need for a search system that can efficiently 

search, filter, interpret, and summarize the information according to the user needs. 

Conventional search engines implement search for documents by using syntactic search, i.e., words or 

multi-word phrases are used as atomic elements in document and query representations. To perform a 

successful semantic search a semantic search engine must have the capability to understand the meaning 

of the web content. This can achieve by processing background knowledge and metadata that describe the 

content. One of the main obstacles providing web support is that, at present, the background knowledge 

of web content is not easily machine-accessible. Of course, there are various IR approaches to retrieve in-

formation. But their capabilities are still very limited to syntactic level without the semantics of user-

provided information, are known to suffer in general from low precision while being good at recall. Se-

mantic Web technologies offer us a new approach for managing information and processes, the funda-

mental principle of which is the creation and use of a semantic metadata that encompasses knowledge ac-

quisitions and presentations. 

Nowadays, the major search engines are based on a centralized architecture and are controlled by single 

authority despite their significant contribution to basic user needs. They attempt to create a single index 

for the whole Web. But the size, dynamics, and distributed nature of the Web make the search problem 

extremely hard, i.e., a very powerful server farm is required to have complete and up-to-date knowledge 

about the whole network to index it. Peer-to-Peer computing paradigm aim at decentralized organization 

principles of data and cooperative information management appeared as an alternative to centralized 

search engines for searching web content. In this objective they bring new degrees of freedom for chang-

ing information architectures and exchanging information between different peers in a network. Require-
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ments for computational and storage resources, robustness, and scalability are major advantages of the 

P2P architecture over the centralized architecture. Each peer in the P2P network organizes only a small 

portion of the total information by creating its local index, while being able to access the information 

stored in the whole network. Thus peer-to-peer (P2P) computing paradigm appeared as an alternative to 

centralized search engines for searching web content. 

In this paper we propose a semantic overlay network called CANet on top of distributed hash table (DHT) 

[104, 105, 106, 107] for supporting semantic reasoning by providing distributed background from divers 

sources distributed among all the peers in the network. 

12.2. Search Problems 

Information retrieval (IR) systems aim at mapping certain user information needs expressed by a natural 

language query q, to a finite or countably infinite set of documents d in the document collection D which 

can be of interest to user to satisfy user‟s specific and contingent information needs by ordering them ac-

cording to their relevance. Therefore IR can be represented as a mapping function:  

IR : Q →  D              (1)  

Conventional search engines implement the mapping function in Equation 1 by exploiting syntactic 

search with some degree of filtering mechanism, serving well to meet basic user needs. A word or a mul-

ti-word phrase is used as an atomic element (term) in document and query representations. A syntactic 

matching of words (match) is used for matching document and query terms. Syntactic matching is im-

plemented as search for equivalent words, words with common prefixes, or words within a certain edit 

distance with a given word with some degree of filtering mechanism. A big advantage of centralized 

search engines is that the number of messages needed in the query process is reduced to a minimum. It 

provides efficient bandwidth usage and quick response times. However, still there are noticeable prob-

lems associated with centralized syntactic search approaches: 

12.2.1 Low Precision 

Considering that most relevant pages are retrieved, they are of little use if another thousand or so mildly 

relevant or irrelevant documents were also retrieved. The reasons for low precision are:  

 

 Polysemy: The same word may have multiple meanings and, therefore, query results, computed 

by a syntactic search engine, may contain documents where the query word is used in a meaning 

that is different from what the user had in mind. e.g., Check → Bank check or Verification? 

 Complex concepts: Syntactic search engines fall short of taking into account complex concepts 

formed by natural language phrases and in discriminating among them. e.g., Computer table→ A 

laptop computer is on a coffee table. 

12.2.2 Low Recall 

Another less frequent problem with current search engines is low recall. Often it happens that we don‟t 

get any answer for our request, or that relevant pages are not retrieved. The reasons for low recall are: 

 

 Synonymy: Two different words can express the same meaning in a given context and, therefore, 

query results, computed by a syntactic search engine, may miss documents where the meaning of 

a query word is expressed by a different word. e.g., Student and Pupil 

 Related concepts: Syntactic search does not take into account concepts that are semantically re-

lated to the query concepts. e.g., Car → Volvo, FIAT, BMW  

12.3. Semantic Search Approach 
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In order to address the above mentioned problems of syntactic search, Concept Search (CSearch) [21] ex-

tend syntactic search with semantics. CSearch reuses retrieval models (Model) and data structures (Data 

Structure) of syntactic search with the difference in that now words (W) are substituted with complex 

concepts (C) and syntactic matching of words (WMatch) is extended to semantic matching of concepts 

(SMatch) .The main idea is to keep the same machinery which has made syntactic search so successful, 

but to modify it so that, whenever possible, syntactic search is substituted with semantic search, thus im-

proving the system performance. As a special case, when no semantic information is available, CSearch 

reduces to syntactic search, i.e.,the results produced by CSearch and syntactic search are the same. This 

idea is schematically represented in the equation below: 

 
Below we briefly describe how the words in W are converted into the complex concepts in C and also 

how the semantic matching SMatch is implemented in CSearch. We refer the interested reader to [21] for 

a complete account. 

12.3.1 From natural language to formal language 

To solve the problems related to the ambiguity of natural language, namely, the problems of polysemy and 
synonymy, we need to move from words, expressed in a natural language, to concepts (word senses), ex-
pressed in an unambiguous formal language.  

12.3.2 From words to phrases 

We assume that any piece of information can be encoded as an atomic concept and then, we can codify a 

set of atomic concepts to build complex concept. To solve the problem related to complex concepts, we 

need to analyze natural language phrases, which denote these concepts. We compute Complex concepts by 

analyzing meaning of the words and phrases and expressed in a propositional Description Logic (DL) lan-

guage [31]. Single words are converted into atomic concepts uniquely identified as lemma-sn, where lem-

ma is the lemma of the word, and sn is the sense number in BK (e.g., WordNet). For instance, the word car 

used in the sense of a automobile, which is the first sense in the BK, is converted into the atomic concept 

car-1. The conversion of words into atomic concepts is performed as follows. First, we look up and enu-

merate all meanings of the word in the BK. Next, we perform word sense filtering, i.e., we discard word 

senses which are not relevant in the given context (see [21, 108] for more details). Noun phrases are trans-

lated into the logical conjunction of atomic concepts corresponding to the words. Descriptive phrase, de-

fined as a set of noun phrases connected by coordinating conjunction OR, are translated into logical dis-

junction of formulas corresponding to the noun phrases. In general case, complex concepts (C) can be 

represented as disjunctions (t) of conjunctions ( ) of atomic concepts (A) without negation. Every docu-

ment is represented as an enumerated sequence of conjunctive components possibly connected by 

“ ”.  

C             (2) 

12.3.3 From string similarity to semantic similarity 

The problem with related concepts can be solved by incorporating knowledge about term relatedness (what 

we call the “Background Knowledge" (BK)). For instance, it can be statistical knowledge about word co-

occurrence, lexical knowledge about synonyms and related words, or ontological knowledge about classes, 

individuals, and their relationships. CSearch allows search for documents describing complex concepts 

which are semantically related to complex concepts in the user query. Formally a query answer  QA(C
q,
,T 

), in CSearch, is defined as follows: 

QA(C
q,
,T )={d| }                 (3) 
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where C
q
 is a complex query concept extracted from the query q, C

d
 is a complex document concept ex-

tracted from the document d, and T is a terminological knowledge base (i.e., the BK) which is used in or-

der to check if C
d
 is more specific then C

q
. A small fragment of T is represented in Figure 4. T can be 

thought of as an acyclic graph, where links represent subsumption axioms in the form Ai  Aj , with Ai 

and Aj atomic concepts. Query answer QA(C
q
,T ), defined in Equation 4, is computed by using a position-

al inverted index. A posting list P(t) is a list of all postings for term t:  P(t) =[ d,  freq , [position] ] , 

where d, freq, [position]  is a posting consisting of a document d associated with term t, the frequency 

freq of t in d, and a list [position] of positions of t in d. CSearch adopt a positional inverted index to index 

conjunctive components A
d
 by all more general or equivalent atomic concepts from T , where the in-

verted index dictionary consists of atomic concepts from T. The posting list P(A) for an atomic concept A 

stores the positions of conjunctive components A
d
, such that, A

d
   A. Now the query answer QA(C

q
,T) 

can be computed just by merging posting lists. For instance, positions of conjunctive components A
d
 

which are more specific than complex query concept A
q
, i.e., A

d
 A

q
, can be computed by intersect-

ing the posting lists for all the atomic concepts A
q
 in A

q
. 

12.4. Limitations Of Current Approaches 

The main limitation of CSearch is that it is a centralized system, i.e., the BK and the inverted index are 

stored in a single place. As any other centralized system, CSearch cannot scale without the need for power-

ful servers. It is also not realistic to assume that a single user can have a complete BK for all the possible 

domains; therefore, reasoning is always performed with respect to an incomplete BK. Almost every NLP 

application nowadays requires a certain level of semantic analysis of natural languages. Processing natural 

languages must require information about words and their meanings as background knowledge. Different 

Lexical knowledgebase‟s are served as useful resources to support this purpose. One of the widely used 

lexical knowledgebase is WordNet common in various applications including Information Retrieval (dif-

ferent types of applications can be found in [109]). However the diversity and the heterogeneity of natural 

language cannot be covered by single adaptation of WordNet even though they contain sufficiently wide 

range of words. Despite their adaptation for several languages and domains they don‟t cover special do-

main vocabulary and also that they are discrete and scattered across multiple physical locations. There is 

no uniform way to access them. See [110] for the problems which emerges when a part of the knowledge is 

missing. 

It is important to express the documents in such that it can be used for semantic reasoning during search 

process. User generated classification hierarchies have always been used by humans as the most effective 

and intuitive way to organize their knowledge according to their subjective view of a domain of interest 

[1, 111]. Nodes in this classification specify concepts which are interesting for the user. Accordingly, the 

whole classification specifies the user interest profile. But what attributes the problem of unified human 

knowledge is the lack of support for uniform access to multiple Knowledge Bases located in different 

physical location. Highly dynamics and distributed nature of the Web make it unlikely that any centra-

lized system can ever have complete and up-to-date knowledge about the whole network; therefore a dis-

tributed architecture is essential. Importantly, the scalability issue of distributed systems is our classic 

consideration in this paper. 

12.5. Structured P2P 

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) have been proposed as a way to enable an efficient discovery of objects in 

a very large structured P2P network [104, 105, 106, 107]. In DHT, every object is associated with a key, 

which is transformed into a hash using some hash function. The range of the output values of the hash 

function forms an ID space. Every peer in the network is responsible for storing a certain range of keys. 

Values, e.g., objects or information about objects, are stored at the precisely specified locations defined by 

the keys. The two main operations provided by DHT are: 

 put (key, value) - stores the value on the peer responsible for the given key. 

 get (key) → value - finds a peer responsible for the key and retrieve the value for the key. 
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A straightforward way to implement syntactic search is to use the DHT to distribute peers' inverted in-

dices in the P2P network [112]. Peers locally compute posting lists P(t) for every term t and store them in 

the network by using the DHT 'put' operation. The key in this case is a term t while the value is a posting 

list P(t) associated with t. In DHT, each peer is responsible for a few terms and for every term t the peer 

merges all the posting lists P(t) for t from all the peers in the network. In order to find a set of documents 

which contain a term t we just need to contact the peer responsible for t and retrieve the corresponding 

posting list. The DHT 'get' operation does exactly this. In order to search for more than one term, we, first, 

need to retrieve posting lists for every single term, and then to intersect all these posting lists. The above 

approach has several problems (see e.g. [113, 114]). One problem is storage, for a large document collec-

tion, the number and the size of posting lists can be also large. Therefore, the storage needed to store the 

posting lists can potentially be bigger than the storage peers can allocate. Traffic a problem occurs as post-

ing lists needs to be transferred when peers join or leave the network. Searching with multiple terms re-

quires intersection of posting lists, which also need to be transferred. In the case of huge posting lists, 

bandwidth consumption can exceed the maximum allowed [109]. Popularity of terms can vary enormous-

ly. It can result in an extremely imbalanced load e.g., some peers will store and transfer much more data 

than others. 

Several approaches were proposed in order to address the described above problems and to improve per-

formance of information retrieval in structured P2P networks. Some of optimization techniques that can 

improve the performance of posting lists intersecting are summarized in [109]. Caching of results for que-

ries with multiple terms is discussed in [105, 115]. In [115], only those queries are cached which are fre-

quent enough and simple flooding is used for rare queries. In [113], only top terms are used for indexing 

of each document. Moreover, the term lists are stored on peers responsible for these top terms. Notice that 

by using only the top terms we can decrease the quality of search results. Automatic query expansion is 

proposed as a way to address this problem [113]. Some techniques to balance the load across the peers are 

also presented in [113]. Normally users are interested only in a few (k) high quality answers. An example 

of the approach for retrieving top k results, which does not require transmitting of entire posting lists, is 

discussed in [116]. In [117], indexing is performed by terms and term sets appearing in a limited number 

of documents. Different filtering techniques are used in [117] in order to make vocabulary to grow linear-

ly with respect to the document collection size. In [116], it was proposed to index a peer containing a 

document and not the document itself. At search time, first, those peers are selected, which are indexed by 

all the terms in the query, then, the most promising peers are select, and finally, local search is performed 

on these peers. However these approaches are implementing syntactic search. Therefore, the problems of 

syntactic search, i.e., problems of polysemy, synonymy, complex concepts, and related concepts, can also 

affect the quality of the results produced by these approaches 

12.6. CANet 

To address the above problems we developed CANet, an overly network which exploit DHT as a structured 

P2P network for the implementation of concept overly, that deals with complex concept to support com-

plex queries which goes beyond the key or just keyword search. CANet extend the centralized version of 

CSearch to the distributed level. 

 

 
Figure 47 CANet Layers 
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CANet organize the information in three layers by creating a peer-network-peer architecture (See 

Fig.38). The bottom layer, or peer resource layer, stores the files, pear meta-information, user-generated 

classifications, links and meta information for semantic reasoning. Middle layer, the CANet overly, sum-

marizes and indexes the essential information from the bottom layer in order to facilitate efficient and 

quick search processes within CANet. We do this as follows, first, we extend the reasoning with respect to 

a single background knowledge T to the reasoning with respect to the background knowledge TP2P which is 

distributed among all the peers in the network. Second, we extend the centralized inverted index (II) to dis-

tributed inverted index build on top of DHT. The idea is schematically represented in the equation below. 

CSearch works on the top layer as a local search system. 

 
In the following, we show how the distributed background knowledge TP2P are implemented in CANet us-

ing DHT to provide an efficient distributed semantic indexing and retrieval. 

12.6.1 Distributed Background Knowledge 

To access the background knowledge T, stored on a single peer, CSearch needs at least the following three 

methods: 

getConcepts(W) returns a set of all the possible meanings (atomic concepts A) for word W. For 

example, getConcepts(canine) → {canine-1 ('conical tooth'), canine-2 ('mammal with long muzzles')}. 

getChildren(A) returns a set of all the more specific atomic concepts which are directly connected 

to the given atomic concept A in T . For example, with respect to T in Figure 4, getChildren (carnivore-1) 

→ { canine-2, feline-1}. 

getParents(A) returns a set of all the more general atomic concepts which are directly connected 

to the given atomic concept A in T . For example, with respect to T in Figure 4, getParents (dog-1) → {ca-

nine-2}. 

In order to provide access to background knowledge TP2P distributed over all the peers in the CANet over-

lay, we create distributed background knowledge DBK using DHT. In DBK, each atomic concept A is 

identified by a unique concept ID (AID) which is composed from peer ID (PID), where peer is a creator of 

the atomic concept, and local concept ID in the Knowledge Base of the peer. Every atomic concept A is 

represented as a 3-tuple: A = <AID,POS,GLOSS>, where AID is a concept ID ; POS is a part of speech; and 

GLOSS is a natural language description of A. In the rest of the paper, for the sake of presentation, instead 

of complete representation <AID, POS,GLOSS> we use just lemma-sn. 

12.6.2 Indexing 

Atomic concepts are indexed by words using the DHT 'put' operation, e.g., put(canine,{canine-1, canine-

2}). Moreover, every atomic concept is also indexed by related atomic concepts together with the corres-

ponding relations. We use a modification of the DHT 'put' operation put(A, B, Rel), which stores atomic 

concept B with relation Rel on the peer responsible for (a hash of) atomic concept A, e.g., put(canine-2, 

dog-1, 'v'), put(canine-2, carnivore-1, 'w'). 

After DBK has been created, getConcepts(W) can be implemented by using the DHT 'get' operation, 

i.e., getConcepts(W) = get(W). Both methods getChildren(A) and getParents(A) are implemented by using 

a modified DHT 'get' operation get(A, Rel), i.e., getChildren(A) = get(W, 'v') and getParents(A) = get(W, 

'w'). The operation get(A,Rel) finds a peer responsible for atomic concept A and retrieve only those atomic 

concepts B which are in relation Rel with A. 

Let us now see how DBK can be bootstrapped. At the beginning we have one single peer in the P2P 

network and DBK is equivalent to the background knowledge T of this peer. For example, T can be created 

from WordNet. A new peer joining the CANet bootstraps its own background knowledge from DBK by 

doing the following three steps. First, the peer computes a set of words which are used in the local docu-

ment collection. Second, the peer download from DBK a set of all the atomic concepts which are asso-
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ciated  with these words by using 'getConcepts' method. Finally, the peer downloads all the more general 

atomic concepts by recursively calling 'getParents' method. 

After bootstrapping, a user of each peer can extend DBK in the domain of her expertise according to her 

needs. The user can add a new atomic concept A to DBK by providing a set of words W, a part-of-speech 

POS, and a gloss GLOSS. By using the 'getConcepts' method, the peer retrieves from DBK all the atomic 

concepts A indexed by words in W. Then, glosses of retrieved concepts are compared with the GLOSS pro-

vided by user. We use gloss-based matchers from [31, 21, 118]. If no similar concepts are found, then A is 

created in the peer's local background knowledge and indexed in DBK. The user can also add a new mean-

ing (i.e.,to assign an atomic concept A) to a word W. Similarly to how it was described above, before add-

ing a new information, system checks if this information is not already in the system. Moreover, the user 

can define a new relation between atomic concepts in DBK. Before adding a new relation, system first 

checks if this relation does not introduce cycles in DBK. Cycles should be prevented because we need to 

have an acyclic DBK. Also system checks if the given relation cannot be decomposed into a sequence of 

existing relations. This step is done in order to minimize the amount of stored information.  

Notice, that by extending peer's background knowledge T to DBK which stores TP2P , we are likely to 

have a higher coverage on words, atomic concepts, and relations. Therefore, we can enable semantics to a 

higher extend in the semantic continuum, e.g., when user types a word which is not present in her T , she 

can use atomic concepts from background knowledge of other peers stored in DBK. 

12.6.3 Query Answering 

The query answer defined in Equation 3, can be extended to the case of distributed search by taking into 

account that the document collection DP2P is equivalent to the union of all the documents from all the peers 

in the network (where each document d is uniquely identified by a document ID) and also that background 

knowledge TP2P is distributed among all the peers. 

QA(C
q
,TP2P)={d DP2P|C

d
d, s.t. TP2P  C

d
 ⊑ C

q
 }   (4) 

Let us consider a subset QA(C
q
,TP2P,A) of the query answer QA(C

q
,TP2P). QA(C

q
,TP2P ,A) consists of 

documents d which contain at least one complex concept C
d
 which is more specific than the complex query 

concept C
q
 and contains atomic concept A. 

QA(C
q
,TP2P,A)={d DP2P|C

d
d, s.t. TP2P C

d
 ⊑ C

q
 and  A

d
C

d
, s.t. A

d
=A

d
 }    

       (5) 

 

If by C(A) we denote a set of all atomic concepts A
d
, which are equivalent to or more specific than con-

cept A, i.e., 

C(A)={A
d
| TP2P  A

d
  ⊑ A }         (6) 

then, it can be shown that, given Equation 6, the query answer QA(C
q
,TP2P ) can be computed as fol-

lows where A* is an arbitrarily chosen atomic concept A
q
 in conjunctive component A

q
. 

 (7) 

Given Equation 7, the query answer can be computed by using a recursive algorithm described below. 

The algorithm takes as input complex query concept C
q
 and computes as output a query answer QA in five 

macro steps: 

Step1  Initialize a query answer: QA = null      

Step2 Select one atomic concept A from every conjunctive component A
q
 in complex query con-

cept C
q
. For every selected A, repeat steps 3, 4, and 5. 

Step 3 Compute QA(C
q
,TP2P,A) and add the results to QA. 

Step 4 Compute a set Cms of all more specific atomic concepts B which are directly connected to 

the given atomic concept A in TP2P. 

Step 5 If Cms ≠ null, then for every atomic concept in Cms, repeat steps 3, 4, and 5. 
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Note, that on step 2, atomic concepts A can be selected arbitrarily. In order to minimize the number of 

iterations, we chose A with the smallest number of more specific atomic concepts. The smaller the number, 

the fewer times we need to compute QA(Cq, TP2P,A) on step 3. 

In the following, we, first, show how documents are indexed in P2P CSearch, and then we show how 

the described above algorithm can be implemented. 

In CANet, complex concepts are computed in the same way as in CSearch (see Section 12.3). The only 

difference is that now if an atomic concept is not found in the local background knowledge T, then TP2P is 

queried instead. CANet also uses the same document representation as CSearch. After document represen-

tations are computed, the indexing of documents is performed as follows. Every peer computes a set of 

atomic concepts A which appear in the representations of peer's documents. For every atomic concept A, 

the peer computes a set of documents d which contain A. For every pair <A,d>, the peer computes a set 

S(d,A) of all the complex document concepts C
d
 in d, which contain A. 

S(d,A) = {C
d
  d | A  C

d
 }          (8) 

For example, if d is document D1 in Figure 3 and A is equivalent to dog-1, then S(d,A) = {small-4  ba-

by-3  dog-1}. For every A, the peer sends document summaries corresponding to A, i.e., pairs <d , S(d,A) 

>, to a peer PA responsible for A in DBK. The peer PA indexes these summaries using the local CSearch. In 

total, every peer in the network is responsible for some words and for some atomic concepts. Peers main-

tain the following information for their words and concepts: (1) For every word, the peer stores a set of 

atomic concepts (word senses) for this word, (2) For every atomic concept, the peers stores a set of direct 

more specific and more general atomic concepts , (3) Document summaries <d , S(d,A)> for all the atomic 

concepts A (for which the peer is responsible) are stored on the peer and indexed in the local CSearch, i.e., 

the summaries are indexed in the positional inverted index. 

 

 
Figure 48 An example of the peers index information stored on the peer responsible for a single word canine 

and for a single atomic concept canine-2 

12.7. Example Scenario 

In this section we have described the different steps of the algorithm for computing the query answer in 

CANet: 

Step 1 A peer PI initiates the query process for complex query concept C
q
 and initialize the query an-

swer QA. 

Step 2 For every  A
q
 in C

q
, PI selects A in  A

q
 with the smallest number of more specific atomic con-

cepts. For every selected A, C
q
 is propagated to the peer PA responsible for A. 

Step 3 PA receives the query concept C
q
 and locally (by using CSearch) computes the set 

QA(C
q
,TP2P,A). The results are sent directly to PI . On receiving new results QA(C

q
,TP2P,A), PI merges 

them with QA. An (intermediate) result is shown to the user. 

Step 4 PA computes the set Cms by querying locally stored  more specific concepts (e.g., see 'More spe-

cific concepts' in Figure 2). 

Step 5 PA propagates C
q
 to all the peers PB responsible for atomic concepts B in Cms, i.e., Step 2 is re-

peated on every PB. 

Note, that, in order to optimize query propagation, peer PA can pre-compute addresses of peers PB 

which are responsible for more specific atomic concepts, and use DHT to locate such peers only when pre-

computed information is outdated. 
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An example of how the query answer QA(C
q
,TP2P;A) is computed is given in Figure 40. Peers, 

represented as small circles, are organized in a DHT overlay, represented as a ring. A query consisting of a 

single query concept C
q
 =little-4  canine-2 is submitted to peer PI . Let us assume that atomic concept 

canine-2 has smaller number of more specific atomic concepts then concept little-4. In this case, C
q
 is 

propagated to a peer Pcanine-2, i.e., the peer responsible for atomic concept canine-2. The query propagation 

is shown as a firm line in Figure 3. Pcanine-2 searches in a local CSearch index with C
q
. No results are found. 

Pcanine-2  collects all the atomic concepts which are more specific then canine-2, i.e., atomic concepts dog-1 

and wolf-1. Query concept C
q
 is propagated to peers Pdog-1 and Pwolf-1. Pdog-1 finds no results while Pdog-1 

finds document D1. D1 is an answer because it contains concept small-4  baby-3  dog-1 which is more 

specific than little-4  canine-2. D1 is sent to PI , which presents it to the user. The results propagation is 

shown as a dash line in Figure 3. Both peers Pdog-1 and Pwolf-1 have no more specific concepts than dog-1 

and wolf-1, therefore they do not propagate C
q
 to any other peers. 

Note that the further we go in propagating query, the less precise is the answer. For instance, the user 

searching for canine-2 might be more interested in documents about concept canine-2 than in documents 

about concept dog-1, and she can be not interested at all in documents about very specific types of dogs. In 

CANet, we allow user to specify the max allowed distance in numbers of links between atomic concepts in 

TP2P . Notice that this distance is similar to a standard time-to-live (TTL) [112]. In order to compute the 

query answer for a more complex query, the intersection of posting lists needs to be computed. Since our 

approach is not replacing syntactic search but extending it with semantics, for an efficient implementation 

of the intersection, we can reuse the optimization techniques developed in P2P syntactic search (see e.g. 

Section 5). 

 

 
Figure 49 Query answering 

 

Other syntactic techniques, e.g., for ranking and merging of query results, can also be reused in CANet. 

For this, words, in these techniques, need to be replaced by concepts and syntactic matching needs to be 

replaced by semantic matching. Notice that in some P2P search approaches, instead of a single document, 

a group of documents, a peer, or a group of peers are indexed and searched. Our approach can be adapted 

to these problems: a group of documents, peers, or a group of peers should be annotated by complex con-

cepts and then they can be indexed in the same way as a single document. 

12.8. Related Work 

A number of P2P search approaches have been proposed in the literature (for an overview see [112]). Ex-

amples of how full text retrieval can be efficiently implemented on top of structured P2P networks are de-
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scribed in [114, 119, 113, 122, 115, 116, 117,]. All of these approaches are based on syntactic matching 

of words and, therefore, the quality of results produced by these approaches can be negatively affected by 

the problems related to the ambiguity of natural language. CANet is based on semantic matching of con-

cepts which allows it to deal with ambiguity of natural language. Note that, since our approach extends 

syntactic search and does not replace it, the optimization techniques which are used in P2P syntactic 

search can be easily adapted to CANet. Some P2P search approaches use matching techniques which are 

based on the knowledge about term relatedness. For instance, statistical knowledge about term co-

occurrence is used in [120]. Knowledge about synonyms and related terms is used in [121]. Differently 

from these approaches, CANet is based on semantic matching of complex concepts and knowledge about 

concept relatedness is distributed among all the peers in the network 

12.9. Performance evaluation 

The possibility of OS resource allocation noise (e.g., thread scheduling) while performing the evaluation 

has been reduced by mean deviation over 10 samples on similar settings.We increased the number of 

peers with a factor of 10 and the highest number of peers taken is 60, and they ran parallel on a single 

machine. 340,000 concepts were randomly equally distributed among the peers without duplication. Five 

levels of concept depth were considered where the last level (Level Max) recursively looks for the last of 

concept hierarchy. The first level computes the first child of given query and other consecutive levels ac-

counts for up to forth descendants. The sample query string is composed of 19 words with 55 senses in 

total. In order to obtain imperative data we conducted the evaluation for second level, third, fourth and 

max level. The concepts obtained from the CVs of different peers at each level are 2707, 8203, 17307 and 

30034 respectively. 

 

 
Figure 50 Query propagation time over number of peers and concept depth. 

 

The above graph shows along the Y axis that the numbers of peers exerts very little impact on the perfor-

mance while other settings remain same. It could be due to the small number of peers taken for evaluation 

or the sampling was too close. However, the distinguishable difference could be observed with different 

concept level. 

 The following graph shows a decrease in performance at different concept depth which takes a linear 

computational time. The supposition we made here that a concept depth cannot go in infinite in any case. 
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Figure 51 Time increases with the increase of concept depth. 

12.10. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have presented an approach, called CANet, which allows for a semantic search on top 

of distributed hash table (DHT). There are two main aspects in which CANet extends CSearch: (i) centra-

lized document index is replaced by distributed index build on top of DHT; (ii) reasoning with respect to 

single background knowledge is extended to the reasoning with respect to the background knowledge dis-

tributed among all the peers in the network. CANet addresses the scalability problem of CSerarch and the 

ambiguity problem of natural language in P2P syntactic search. Our evaluation shows that the solution is 

highly scalable both in terms of number of peers and distributed background knowledge. While the diffe-

rentiated value between level 3 and 4 is 0.352, for same settings, this value between level 4 and max 

depth (could have been more than 5) is 0.481.  
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Chapter 13 

 

13. Conclusion and future work 

In this thesis we have presented the three-level architecture (The universal knowledge , the background 

knowledge and the user knowledge ) of a high quality knowledge base for solving the semantic hetero-

geneity problem, namely the problem of diversity in knowledge, and therefore support interoperability. 

We have shown that, the only meaningful way to approach the semantic heterogeneity problem is to allow 

and support knowledge diversity in language, culture, purpose and belief. This can be achieved by help-

ing people to organize and make accessible their knowledge and create powerful tools to support intero-

perability. The more people will be able or will want to share the more they will interoperate. As a part of 

the solution we have presented the details of the different parts of the universal knowledgebase , namely 

linguistic and concept knowledge, domain knowledge and entity(this thesis covered entity type of the enti-

ty) , which will be able to manage knowledge allowing users to personalize and evolve it  

 

We have presented the three-level architecture whereas in this we focused on the construction and main-

tenance of the universal knowledge  part. From Entities part  we covered the e-types which provide con-

straints about the metadata (i.e., kind of attributes) associated to the entities of that kind. But we didn‟t 

need to build a system for managing entity also. Moreover this work didn‟t include the local background 

knowledge part. Though the UK and the BK  have the same structure ,  construction of the universal 

knowledge and local background knowledge should provide the right amount of flexibility necessary to 

take into account all dynamics connected to the knowledge management (creation, indexing, browsing 

and searching, evolution and transfer) taking into account different viewpoints. They should represent the 

fundamental means to interpret classifications built locally by users, by translating them into their formal 

representation (namely into lightweight ontologies), indexed objects and their annotations and to enable 

the execution of some basic semantic services on top of them, such as semantic matching, search and na-

vigation. It also includes the development of the necessary algorithms and tools for supporting these ac-

tivities. This in turn will introduce the research challenge to solve.  
 

We also have presented an p2p indexing approach, called CANet, which allows for a semantic search on 

top of distributed hash table (DHT). Future work includes: (i) the development of techniques which can 

control the quality of a user input and in general to control the quality of DBK; (ii) the development of 

document relevance metrics based on both syntactic and semantic similarity of query and document de-

scriptions; (iii) evaluating the efficiency of the proposed solution. 
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Appendix A: Usability Evaluation Tasks 

 
 

Basic Tasks: Search and Navigation 

 
 Search and navigate Words 

 Search and navigate Senses 

 Search and navigate Concepts related with Senses 

 Discover the relations which are defined between the selected concepts  
 

Search and navigation: Words , Senses, Concepts 
 User Tasks Task 

time 

1 Run Linguistic console from Firefox  

2 Search the word “Cat” from the Words panel  

3 Navigate the sense result list   

4 Click in a sense to populate the concept hierarch for the above senses and examine the rela-
tions. 

 

6 Find the concept where “Bengal tiger” is-a type of “cat”.  

7 Toggle the concept hierarchy from parent-child to child-parent.  

8 Find the concept where cat is a carnivore.  

9 Find its verb concept where cat has a more general concept “colonization”  

9 Navigate the concept hierarchy by changing the view to “Children to Parents” by clicking on 
the  “Parents /Children” button form the concept panel and do the vice versa 

 

10 Find the corresponding Italian sense of “cat”  from the sense panel by clicking on „show in 
other language‟ button attached with senses 

 

11 Change the language using the language combo and repeat the above task   

 
 

Advance Tasks: CRUD on ontology 

 

 Search and navigate the concept for a given Word 

 View and edit the exceptional forms of a Word 

 Modify the properties (e.g. the rank) of a Word w.r.t. a Sense 

 Create/Delete/Update a Sense and its properties (the POS, the gloss, its set of words) 

 Associate a Sense to a Concept 

 Visualize all the relations for a given Concept  

 Create/Remove a relation between two Concepts 

 

CRUD on ontology 
 User Tasks Task 

time 

1 Run Linguistic console from Firefox  

2 Search the word “Cat” from the Words panel  

3 Create a new Sense for the word “Cat”: 

1. Click on the add Sense button in the Sense panel.  

2. A message box will appear and will ask the user  weather he wants to create a new 

sense for  “Cat”  or just create a new Sense?  
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3. Press 'Ok'.  

4. Type the word in the word input box.. 

5. Specify the rank by entering any positive numeric value 

6. Select the word as “preferred term” by selecting the preferred term checkbox. 

7. Enter the natural language description of the sense in the gloss field. 

8. Set the the part of speech of the word in the sense. 

9. Finally, pressed the „Create Sense‟ for final commit. 

4 Create a Sense as a new root concept: 
1. Click on the add Sense button in the Sense panel.  

2. A message box will be appear and will ask the user  weather he wants to create a new 

Sense of  “Cat”  or just create a new Sense?  

3. Press 'Cancel' just to create a new Sense" 

4. Type the word in the word input box. 

5. Specify the rank by entering any positive numeric value 

6. Select the word as “preferred term” by selecting the preferred term checkbox. 

7. Enter the natural language description of the Sense in the gloss field. 

8. Set the the part of speech of the word in the Sense. 

9. Finally, pressed the „Create Sense‟ for final commit. 

 

6  Create a Sense to be associated with a concept with no Sense in the language: 
1. Select a concept with the label “?” from the concept panel 

2. A dialog box will be appear with the message  “No concept description available in " 

Italian"! Press 'OK' to create concept description  Or you might try by changing the 

language." 

3. Press OK. 

4. Look at the other languages to understand what the concept is about. To do this just 

change the language from the Word panel. If you find any concept in any other lan-

guage then use this information to construct the the Sense information in the language 

you are working with. 

5. Fill up the information for word and Sense as for the create Sense operation described 

in section 3. 

6. Finally click on “Create Sense” button of the CUD panel. 

 

7  Create a Sense to be associated with a concept with no Sense in the language: 

7. Select a concept with the label “?” from the concept panel 

8. A message box will be appear with the message  “No concept description available in " 

Italian"! Press 'OK' to create concept description  Or you might try by changing the 

language." 

9. Press OK. 

10. Look at the other languages to understand what the concept is about. The user can do 

this just by changing the language from the Word panel. When the user selects a dif-

ferent language, all the information in the UI remains the same but it is shown in the 

selected language. If the user finds any concept in any other language then he can get 

some idea on the Sense information in the language he is working with. 

11. Fill up the information for word and Sense as for the create Sense operation described 

in task 4. 

12. User click on add word button of the CUD panel. 

 

8 Add a word to an existing Sense:  
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2. Selects a Sense from the Senses panel in which you wanted to add the word.  

3. Click on the edit Sense button attached with the selected Sense. As a consequence, the 

CUD panel will be initialized with the information of the selected Sense. List of exist-

ing word(s) will appear in the words list box of the “manage Sense” segment.   

4. Click on the add word button from the words list box in the “Manage Sense” panel 

which will activate the “Manage word” panel on the left of the CUD  with blank val-

ues.  

5. Type the word in the word text box and presses enter. If the word already exists (in any 

other Sense) the exceptional forms related to that word will be automatically shown.  

6. Set the word as preferred term  

7. Finally, press the Add Word button. 

 

9 Remove a word from a Sense: 
1. Select the Sense from the Senses panel and click on the update Sense button.  

2. The information for the Sense will appear in the CUD panel. The list of words for that 

Sense will appear in the words list box.  

3. To remove a word click on the  button of any word. 

 

 

10 Update a Word of a Sense (the properties of a word associated to a Sense): 
- Select the Sense from the Senses panel and click on the update Sense button. 

The list of words for that Sense will appear in the words list box.  The pre-

ferred word will appear in the word input box together with its information.  

- Select any word from the words list that you wants to modify and  change the 

following information of that word:  

- Exceptional forms.  

- Rank (in the Sense) 

- Is preferred term (in the Sense) 

- Finally, press the Update word button to commit the changes. 

 

11 Update Gloss and POS of a Sense: 
1. Follow the  same procedure as update a word of a Sense,  

2. Finally press the Update Sense button after making the changes to gloss and POS. 

 

12 Delete a Sense: 

1.To delete a Sense select the Sense from the Senses panel and click on the delete button  
attached with the Sense block  

 

13 Delete a Sense from one language and then recreate it: 
1. Search the word H2o and  select the Sense. 

2. Check its corresponding Sense in Italian language 

3. Delete this English Sense by clicking on the delete button  attached with the Sense. 

4. Change the language in Italian and search for the word H2o. 

5. Click on the  down arrow button so see its English meaning. 

6. The English meaning will show “undefined?” and a  button will appear  with the de-

scription block. 

7. Click on the  button and create the sysnet (as  described task 4) 

8. Add the word “water” with h2o (as  described task 8) 

 

14 Linking the (concept corresponding to the) Sense with an existing concept: 
 

 

15 Delete a relation:  
1. Select the Sense from the Senses panel and click on the update Sense button attached 
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with the Sense block.  

2. The list of relation for corresponding concept of that Sense will appear in the “Manage 

Relation” panel. 

3. To remove a relation click on the   button of any relation from the Relation-Target 

table. 

16 Update a relation type:  
1. Select the Sense from the Senses panel and click on the update Sense button attached 

with the Sense.  

2. Select the relation from the Relation-Target table that you wanted to update.  

3. The selected relation will appear in the relation and target concept fields. Change the 

relation type (e.g., is-a, part-of) from the relation dropdown list to update.  

4. Finally click on “Update Relation” button to commit the change. 

 

17 Create a sample concept hierarchy: 
1. Create three sample concepts  Concept1, Concept2 and Concept3. 

2. Make the Concept1  parent of Concept2 

3. Make the Concept3 child of Concept1   

   

 

 

 

 

Appendix B: Heuristic Feedback 
 

The feedback detailed below represents a heuristic review which provides important data to our design team while 

the development of Linguistic and Conceptual management console. It helps us find out the usability problems in 

the user interface and contribute as part of the iterative design process. 

 

Introduction 
 

The linguistic knowledge  is the part of the UK that handles and provides the storage for the natural language infor-

mation used to describe the concepts stored in the Concept Core. It defines words, their synonyms, word senses 

(grouped into synsets), and describe the senses of each word with natural language descriptions (glosses).  

The Linguistic and Conceptual management console is the user interface which users access the semantic informa-

tion. The goal of this user interface is to make user-friendly and effective management console in Sweb browser to 

perform CRUD operations (including search and navigation) on the Linguistic and Conceptual part for the Universal 

Knowledge.  

 

Evaluation provided by:  _____________________________  

Email:  ___________________________________________ 
Date of evaluation:  _________________________________ 
 

Three-point scale 
 

   Low The heuristic is far from satisfaction. Users may make mistake or cannot complete the 

task because the flaw in the interface 

   Moderate The heuristic is generally achieved. Users can finish their work but there is space for 

improvement 

   High The heuristic is highly achieved. Users are benefit from the heuristic and work effi-

ciently 

 

User Interface Checklist (a mark in the checkbox indicates applicability) 
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Visibility of System Status             How satisfied is this requirement?          Comment 

•  Visual feedback when 

sense/concepts are selected 

•  After the user completes an action, 

there is feedback that indicate the 

next action can be started 

•  Response times are appropriate to 

the task (Simple, frequent:  < 1s; 

Common: 2-4s; Complex: 8-12s) 

•  A consistent icon design scheme 

across the system 

•  Prompts and Errors are visible to 

users 

•  The interface communicates what is 

the relation among classifications 

and nodes 

•  It is obvious how to operate the 

browsing tree 

•  The interface communicates what 

search scope is being searched 

•  It is obvious where in the search in-

terface to enter a query 

•  Search result info. (search query 

scope, number of results) is clearly 

shown  

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High  

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High  

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

Match Between System and the  

Real World                         How satisfied is this requirement?             Comment 

•  Language and phrases familiar to 

user 

•  Icons are concrete and familiar 

•  Menu choices are readily unders-

tood meaning 

•  Search query is simple to define 

•  User can narrow the search results 

in a logical way 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

User Control and Freedom              How satisfied is this requirement?            Comment 

•  Users are facilitated in decision 

making and task processing 

•  Users are prompted to confirm op-

erations that have destructive con-

sequences 

•  Users can reverse their actions 

•  Users can move forward and back-

ward between classifications/ nodes 

•  Query builder in advanced search 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 
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can be used effectively 

•  Users easily leave search and start 

browsing for relevant content 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

__________________ 

 

Consistency and Standards             How satisfied is this requirement?           Comment 

•  Integers, real numbers and charac-

ters are aligned probably 

•  Embedded field-level prompts ap-

pear to the right of the field label 

•  Menu structure matches the task 

structure 

•  Attention techniques (intensity, size, 

font and color) are used with care 

•  Important information is placed at 

the beginning of the prompt 

•  User actions/system objects are 

named consistently, in grammatical 

and style, across  the interface 

•  Interfaces and operations follow the 

design of offline(desktop) applica-

tion paradigm 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

__________________ 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and  

Recover from Errors              How satisfied is this requirement?          Comment 

•  Prompts are brief and unambiguous 

•  Messages place users in control of 

the interface 

•  Error messages suggest the cause of 

the problem 

•  Error messages indicate what action 

the user needs to take to correct the 

error 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

Error Prevention               How satisfied is this requirement?          Comment 

•  Menu choices are logical, distinc-

tive and mutually exclusive 

•  The interface prevents users from 

making errors whenever possible 

•  Data entry boxes indicate the num-

ber of character spaces  left 

•  Search box is long enough to handle 

common query lengths 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

Recognition Rather Than Recall              How satisfied is this requirement?          Comment 

•  Current processing‟s information is 

placed where the eye is likely to be 
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looking in the screen  

•  Classifications/nodes have been 

grouped  into logical and distinguish 

zones 

•  Browsing and searching zones have 

been separated clearly, however, 

they are recognized to be interde-

pendent 

•  The search interface is located 

where users would expect it to be 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

Flexibility and Minimalist Design              How satisfied is this requirement?          Comment 

•  Multiple levels of error message de-

tail are available for novice and ex-

pert users 

•  Users can jump across the classifi-

cations/nodes in the tree by using 

keyboard shortcut 

•  In the search keyword field, search 

is triggered by multiple actions 

•  Sorting options are helpful which 

make search results listed in a useful 

way 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High  

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High  

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

Aesthetic and Minimalist Design             How satisfied is this requirement?          Comment 

•  Information essential to decision 

making is displayed on screen 

•  All icons are visually and concep-

tually distinct 

•  Field labels are brief, familiar and 

descriptive 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

Help and Documentation              How satisfied is this requirement?           Comment 

•  Relevant information is enough for 

novice users to complete their tasks 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

__________________ 

 

Skills                How satisfied is this requirement?           Comment 

•  Operations are easy to learn and use 

•  Users are the initiators of actions 

rather than responders 

•  The method of moving the cursor to 

the next or previous object both are 

simple and visible 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

__________________ 

 

Pleasurable and Respectful Interaction  
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with the User               How satisfied is this requirement?           Comment 

•  Amount of necessary information 

has been kept to a minimum 

•  Search query field automatically 

submit search keyword after a time-

out is appropriate 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

__________________ 

 

 

__________________ 

 

Privacy                How satisfied is this requirement?          Comment 

•  Protected or confidential areas can 

be accessed with certain password 

 

___ Low     ___ Moderate     ___ High 

 

__________________ 

 

Summary comments & enhancement suggestions:  _____________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


